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3. Declarations of Interest in Agenda Items: 

4. Chairman's Announcements 

5. Petitions 

6. Questions from Members of the Public 

To receive questions from members of the public.  Maximum time allowed 
30 minutes.  Questions must be submitted to the Head of Governance and 
Commercial  at least three working days prior to the meeting.

7. Questions by Members 

a) Written questions to the Mayor or any other Member of the Council 
in relation to content of any recommendations or reports before 
the Council.  Questions must be submitted in writing to the Head or 
Governance and Commercial at least three working days prior to the 
meeting. (45 minutes allowed) – Procedure Rule 11.2.

b) Oral questions to the Mayor on any matter where the Council has 
powers or duties or which affects the Borough.  (60 minutes allowed 
plus any unused time from (a) above) – Procedure Rule 11.1.
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16. Outside Bodies Annual Report 199 - 208

EXEMPT INFORMATION
The Chairman to move:
That under Section 100 (a) (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press and 
public be excluded from the following items on grounds that, if they were 
present, there could be disclosed to them exempt information as defined in the 
relevant paragraphs of Schedule 12A of the Act.

17. Industrial Solutions Hub - Request to act as accountable body 209 - 212

18. Date and Time of the Next Meeting: 

The next meeting will be held on Tuesday 21 May 2019 at 2:00pm, in the 
Bainbridge Room, The Copeland Centre, Catherine Street, Whitehaven. 
CA28 7SJ.

Membership: Councillors Peter Connolly (Chairman), Carla Arrighi, David Banks, 
Martin Barbour, Jackie Bowman, Anne Bradshaw, Hugh Branney, Denise Burness, 
John Burns, Yvonne Clarkson, John Dirom, Gwynneth Everett, Neil Ferguson, Allan Forster, 
Jeanette Forster, Raymond Gill, Fred Gleaves, Tom Higgins, Ian Hill, Keith Hitchen, 
Allan Holliday, Mark Holliday, Joan Hully (Deputy Chair), Alan Jacob, Linda Jones-Bulman, 
John Kane, Bob Kelly, William Kirkbride, Jean Lewthwaite, Charles Maudling, Ged McGrath, 
Michael McVeigh, Sam Meteer, David Moore, Alistair Norwood, Brian O'Kane, Sam Pollen, 
Andy Pratt, Christopher Reay, David Riley, Graham Roberts, Gilbert Scurrah, 
Peter Stephenson, Graham Sunderland, Gillian Troughton, Peter Tyson, Paul Whalley, 
Doug Wilson and Felicity Wilson

Contacts: Direct Dial: 01946 598328
E-mail: clive.willoughby@copeland.gov.uk
Website: www.copeland.gov.uk



SPECIAL COUNCIL

MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON TUESDAY, 5 FEBRUARY 2019 AT 2:00PM

Present: Councillors Peter Connolly (Chairman), Carla Arrighi, David Banks, Martin Barbour, 
Jackie Bowman, Hugh Branney, Denise Burness, Yvonne Clarkson, Gwynneth Everett, 
Neil Ferguson, Allan Forster, Jeanette Forster, Raymond Gill, Tom Higgins, Keith Hitchen, 
Allan Holliday, Mark Holliday, Joan Hully, Linda Jones-Bulman, Bob Kelly, Jean Lewthwaite, 
Charles Maudling, Ged McGrath, Michael McVeigh, Sam Meteer, David Moore, 
Alistair Norwood, Sam Pollen, Andy Pratt, Christopher Reay, David Riley, Graham Roberts, 
Gilbert Scurrah, Graham Sunderland, Gillian Troughton, Paul Whalley, Doug Wilson and 
Felicity Wilson. Mayor Mike Starkie.

Officers: Pat Graham (Chief Executive), Sarah Pemberton (Head of Governance and 
Commercial), Steven Brown (Chief Financial Officer), Stephanie Shaw (Electoral and 
Democratic Services Manager), Julie Betteridge (Executive Director, Operations), Clinton 
Boyce (Solicitor), Jo McLeod (Head of Corporate Resources), Clive Willoughby (Democratic 
Services Officer), Andrew Clarke (Communications and Engagement Manager), Lesley Taylor 
(Mayor's PA) and Mike Graham (Political Advisor)

C58 Apologies for Absence 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Anne Bradshaw, John Burns, John 
Dirom, Fred Gleaves, Michael Guest, Ian Hill, Alan Jacob, John Kane, William Kirkbride, Brian 
O’Kane, Peter Stephenson and Peter Tyson.

C59 Minutes of the meeting held on 4 December 2018 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting held on 4 December 2018 be signed by the 
Chair as a correct record.

Arising from the minutes; 

Councillor Graham Sunderland stated that although the minutes were comprehensive and 
very thorough, it would help if the Officers present were also shown and asked if this could be 
done in future. This was agreed.

Councillor Jackie Bowman referred to a Code of Conduct complaint against her late husband 
and asked for an update as no communication had been received.
The Head of Corporate Resources advised that following consultation with the Head of Paid 
Service, the complaint would not be proceeding.
In a supplementary question, Councillor Bowman asked why she had not been advised of this.
The Head of Corporate Resources apologised and assured Councillor Bowman that this would 
be done.

At this point Councillor Martin Barbour sought clarification regarding the dispensation 
granted and which the Solicitor provided.

Councillor Michael McVeigh raised the Employability Fund and stated his question had 
previously been answered by an Officer.
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C60 Declarations of Interest in Agenda Items: 

The Head of Governance and Commercial (Monitoring Officer) advised Council that all 
Members present had requested and received a dispensation, which enabled them to take 
part in the debate and vote on the budget proposals.

Councillor Joan Hully declared a non-pecuniary interest on all agenda items relating to 
benefits.

Councillor Graham Sunderland declared a pecuniary interest in agenda item 13 (Proposals for 
Council Tax Discount and Premium Scheme) due to being a private landlord.

C61 Chairman's Announcements 

The Chairman stated that he had agreed to accept a further item for the agenda, Item 13 
‘Proposals for Council Tax Discount and Premium Scheme’. This Item would be taken between 
Items 8 and 9.

Members who had not yet collected their tablets were reminded to do so.

During the discussion that followed, further clarification was sought regarding the 
dispensation given and the need to declare.

Councillor Ray Gill asked that the additional item (Item 13 Proposals for Council Tax Discount 
and Premium Scheme) be deferred to the next meeting due to being received late and said he 
would raise at the appropriate time.

As a result of the clarification given previously, Councillors Martin Barbour, Ged McGrath and 
Carla Arrighi declared a pecuniary interest in agenda item 13 (Proposals for Council Tax 
Discount and Premium Scheme) due to being second home owners.
Councillor David Moore declared an interest in the same item due to being a landlord.

C62 Questions from Members of the Public - Must relate to business on the agenda. 

It was noted that no questions had been received from members of the public.

C63 Questions by Members - Must relate to business on the agenda 

(a) Written questions from Members.

Councillor Bob Kelly asked the following question:

“Is there any possibility for the budget to include some financial support to help the 
important resource of Millom Network Centre be maintained in its present role?”  
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The Mayor, Mike Starkie, replied as follows:

“The Millom Network Centre is owned by Cumbria County Council and is indeed annexed to 
Millom Secondary School.  The Network is an independently constituted body governed by a 
small number of trustees, two of whom have sadly died quite recently this has reduced their 
capacity and numbers even further.  
Copeland Council over a period of time has had numerous requests to help fund budgetary 
shortfalls at the Network Centre to deal with what is a financially poor situation for a local 
service, which relies on grants, contracts and rental income.  Whilst there is an absolute 
understanding for your request for more financial assistance, perhaps the best course of 
action would be to look again at the Network Centre.  
This should include its finances, its aspirations, its uses etc. and its ongoing relationship with 
the community in Millom in developing and delivering its vision.
I’ve asked the Millom Network Centre to provide our Chief Financial Officer with an up to date 
business plan to enable their situation to be thoroughly assessed.  Once I have that 
information I will be able to provide you with a more detailed answer.

In a supplementary question, Councillor Kelly said “Can I stress the importance of this because 
there is a wide spread theory in Millom that if the County Council take over this building it will 
then re-house the central library we have in Millom town and the council services perhaps. 
This would be another building in Millom Town Centre that might be at risk.  Thank you for 
your answer but we need your help.”

The Mayor, Mike Starkie, replied as follows:

“I agree entirely there are a number of activities of the County Council that concern me 
greatly.  There has been a tri-party meeting at a drop in centre in Millom.  The Town Council, 
Borough Council and County Council were all there looking at the whole service provision for 
Millom and taking into account the geographical isolation.  Yes, I am concerned and will be 
looking very closely at what we are doing going forward.”

Councillor Keith Hitchen raised a Point of clarification stating that the Millom Network Centre 
was owned by the trustees.

In clarifying, the Mayor confirmed the building is owned by Cumbria County Council

(b) Oral questions from Members.

Councillor GillianTroughton referred to agenda Items 9 and 13 to do with Council Tax Setting 
and Discounts. Councillor Troughton stated that Council was criticised in previous years by 
internal and external auditors for not explicitly approving the papers and asked if these could 
be circulated and agreed so as to avoid the same problem. 
Councillor Troughton also stated that a Council Tax Setting Committee was required to set the 
Council Tax and this did not appear on the agenda.

Councillor David Moore responded stating that the Council Tax Setting Committee would 
have delegated powers to set the Council Tax once all the parish precepts had been received’

Councillor Chris Reay thanked officers for providing Members with paper copies of the agenda 
and asked if it was possible for them to be issued earlier.
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Councillor David Moore responded stating that agendas were issued within the statutory time 
period and it was not possible to issue earlier.

Councillor Jackie Bowman referred to Agenda Item 11 and suggested this be sorted before 
the expiry date on 21st March 2019. 

Councillor Graham Sunderland in response to comments made by Councillor Troughton 
stated that the membership of the Council Tax Setting Committee had been agreed at a 
previous meeting.   

Councillor Sam Meteer raised an issue regarding the questions relating to items on the 
agenda and the Monitoring Officer provided further clarification reaffirming that questions 
must relate to items on the agenda.
Councillor Ged McGrath in relation to agenda Item 9 stated that a lot of support had been 
received from the Mayor for plans for a new pool in Millom. Millom Town Council had 
committed £56,000 towards that project and asked if there was any provision in the budget 
to help achieve that goal.

The Mayor confirmed there was no provision in the budget for the pool.

Councillor Sam Pollen suggested the confusion over questions relating to items on the agenda 
may have arisen due to there being no Executive report, where questions were usually raised. 
He further suggested that questions be raised when those items were being discussed.  

C64 Independent Remuneration Panel - Members Allowances 2019/20 

Councillor David Moore introduced the Independent Remuneration Panel’s report on 
Members Allowances 2019/20.
In doing so, Councillor Moore stated that this is undertaken yearly, however, their 
recommendations had not been taken up for the previous two years.

Councillor Moore further stated that in recommending the report to Council, the 
Conservative group would not be accepting any increase in the allowances.

Councillor Gillian Troughton raised a point of order that accepting the allowances was a 
personal choice and any Member in receipt of benefits would have their benefits affected.

The Mayor emphasised that this was an independent report, which he supported and agreed 
that accepting an allowance was a personal choice.

Councillor Ray Gill opposed the report and asked that the status quo be maintained. He 
further stated that under normal circumstances he would support the Independent 
Remuneration Panel’s recommendations but with only a couple of months before the 
elections suggested that the status quo be maintained.
Councillor Gill put forward an amendment that the status quo be maintained for the current 
year and the IRP be asked to revisit immediately once the new Council was in place with the 
reduced number of Councils.
The amendment was seconded
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Councillor Joan Hully asked if printed papers would be made available to her if the Council 
broadband was removed.

Councillor Moore confirmed this would be looked at.

Councillor Felicity Wilson sought clarification if the allowances included public transport.

Councillor Moore confirmed those using public transport were reimbursed.

Councillor Keith Hitchen believed it would be too early for the IRP to come in immediately 
after the election as they would have no evidence to look at.

In response to an earlier comment made by Councillor Moore, Councillor Chris Reay said 
“It is wrong for Councillor Moore to say things like that.  He is putting this side of the Council  
in a very poor light especially as it will get into the press as you lot have turned things down 
on this and we haven’t said anything.  If you had made a straightforward statement, we may 
not have put in an amendment but you have politicalised it and now you have an amendment 
facing you.”

Councillor Gillian Troughton  stated the Independent Remuneration Panel will have to look at 
the increased workload and backdate any increase to the start of the new council.  

Councillor Troughton agreed with Councillor Hitchen that it may take a little longer than the 
first couple of weeks. 

The question was about members with disabilities and there was still no scheme for members 
with disabilities to pay for their own carer to enable them to attend meetings and 
committees, we are not meeting our needs under the disability discrimination act, we need to 
sort this.

In response Councillor Moore said we would have to look at this case-by-case because each 
one can be very different. If someone is in that position, they should come and discuss it with 
the officer. It was further stated that it would be referred to the equalities group, asking them 
to look at this and that they come forward with some recommendations.  We will prepare 
guidance document for members and be clear on what they can and cannot claim for.

Councillor Felicity Wilson said “There are parties representing different views in this room and 
I think when it gets to being called ‘you lot over there’ I have to say I object most strongly 
Chair.  We don’t use language like that to each other.  We may have fearsome opposition to 
what each other says but I believe that Copeland Borough Councillors have always tried to 
control themselves, even in the heat of arguments.  I do strongly object to what was said and I 
would like that recorded.  A few years ago he was saying prayers for the harmony of this 
council, that does not represent harmony in my opinion.”

In responding, Councillor Reay said “It may not represent harmony, but it was the 
conservative party that got rid of this harmony. Not kept harmonious by politicising the 
statement”

The Chair reminded Council this was not the time or place for political arguments.

At this point the amendment was voted on.
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On a vote of 21 For, 14 Against, 2 Abstentions, the amendment was declared CARRIED

The substantive motion was then put to the vote.

On a vote of 21 For, 15 Against, 1 Abstention, the amended motion was CARRIED it was 
therefore:-

RESOLVED: that 
a) the Members’ Scheme of Allowances remain unchanged for the year 2019/20,  
             and
b) the Independent Remuneration Panel be invited to undertake a further review 
             of Members’ Allowances after the 2019 Borough elections.

C65 Pay Policy Statement 

Consideration was given to the Pay Policy Statement 2019/20. 

During the discussion that followed, Councillor Joan Hully asked if the Council was fully 
staffed and was advised it was. 

Councillor Graham Sunderland sought and received clarification regarding Chief Officer 
performance.

Councillor Sam Pollen raised the issue of Zero Hours Contracts and asked if Council could stop 
the use of zero hours contracts.

In response, the Mayor stated that “it’s not quite as straight forward as you put it there, the 
situation is we applied to be a living wage organisation and we didn’t get the accreditation 
because we have some zero hours contract workers attached to the Beacon.  There is a pool 
of about 20 with varying skills and at any one time we could be using about three of them.  So 
do we make twenty employed?   Do we make three employed?  It’s a pretty complex situation 
given that if we spoke to all of them each and every one would tell us a zero contract is what 
they want.  We do pay them the same rates of pay as if they were employed. This has been 
referred to a Task and Finish Group to look at all the issues concerned around this.  We have a 
record to be proud of, our apprentices are probably the best paid apprentices in Copeland 
because every single one of them is on the living wage and every member of staff is above 
living wage.

We have made great strides in the way staff are rewarded over the last twelve months.  This 
issue around the Beacon is extremely complex because the Beacon works on extremely fine 
margins and by removing zero hour contracts we could be removing opportunities altogether.  
We have to question do we want to make it that people can’t work and also as an accredited 
living wage employer to maintain that accreditation means that when we are looking at 
commercial developments and creating employment from scratch that might for a short time 
facilitate zero hour contracts it would remove any accreditation given at that time.  This issue 
has gone to a task and finish group within the Council to discuss the various complications.  
What I want is the best interests of all the people who are employed by the Council.  What we 
don’t what to do is put the business at risk or remove people for an opportunity because zero 
hours contracts suit those individuals.  It suits them and all 20 of the people we have on those 
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contracts will tell you that is exactly what they want because it suits their individual 
circumstances.  I will update the Council once the Task and Finish Group makes its report 
back.”

RESOLVED – That the Pay Policy Statement 2019/20 be approved.

C66 Proposals for Council Tax Discount and Premium Scheme 

Note:  Councillor Graham Sunderland left the room, took no part in the debate and did not 
vote on this item.

Councillor Ray Gill proposed that this item be deferred to the next council meeting as 
insufficient time had been given for it to be given due consideration.  The proposal was 
seconded by Councillor Paul Whalley 

On a vote of 21 For, 13 Against, 3 Abstentions, the amendment was carried

RESOLVED - that the Proposals for Council Tax Discount and Premium Scheme be deferred 
until the next meeting of Council on 19th February 2019 at 6:00pm. The Chairman further 
stated that this meeting would be held in the Bainbridge Room, The Copeland Centre, 
Whitehaven.

It was then moved by Councillor Joan Hully duly seconded and agreed that a 10 minute 
adjournment take place and the meeting stood ADJOURNED.

RECONVENED

The Chairman advised Council that his decision to hold the next Council meeting in the 
Bainbridge Room was made in good faith, however, he was prepared to allow Council to 
decide and put it to the vote.

Councillor Bob Kelly stated that although he was not particularly objecting about the move 
from Millom to Whitehaven, because he wasn’t actually aware the next meeting was in 
Millom,  he did want to make the point that Council had decided that it was going to move 
between places in the Borough.  

On a vote of 19 For, 15 Against, 2 Abstentions, 1 No vote, it was 

AGREED - that the next Council meeting on 19 February 2019 would be held in Whitehaven.

C67 Revenue Budget 2019/20, Medium Term Financial Plan (2019 - 2022), 2019/20 Treasury 
Management Strategy and Capital Programme (2019 - 2022) 

The Mayor introduced his budget saying:

“Today I present to you my fourth budget for your consideration.  On taking office in May 
2015 our budget was £9.1m and now it is reduced to 8.6m which means in real terms we have 
had to find savings of more than 16% of the entire budget.
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Trying to find these savings has been a very difficult undertaking which officers and colleagues 
in the room have worked hard to achieve.  I would very much like to, on your behalf thank 
Steven Brown, his team and indeed my Executive colleagues for their hard work over the last 
few months.

The Cyber-attack, which targeted our organisation, was simply devastating and has resulted in 
a total redesign of our IT infrastructure, security and working practises. It caused severe and 
direct inconvenience to our residents and extensive challenges for our management and staff 
and indeed our reputation.  It was interesting to note that our Chief Executive Pat Graham 
spoke at the Local Government Association Annual Conference in July of last year on the very 
subject of the causes, effect, cost and lessons learnt following the Cyber-attack that we 
sustained.

I do appreciate that Members were also affected and I thank you for your patience.

On a more positive note, we have been readmitted into the Cumbria Business Rate Pool 
which in 2019/20.

I would now like to take you through the highlights of the budget. 

There will be no cuts to frontline services.

I am pleased to confirm that our Council Tax increase is limited to 1.95% although that could 
have been raised to 3% if we had chosen to do so.  As I have said before, I absolutely refuse to 
do that as many of our residents have enough financial pressures without us asking them for 
more money.

Car Parking Charges will be frozen.

We must do all that we can to encourage motorists to use our car parks and I feel it would be 
wrong to increase charges at this time.

We are investing over £1m in our Bereavement Services.

These monies relate in principal to the installation of a second cremator, but also includes a 
programme of extension and improvement works at Whitehaven cemetery and other 
locations.
This investment also demonstrates this Council’s acknowledgement of its responsibility not 
only to Copeland but to West Cumbria, as we build resilience into the vital bereavement 
services we provide.

I also want to say that in the latter part of last year we held meetings with concerned 
residents in respect of the state of some of our cemeteries and I am pleased that through 
consultation, and action in partnership with Whitehaven Town Council there is now in place a 
programme of action for this year and beyond.

2019 will see a Tourist Information Centre open in Copeland.
We have a great place in Copeland to visit and how fortunate we are to live here! I am sure 
we all want visitors to enjoy and appreciate all that we have to offer.  I want them to book 
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rooms, eat meals and use our retail outlets, which will generate wealth and jobs in our 
economy.

The opening of a Tourist facility within our successful Beacon will allow us to guide visitors to 
all that is best in Copeland and I want to emphasise all that is best in the whole of Copeland 
not just Whitehaven.

I have listened to our Councillors particularly in Millom and the south of our borough.  Yes, 
you have a lot to offer and yes, we must encourage tourists to visit you too. I have heard you.

I have left the best until last.

As Elected Mayor and leader of this Council, I am immensely proud of the Social programmes 
that we help set up and deliver.  I truly believe that it is the measure of any society as to how 
they help those who are vulnerable or in need.

Our Social Isolation programme continues to help those across Copeland who are lonely and 
isolated.  The aim being to reconnect them so that they can re-engage and feel part of our 
society which itself improves health outcomes.

Domestic abuse is a scourge in our society and sadly affects too many families in Copeland.  
Domestic violence does not discriminate between wealth or poverty, man or woman or class.
Abuse in the home affects not only the victim, but it tears apart whole families, including 
children who carry the burden and trauma with them through their entire lives.  We now 
have a Domestic Violence Worker in place and we continue to work with our Hub and, taking 
a multi-agency approach we are tackling this complex challenge head on.

Our ambition to have a Women’s Centre for West Cumbria housed here in Copeland has 
gathered much momentum over the past year and we are working towards that goal and 
hopefully 2019 will see that vision realised.  I will of course report more of this to Full Council 
as soon as I am able.

Last year I spoke about a proposed project to help vulnerable adults who in some cases have 
learning difficulties, autism or some other physical or mental disability.  I am pleased to 
inform Council that our project entitled “Realising our Potential” will be launched on February 
11th

This project aims to get as many of our fellow citizens into the workplace by training them in 
the skills that they need to gain employment.  This will be money management, how to make 
the best use of public transport, interaction with others, health and well-being and many 
other aspects of what many of us take for granted.  We look forward to positively changing 
lives and raising aspirations thereby creating greater equality of opportunity.

As a Council we can be proud of what we strive to do, never complacent but continually of 
the mantra to help all residents. 

Our own organisation has seen many new faces join us and we are now in the exciting 
position of having a full establishment of really qualified and committed staff who will help 
take us forward in the ever-changing world of local government.  It would take too long to 
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mention everyone who has joined us by name, and it would be dreadful if I missed someone 
out.
I would like however to highlight a group of young people who have joined us by taking 
advantage of our Apprenticeship scheme.  Real opportunity and training has been given to 11 
young people across the Council and I am sure I speak for us all when I say to them good luck 
as they embark on the start of their careers!

Councillors, many challenges lie ahead for us.

The stalling of the Moorside project, following the demise of NuGen, is disappointing to say 
the least.
Much preparatory work was undertaken by this Council and we stand ready to work with any 
future developer.

Later this month, the West Cumbria Mining project will be considered by the County Council 
Planning Committee with the prospect of millions of pounds of investment and hundreds of 
much needed jobs.

Our nuclear industry continues to dominate our economic landscape and the recent 
Government announcement of the commencement of a UK Geological Disposal Facility will, I 
am sure, ensure that we as a Council will have a key role on the national stage.

As your Elected Mayor, and I am sure yourselves as members we want the best staff possible 
to enable us to provide the best services possible.

It is my belief that Copeland is the best place to live work and visit.  All of us want to be part 
of the best Council possible.

Thank you to all Councillors for playing your part.

I commend this budget to the Council.”

The Chairman then restated the process, saying

“As set out in Chapter 7 of the Constitution, a local agreement agreed by Council on the 9th 
April 2015 does require the amendment to be submitted to the Chief Finance Officer at least 
2 working days prior to the meeting so that he can consider it and advise Council. Council 
must take into account that advice before the matter is voted on. 

If an amendment is brought forward and seconded, I will ask the Chief Finance Officer if he 
has been consulted on the amendment in accordance with the local agreement and if so what 
is his advice. If he has not been consulted, then we may need to adjourn for a period so that 
he can consider the proposal and how it fits with the rest of the budget.

Having received that advice, I will then invite debate on the amendment. We will then vote on 
the amendment. I will then ask if there are any further amendments and they will follow the 
same procedure. If any of the amendments are passed by a simple majority then this agenda 
item will, by law, be referred back to the Executive for consideration with mediation by the 
Budget Resolution Working Group. The Executive will then bring back the budget to Council 
on a date to be confirmed. It will not be possible, by law, to approve the budget today.
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In the event that there is no amendment which are duly voted on and carried, then it will be 
possible to take the vote this afternoon on the Mayor’s budget as presented which could be 
carried by a simple majority.” 

The Chairman then invited debate.

Councillor Ray Gill stated he was not aware of this Local Rule.

The Chief Executive clarified the position and that this agreement dated back to 2015.
From an Officer perspective it had never been necessary before.  
This was obviously a precautionary measure to improve the process and make sure that the 
process was informed from a Section 151 perspective.  
It was only in the last few days before Full Council that Officers were reminded that in the 
absence of an alternative budget being put forward, that this provision was in place.  This 
came into effect in May 2015 with the new administration.

Councillor Bob Kelly asked “I do fully understand the aim of the Mayor to keep the council tax 
down, nobody wants taxes to be raised on our people.  However, if the Government policy is 
that the income tax payer is not supporting local services it does come down to the local 
taxpayer to make up that deficit if we are going to maintain services.  I worry that we have cut 
our staff to the bone to make further savings and yet on pages 52 and 54 of this document it 
does point out that the next council is going to be faced with a deficiency of funds.  How 
confident is the mayor that next year we will be able to meet the requirement of local 
services when he’s realising right now that maybe we haven’t got enough money in the 
coffers.

In Response the Mayor said “ Yes, I am confident.  My manifesto four years ago was to try and 
reduce the tax burden which affects all our residents in the borough.  They have been hit hard 
with massive increases from Cumbria County Council and the PCC.  One of the biggest issues 
we have is deprivation and people living in poverty I don’t think we should be adding to that 
burden, we need to find other solutions and other ways of doing that.  Being fully staffed is 
generating efficiencies replacing highly expensive consultants reduces what we spend.  We 
can only work in the environment we are in and deliver the best result and I don’t think 
raising council tax is a good solution.  A commitment was made to reduce that burden and 
over the four years that commitment has been paid in full because over the four years in real 
terms council tax is less than what it was four years.

In a supplementary Councillor Kelly repeated the second part of his question.   On pages 52 
and 54 of this document it does point out that the next council is going to be faced with a 
deficiency of funds how confident are you and do you have any ideas how you are going to do 
that?

The Mayor replied “Yes, I am confident that we are structured far better now to deliver on 
the commercial agenda we are already seeing significant increases from Moresby we need to 
drive on we are better placed now to deliver. 

Councillor Linda Jones–Bullman praised the incredible work of our officers and staff, then 
read the following statement.

“The Labour Group is not opposing the budget that has been submitted, but I would like to 
make the following statement on behalf of the group.  To be clear the priority of the Labour 
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Group is and always will be helping those who need most help.  As a Council, we must deliver 
statutory services and prioritise anything over and above that.  Social inclusion will always be 
a priority for the Borough of Copeland. We commend the officers who developed the budget, 
therefore finding the money for some of the things, which we have made clear, are important 
to us.  Things like helping the homeless, supporting the victims of domestic abuse and to do 
all we can to help those in abject poverty and the excellent social inclusion work of which all 
members have been part of.  This has to be a budget for all.

The only serious concern that I have with this budget is the increase in crematorium charges.  
We are already one of the most expensive areas to be cremated in the country.  There are 
over thirty increased charges in your budget, which include an £18 increase for Copeland 
residents over the age of 16.  This will affect the most disadvantaged in our community most 
deeply, in what is undoubtedly a stressful and difficult time when they are coming to terms 
with a loss of a loved one.

I implore the Mayor to take another look at the figures and find another way to increase 
revenues or pay from elsewhere so that these increases are not implemented.  I hope he will 
go away with colleagues to look at that.  As some of you know this is not the only vote on a 
budget taking place today.   In Westminster, the Government is proposing a new system of 
allocated funding which obviously we will oppose, because it will offer funding not where it is 
needed but will benefit affluent areas.  With this current budget, this council has been slashed 
from £15.2 Million in 2011 to £8.5 in 2019.  Imagine how much we could do for the most 
vulnerable in our community.

It is therefore vital that our hard working staff continue to strive to be the best they can be in 
order to support the victims of these austere times.  Our officers do fantastic work and I have 
no doubt they will rise to this challenge.  They were of course praised in a recent review by 
the Local Government Association, these are experts who come here to look at the way our 
council operates, they met people from both sides of the chamber, they talked to officers and 
stakeholders and they were impressed, as we all are with our staff approach.  The report was 
lorded as positive and there have been many pats on the back, but as often the case the devil 
is in the detail.  This was ignored by the local press who printed the highlights verbatim as 
submitted by the Mayor.

I have some quotes from the report, which should be seriously concerning to us all.  The Peer 
Team saw limited evidence of long term financial planning, the 151 Officer has made progress 
in tackling the accounting backlog; however, there remains the risk the long term standing 
nature of the issues inducing complacency. The Peer team firmly state that this risk is 
addressed immediately.

It is seen that the significant ongoing budget gap with reserves that are close to the minimum 
urgent action needs to be taken and finally the Peer Team picked up a lack of understanding 
about the urgency in dealing with the councils forecast and financial position.

I said at the beginning of this speech we do not intend to oppose this budget, but we do wish 
to place some serious concerns on record.  The Mayor has pushed hard the public message of 
wanting a no cuts budget, those on this side of the chamber would never want to make cuts 
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but what is becoming increasingly clear is that you are playing a game of smoke and mirrors.  
This stuff is too important to the people we represent to play fast and loose with.

You talked about wanting to run the Council like a modern 21st century business, I know 
Councillor Norwood doesn’t rate my business background but what is clear to everyone is 
that you have to balance the books and any business that runs at an overspend each year will 
eventually go bust.  I fear that under this leadership and frankly, quite reckless approach that 
is where we are headed – all fanfare, spin and with no substance.

As we accept this budget as the best we can do this year in the face of damaging and 
unnecessary Government cuts I would like to ask you Mr Mayor what is the plan for next year 
or the year after that.  How long do you feel we can go on spending when, as the peer review 
team said there is limited evidence of long term planning?  And, before you give your usual 
excuses and predictable attack on our predecessors remember you’ve been in post for nearly 
four years, this Council still isn’t filing our accounts on time and this is happening on your 
watch.”

The Mayor replied: “Thank you very much for your comments.  We will start with the 
crematorium, as that is where you started.  The three years proceeding my election, the 
average increase in fees at the crematorium was 8.3%.  Three years on since my election the 
average increase is less than 1% per year.  With inflation running at average about 2.9%.  
What I was trying to do was redress the balance of the previous administration using the 
situation as a cash cow.  That has been addressed – 8.35% three years average to 0.9% is a 
significant difference.  Yes, it had been reported that we are one of the most expensive 
crematoriums in the country in 2015 that is why I took the action that I did.

In terms of the other fees and charges last year, I froze them completely.  This year they are 
linked to inflation.  Last year they were zero, the previous two years they were linked to 
inflation; once again, we have below inflation increases to fees and charges.  In terms of a 
resident four years down the line, fees and charges throughout this organisation are cheaper 
than when I took office.

The council tax is a below inflation increase, not like our neighbours in Allerdale and Barrow 
who have maximised it or the county council – they are going to go to the maximum.  What 
they all have in common is that they are three labour councils. This one is looking after the 
interests of our people we are keeping fees down to a minimum, we are keeping council tax 
down to a minimum.  We are balancing our budget every year and in terms of overspend let 
us look back where I started with a £13 million black hole.  Anyone with any accountancy 
sense whatsoever knows that I cannot fix that overnight.  I walked into a situation where 
there was a £13 black hole and the organisation did not employ one single qualified 
accountant in the business, so not only were we in a mess we did not have anyone qualified 
to take us out of it.  So we had to address the mess, put it right and yes, it would take a few 
years. As our auditors acknowledged we are making significant progress on all areas of 
finances.

We are reversing cuts, we have gone back into cleaning streets, cleaning streets that you tried 
to vote down last year, or tried to put an amendment to vote down.  We have created jobs 
cleaning our streets and last year an amendment was put forward to vote that down for an 
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hours free parking in Whitehaven for a minority of residents.  I am interested in the residents 
from Millom right through to Distington making sure that they all get a fair deal.

The peer group report did acknowledge that are some short falls, you cannot fix everything 
overnight but the general consensus of that report was, as you have acknowledged yourself, 
outstanding.  I am proud to have led the council through a period where it has come out in a 
report that is outstanding.  I am sure that everyone in here has been pleased to play their part 
in a council that was recognised in such a way.  What the report did highlight was that there 
was a lack of recognition and understanding of the financial situation we are in.  The financial 
situation is and remains very, very difficult.  We are managing a difficult situation very well.  
That has been acknowledged by peers from other councils, it has been recognised in the 
business community who are vital to everything that we do in this borough.  We have built 
tremendous relationships with the business community that has allowed significant funding 
because my priority from day one, from the minute I walked into this council has been the 
most vulnerable in the community, the under privileged and those who need the support.  
This council has got a track record as good as any council in the whole of the UK for 
addressing those situations.  Social isolation, children living in poverty, domestic violence on 
every way you measure it we have done an exceptionally good job.  I acknowledge the point 
that councillors from all sides of the chamber have all played a huge part in supporting those 
initiatives.  

The reality of this council is that we are in a much better situation today than we were four 
years ago not least we were told you’ll not be able to recruit the staff and guess what we 
have.  In every single position, everyone is employed that brings continuity, it brings 
consistency, it brings transfer of learning and it brings to an end the cycle of failure that we 
lurched to from one four year period to another.  In 2002, it was all over the Whitehaven 
News the Council are virtually bankrupt, in 2008 they could not close the accounts for three 
years.  In 2015, we had a £13M black hole.  What we are doing is not treating the symptoms 
of failure we are attacking the root cause and fixing it permanently for the benefit of 
everyone in the community of Copeland.  The report independently put together, with 
various people contributing, brought this council under a shining light.  It was an exceptionally 
good report and a great reflection on this council.  You can, if you want, pick out some 
political points and take a glass half-empty attitude.

In terms of the fees and charges, I have considered long and hard over months and months 
putting this budget together.  I would have loved to come here today and said there will be no 
increase in fees and charges but where are we going to find the £65,000?  You probably 
haven’t thought of that because you only cobbled your question together last night.  There 
has been no approach to officers or the 151 officer for any assistance in what you could do to 
have your views validated.  We have had consultation meetings in both Millom and 
Whitehaven and some of the Councillors Bob Kelly, Fee Wilson, Carla Arrighi, Chris Reay came 
along to be part of those consultation meetings, to understand the budget.  This report went 
to Overview and Scrutiny who never gave one single recommendation for change so I am 
pleased you are not opposing the budget.  Hopefully, that means it will go through and that 
will mean that four years out of four the council has supported the budgets that I have put 
forward that have transformed Copeland for good and for better.
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Councillor Linda Jones-Bulman then requested the Mayor to have another look at the 
Crematorium charges.

The Mayor replied that the budget had been put together and to balance it, the money would 
have to come from somewhere else.  

Councillor Gillian Troughton stated that “Section 6 of the report says there is no such thing it’s 
just the same, we have been advised in previous years by our auditors that that is not a legal 
statement and that we should have the scheme in front of us.  How can we agree Rec 6 safely 
if we don’t have that in front of us and I did ask for it at the beginning of the meeting.  We do 
need that otherwise we cannot agree section 6.  We are here as councillors individually and 
collectively to make safe decisions.  While we are on that as far as the projected outturns of 
reserves, we are expected to be making decisions on taking out of reserves.  Section 1.6 talks 
about the decrease in reserves situation and savings still to be found.

Mr Mayor your statement is fantastic about the peer review and you are right there was lots 
of really brilliant and outstanding stuff in there.  But, do you know what, it’s like saying the 
wallpaper is lovely but the wall is falling down.  You may be taking steps to make the place 
beautiful now but long term this council is going.  Our reserves are at a minimum.  If we have 
a disaster tomorrow or next year I don’t know who you will blame it on.  Hopefully it won’t be 
your fault because you won’t be the Mayor.  This is serious we are expecting a budget that is 
safe, not just for this year, not just to allow you to win votes for the next election or indeed 
me to win votes for the next election, which will be lucky because I am not standing.  It’s 
about the long-term prospect for the people of this borough to make this place a better place 
for the people of this borough.  This will not be a better place for the people of this borough if 
this council is not functioning because this council has run out of money and we are not 
making this better.  You have not inherited a black hole, there were accounting problems and 
I will freely admit that, I inherited them, you inherited them.  There were situations where the 
money was in the wrong place but it was there.  We are now heading to the point where the 
money isn’t there.  The budgets coming from central government is reducing to zero, that’s 
hundreds of thousands of pounds, it not 50p.

As Councillor Jones Bullman pointed out when I took over the budget in 2015.  In 2011 it was 
£15.2M, its now down to £8M and will go down further.  We need to be prudently active now, 
next year, the year after and ten years time we need to be able to meet our statutory duties, 
we still need to have risk based reserves to respond if something goes wrong and my worry is 
we have not got the figures in this report.  What those reserves are.  I know a decision has 
been made by the portfolio holder that those details are no longer presented to this Council, 
so we do have to look at the Executive papers to see the quarterly reports.  Ok I don’t mind it 
being more difficult but I do think the headline figures should have been in this report for us 
to look at and going forward those reserves are disappearing to zero.  Not only our general 
reserves i.e. the unallocated reserves but decisions have been made to reduce what we have 
got in the risk-based reserves.  We have no general reserves and should disaster happen I am 
not confident we have enough in the risk-based reserves.  That is the situation we are in and 
that is what the peer review was pointing to.  It’s not that there aren’t great things going on – 
the wallpaper is lovely but the wall is falling down.
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The Mayor responded by saying “I only wish you had been as worried in 2011 Gillian.  The 
reality is the reserves are down because when we had the Sellafield appeal a provision of 
£25M should have been made, there was £16M, £9M short.  We had to find that provision in 
2015 plus another £4M of errors.  You say the Council is running out of money – well let me 
tell you we did run out of money and the Government wrote off £2.9M.  £2.9M write off 
because of the financial recklessness and lack of prudence from the previous organisation.  I 
do like the point you made that like me you inherited a mess, who did you inherit your mess 
from?  Another labour administration inherited from another labour administration.  We 
were reading last week that they’re even going to revive projects like Pow Beck another 1.2 
million for projects like Pow Beck.  £1.2M down the drain for this council.” 

Councillor Gillian Troughton asked if Council were to get sight of the Local Council Tax Support 
Scheme before approving it and asked what the reserves were.  

The Section 151 Officer in replying said “It is my belief that we don’t need to circulate the 
council tax support scheme as it is available on the website.  We are asking Members to 
approve the scheme that is unchanged. 
In terms of the reserves, section 3 of the report deals with the reserves.  If I can refer to 
paragraph 3.3 we estimate that general reserves which included a risk element and an 
unallocated element which will be £2.7M that takes into account the forecast for 2018/19.  At 
3.8, we say that the risk element of that reserve is £2m and that is the minimum we checked 
that that reserve should go to and that’s been changed from 2018/19.”

Councillor Joan Hully : You are talking about social isolation, because we are losing Age UK, 
what will be in their place because a lot of people are socially isolated because they have no 
money.  You can’t afford to live and you can’t afford to die now either.

In reply the Mayor advised that with Age UK, there are some issues, which I highlighted in the 
meeting last week with Councillors.  They are more to do with County Council cuts and about 
delivering services through the third sector.  The consultation is on the 15th. I have learnt 
today that the ground is starting to move favourably but there is a threat that the care 
services could be tendered out to Virgin Healthcare.  I have requested that all Councillors 
from all sides attend those consultations to get a full understanding of what is going on.

We continue to work with Howgilll, Age UK and Barnados, who do in Allerdale the same job 
Howgill do for us.  We will make representations for the best interest for the community of 
Copeland.  We will also work with our partners to continue funding.  I have just had a 
conversation with Councillor Fryer of Allerdale about expanding the food pantry project.  We 
have gone to the private sector and it looks like they are keen to support that with 
investment and that will be a whole West Cumbrian initiative. The third sector do a fantastic 
job and there will be a series of briefings because it also plays into local Government 
reorganisation.  We will have Stephen Eames in and all the relevant people to discuss various 
options as we go forward.

Councillor Michael McVeigh said that at the last meeting he asked the Mayor to write to the 
Government to ask for the re-instatement of our rates support grant, was there any progress? 
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The Mayor replied “Better than that I went to see them.  I had a meeting with Rishi Sunak.  In 
terms of the support grant that is getting phased out everywhere in the country.  They are 
now conducting a fair funding review.  Stephen joined me at the meeting and I believe we 
made a compelling case for Copeland Borough Council” 

In a supplementary question, Councillor MCVeigh asked if the peer review report was 
realistic?

The Mayor replied “ There was nothing that gave us a surprise.  No surprise to me or the 
officers.  I can’t overstate the importance of the situation we are in now where we have an 
infrastructure where all our posts are filled.  It is unique and puts us in a stronger position that 
we’ve been in for a long time. We have built a team that will help this council have a very 
successful future.”

Councillor Graham Sunderland asked regarding Investment properties. Have we borrowed 
and if so how much?  

The Section 151 Officer replied “We do have borrowing – a £5M loan as you know.  We do 
have investment properties in our portfolio.  They are defined as how we look at our portfolio 
and how we allocate those assets between operations and investment properties.  We are 
not intending to borrow to fund future investment properties.”

In a supplementary question Councillor Sunderland asked “If the council is in the position that 
cash raised is meeting cash expenditure?

The Section 151 Officer replied “Our cash balance is about £25M which is well in access of our 
budget and that is because of our council tax, business rates income raised. So from a cash 
point of view we are cash rich.  We do have long-term commitments and we are raising 
council tax and business rates and then paying them out.”

(Note: Councillor Andy Pratt left the meeting.)

Councillor Ray Gill asked the Mayor to take his budget proposal away and think again 
regarding the Crematorium charges. People on benefits don’t pay council tax or rent.  At the 
same time, he is going to give 75% rates reduction to independent businesses.  I know who 
his friends are.

In response the Mayor said “The businesses provide employment, they are part of 
regenerating the town and are putting food on the tables. Yes businesses, West Cumbria 
Mining they are my friends.  If you were at the open for business conference the Chief 
Executive of West Cumbria Mining said when he arrived in Copeland in 2013 he was turned 
away at the door.  He is glad of our refreshing attitude.

My top priority is the vulnerable people in our community, the people who need support but 
not at the exclusion of everyone else in the community.  We have to work with entrepreneurs 
and develop businesses because that helps raise the bar for everyone and gives them 
opportunities.
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There is not a negative of what we have proposed.  I can’t understand why you can’t stand up 
and get behind it.

(Note: Councillor Hugh Branney left the meeting.)

In a supplementary question Councillor Gill asked if the Mayor Could tell him how many 
members of staff we have now compared to 2015.  
He also asked the Mayor to take away the suggestions and look at them.

The Mayor replied “This budget was pulled together over months and we went through it line 
by line there is no point in going away and reconsidering again when we have got to what we 
think is the best solution.  We have given this every consideration possible.  We would have 
to find £70,000”

(Note: Councillors Yvonne Clarkson and Allan Forster left the meeting.)

Councillor Sam Pollen stated “You said there is no point considering the proposal.  I think 
there is a point and it is a reasonable request.  Instead of consistent complaints, accusations 
and insults to the previous administrations, take a leaf out of your own book.  You say want 
support stop throwing insults about.  Stop taking the stick to Labour Councillors we have all 
contributed and I think this is a reasonable request.  Is not a waste of time.  It’s working in 
partnership as an independent Mayor. Be independent.  Consider the amendment.”

The Mayor replied “I think it was a reasonable request and I also think it was a reasonable 
answer to say that what was requested had been done on absolute depth.  I’m defending a 
position when I am continually being attacked from one side of the chamber.  I am happy to 
work and support all councillors.  I will defend my position when I have to.  No one supports 
the officers in this council as I do and maybe that’s why I have a full set of them.  It has 
already been looked at in depth.”

Councillor Sam Meteer referred to the Head of Development Post being vacant and asked if 
we fully staffed or not.
 
The Mayor confirmed that the role had been deleted.

Councillor Felicity Wilson stated that no comments had been made to the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee.

Councillor Ray Gill then stated that the role of scrutiny was to ensure the process was 
followed correctly, which it was.

(Note: Councillor Chris Reay left the meeting.)

Councillor Graham Sunderland asked for clarification regarding the Head of Development post 
as in the earlier report it was said that there was no position. if that is the case does that 
mean that the documentation we have approved under the pay policy statement are you 
saying that is incorrect?

The Mayor replied that the position has yet to be deleted. 
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The Chief Executive then provided further clarification saying “The structure that was put in 
place and went through Personnel Panel and Full Council is as set out in those papers.  We 
recruited to two of those posts and the Personnel Panel are aware of that.  There was a third 
post of Head of Development and largely because myself and Julie Betteridge to some extent 
and a couple of other colleagues have been covering that role.  What I wanted to do is give 
some time for the CLT as it is, to embed in the new roles.  Obviously, we are constantly 
assessing our costs to see what is required and because we were able to fill the other two 
roles quickly, what I wanted to do was to have a pause and just have a reassessment of how 
CLT capacity is working.  I agreed with the Mayor that I would hold that post in abeyance until 
such time as the current structure had bedded in a little bit so that I can make sure that a) we 
have got the posts right and b) that it was required at that level and I think that we would all 
agree that we need as much support as we can get around that side of the business.  So in 
terms of the posts that we are actively recruiting for the Mayor is absolutely right, in the past 
few weeks we have been in the unusual position that most of our posts have been filled.  I am 
considering at the moment and having conversations with my Corporate Leadership Team 
about moving round some duties and responsibilities and that is a proposal I will bring back 
through Members and Personnel Panel.  In the same way that the council is continually 
assessing its resources and where it needs them, It is for me as Head of Paid Service to make 
sure that the cost of senior management is kept under review.  I have yet to come to a 
definitive view myself then of course, there is a process to go through with members, that is 
where we are as of today.

It was then moved by Councillor Ray Gill duly seconded and agreed that a 5 minute 
adjournment take place and the meeting stood ADJOURNED.

RECONVENED

The Head of Governance and Commercial (Monitoring Officer) reminded Council that as is 
required by law, the vote on the budget proposal was a recorded vote.

For the Motion- Councillors Peter Connolly, Carla Arrighi, Dave Banks, Martin Barbour, Jackie 
Bowman, Denise Burness, Gwynneth Everett, Neil Ferguson, Ray Gill, Tom Higgins, Keith 
Hitchen, Allan Holliday, Mark Holliday, Joan Hully, Linda Jones-Bulman, Bob Kelly, Jean 
Lewthwaite, Charles Maudling, Ged McGrath, Michael McVeigh, Sam Meteer, David Moore, 
Alistair Norwood, Sam Pollen, Dave Riley, Graham Roberts, Gilbert Scurrah, Mayor Mike 
Starkie, Councillors Graham Sunderland, Gillian Troughton, Paul Whalley, Doug Wilson and 
Felicity Wilson.

Against the Motion- Nil

Abstentions – Councillor Jeanette Forster
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On a vote of 33 For, 0 Against and 1 Abstention the budget Motion was declared CARRIED, it 
was therefore:-

RESOLVED – That
a) The Financial Strategy Principals as set out in Appendix A of the report which are  
             applied to the Elected Mayor’s proposed budget for 2019/20 and 2019-2022 Medium 
             Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) projections be agreed,
b) The Mayors proposal to increase Council Tax by 1.95% for 2019/20 be agreed,
c) The Mayor’s 2019/20 proposed Revenue Budget and 2019-2022 MTFS as set out in 
             Section 2 of the report which includes fees and charges schedule for 2019/20 as set 
             out in Appendix B of the report be agreed,
d) The Mayor’s proposed Capital Strategy for 2019/20 that includes the proposed Capital 
             Programme for 2019/20-2021/22 as set out in Appendix C of the report be agreed,
e) The 2019/20 Treasury Management Strategy Statement, Minimum Revenue Provision 
             Policy Statement and Annual Investment Strategy as set out in Appendix D of the 
             report be agreed
f) The continuation of the current Local Council Tax Support Scheme as set out in Section 
             6 of the report be agreed, and 
g) The Council Tax Setting Committee be given delegated powers to set the Council Tax 
             for 2019-20. 

C68 Update on Copeland Borough Council's Economic Regeneration Programme 

Council received an update on Copeland Borough Council’s Economic Regeneration 
Programme. 

During the discussion, Councillor Jackie Bowman asked for and received an explanation of the 
High Street Fund, from the Mayor.

Note: Councillor Keith Hitchen left the meeting.

Councillor Sam Meteer made a request for list of schemes funded by the Copeland 
Community Fund, which Councillor Moore agreed to obtain. 

RESOLVED – that
a) The half year progress made against the corporate KPI be noted,
b) It be agreed to receive and spend the external funding during 2018/19 and
             future years against current grant offers of £734,000 from Sellafield Ltd Social 
             Impact Fund,
c) In line with successful applications and grant conditions, it be agreed to receive
             and spend the external funding of up to £3,198,327 against current          
            applications to a combination of Coastal Communities Fund, Sellafield Ltd Social 
            Impact Fund and Copeland Community Fund across 2018/19 and 2019/20,
d) The programme approach that is being developed with the nuclear industry to 
            align the Council’s economic regeneration programme with social impact 
           delivery and funding be noted.
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C69 Urgent Action - Recycling 

Council was notified of an Urgent Action decision to approve £50,700 of reserves to fund the 
continuation of the additional recycling team. 

RESOLVED: that the Urgent Action be noted.

C70 Date and Time of the Next Meeting: 

It was noted that the next meeting of Council would be held at 2:00pm on Tuesday 
19th February 2019 in the Bainbridge Room, The Copeland Centre, Whitehaven. 

The Meeting closed at 5.45 pm 

Mayor
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SPECIAL COUNCIL

MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON TUESDAY, 19 FEBRUARY 2019

Present: Councillors Peter Connolly (Chairman),  David Banks, Martin Barbour, Hugh Branney, 
Denise Burness, Yvonne Clarkson, Neil Ferguson, Raymond Gill, Ian Hill, Allan Holliday, 
Mark Holliday, Joan Hully, Linda Jones-Bulman, Bob Kelly, William Kirkbride, Jean Lewthwaite, 
Charles Maudling, Ged McGrath, Sam Meteer, David Moore, Alistair Norwood, Brian O'Kane, 
Sam Pollen, Andy Pratt, Christopher Reay, David Riley, Graham Roberts, Gilbert Scurrah, 
Peter Tyson, Paul Whalley, Doug Wilson, Felicity Wilson and Mayor Mike Starkie.

Officers: Pat Graham (Chief Executive), Julie Betteridge (Executive Director, Operations), 
Sarah Pemberton (Head of Governance and Commercial (Monitoring Officer)), Steven Brown 
(Chief Financial Officer), Clinton Boyce (Solicitor), Mike Graham (Political Advisor), Jo McLeod 
(Head of Corporate Resources), Stephanie Shaw (Electoral and Democratic Services Manager), 
Clive Willoughby (Democratic Services Officer), Andrew Clarke (Communications and 
Engagement Manager) and Lesley Taylor (PA to the Mayor).

C71 Apologies for Absence 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Carla Arrighi, Jackie Bowman, Anne 
Bradshaw, John Burns, John Dirom, Gwynneth Everett, Allan Forster, Jeanette Forster, Fred 
Gleaves, Michael Guest, Tom Higgins, Keith Hitchen, Alan Jacob, John Kane, Michael McVeigh, 
Peter Stephenson, Graham Sunderland and Gillian Troughton.

C72 Declarations of Interest in Agenda Items: 

Councillor Joan Hully declared a non-pecuniary interest in agenda Item 6 (Proposals for 
Council Tax Discount and Premium Scheme) due to living in social housing and being in receipt 
of benefits and agenda Item 7 (Accessible Information Policy) due to being visually impared.

Councillor Ged McGrath declared a non-pecuniary interest in agenda Item 6 (Proposals for 
Council Tax Discount and Premium Scheme) due to being a landlord, but not in Copeland.

Councillor Martin Barbour declared a non-pecuniary interest in agenda Item 6 (Proposals for 
Council Tax Discount and Premium Scheme) due to being a landlord.

C73 Chairman's Announcements 

The Chairman announced that Agenda Item 8 (Dispensation – Councillor Fred Gleaves) had 
been withdrawn from the agenda.

C74 Written Questions from Members of the Public - Must relate to business on the agenda. 

It was noted that no written questions had been received from members of the public.

C75 Written Questions by Members - Must relate to business on the agenda. 

It was noted that no written questions had been received from Members.
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C76 Proposals for Council Tax Discount and Premium Scheme 

The portfolio holder for Strategic and Regulatory Services, Councillor Allan Holliday, 
presented the proposed Council Tax Discounts and Premium Policy for Empty Homes to 
Council.

Councillor Ray Gill welcomed the report, which had previously passed through the Overview 
and Scrutiny Committee, and by way of an amendment asked that a Task and Finish Group 
review the policy when it had been in operation for one year to iron out any anomalies in 
time for the 2020-2021 budget cycle.

The portfolio holder and Council agreed to the amendment.

Councillor Dave Banks sought and received clarification that the policy applied to social 
landlords.  

Councillor Doug Wilson asked for clarification on properties that were in receipt of penalties, 
but were unable or unwilling to pay the Council Tax did the Council have any form of redress. 
The Portfolio Holder undertook to provide a written answer.

Councillor Ged McGrath referred to a number of empty properties in his ward and asked how 
the 1.5 times Council Tax ‘stick’ helped in getting these properties back into use. He stated he 
would like to see more of a ‘carrot’ to encourage people.
The Portfolio Holder stated there were a number of exemptions that could be applied to 
genuine property owners to help them in getting their properties back into use.

Councillor Bob Kelly welcomed the report, however was concerned regarding its 
implementation. He further asked if there had been conversations with the Housing 
Associations and was advised there had.

Councillor Felicity Wilson took exception to comments made by Councillor McGrath stating 
that property owners in her Millom Newtown ward were trying hard to bring their houses up 
to standard.
Councillor McGrath apologised to Councillor Felicity Wilson for any offence, which he had not 
intended, but stated this was an area he would like to see regenerated by young people and 
help with funding for building work was required.
The Portfolio Holder stated there was enough in the policy to help.
 
Councillor Martin Barbour sought clarification on declaring an interest.
The Solicitor provided clarity stating if Members had an empty second home at the moment 
or believed they were going to have one in the foreseeable future, they should declare a 
Pecuniary Interest. If Members did not have an empty second home at present and not likely 
to have one in the foreseeable future, then there was no need to make a declaration. 

Councillor Hugh Branney asked how many voids there were in Copeland at present and was 
advised there were approximately 100 long term voids.

Councillor Branney further stated that there were a large number of empty second homes 
within the Lake District National Park, that were empty most of the year.
The Portfolio holder confirmed these properties paid Council Tax, but perhaps not enough.
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Councillor Chris Reay asked if the Task and Finish Group could look at the problem of empty 
second homes in the National Park before the next Council meeting.

The Mayor replied that the properties within the National Park were empty for only part of 
the year and even if the Task and Finish Group look at them, they could not change the 
situation as they were operating within the law.
 
RESOLVED:- that

a) the Council Tax Discount and Premium Policy for Empty Homes be approved, and
b) an Overview and Scrutiny Task and Finish Group be established to review the policy 

after one year of operation. 

C77 Accessible Information Policy 

Councillor Andy Pratt introduced the Accessible Information Policy to Council due to him 
having chaired the Overview and Scrutiny Task and Finish Group.

Councillor Ray Gill as Chair of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee thanked Councillor Pratt 
for the work he had put into the report.

Councillor Brian O’Kane welcomed documents in plain English and stated that research 
suggests the average reading age in the UK was 9 years, therefore documents should be 
aimed at an audience ranging from 9-14 years of age.

Councillor Joan Hully asked if Council Tax bills could be issued in audio format and was 
assured the bills could be made available in audio or braille on request.

Councillor Graham Roberts asked if there were facilities to issue documents in braille and was 
advised that all documents were available in braille on request.
Documents could also be listened to via the use of a speech reader, however these did not 
read pdf documents.

Councillor Sam Meteer advised Council that transcripts of documents were also available via 
the Royal National Institute for the Blind.

Councillor Joan Hully reminded Council that not all residents had access to the internet.

Councillor Dave Banks highlighted from within the report that font size 14 would be used, but 
then goes on to state font size 12. Also, it states justified text should be avoided, but the 
report is full of justified paragraphs.

Councillor Ray Gill advised that IT is moving so fast that it was difficult to keep up with 
changes, he suggested that this policy be treated as a work in progress.

Councillor Chris Reay agreed with Councillor O’Kane in supporting simplified text.

RESOLVED:- that
a) The Accessible Information Policy be approved and adopted, and
b) All existing documents be changed, where possible, to adhere to the policy. 
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C78 Dispensation - Councillor Fred Gleaves 

This item was withdrawn from the agenda.

C79 Date and Time of the Next Meeting: 

It was noted that the next meeting of Council would be held at 2:00pm on Tuesday 9th April 
2019 in the Bainbridge Room, The Copeland Centre, Whitehaven. 

The Meeting closed at 6.32 pm 

Chairman
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Executive Report to Full Council – 9 April 2019

Strategic Leadership - Mayor Mike Starkie

Communications 

Tourism has been one of the main strands of the Communications team’s work over the 
past three months.  We helped organise the successful first Copeland Tourism Summit in St 
Bees in February, which helped focus the attention on the borough’s tourism industry, and 
stemming from the summit, we have supported the launch of the Copeland Visitor 
Information Point in The Beacon Museum.

The announcement late last month of the successful funding bid for the Connecting 
Cumbria’s Hidden Coast project for a year-round challenge route also generated widespread 
positive coverage for the council and partners. 

While the media focus has naturally turned to politics and budgets as we head into the 
elections, the Communications team has been promoting council officers and services, 
including our successful Corporate Peer Challenge review. In addition, two of our 
apprentices have been profiled in The Whitehaven News’ jobs feature; gardener Ian Pearce 
received significant media coverage for marking 40 years with the council; and we have 
supported the successful launch of our new pest control service and changes to our 
Bereavement Service management rules. We are also working with our Waste and Recycling 
team to mark the first anniversary of the new recycling service.

Other council matters that have attracted media coverage include:
- The launch of the Best Bar None scheme for pubs in Whitehaven (run in conjunction 

with the police)
- A reduction in fly-tipping and littering over the past two years
- The Beacon Museum’s events and exhibitions, including the first LGBTQ Festival
- Our community-led housing project which has led to the renovation of 10 homes in 

Ulpha
- The disqualification of a former councillor for non-attendance at meetings
- Distington Hall Crematorium’s first Mother’s Day memorial service
- The planned demolition of the former Red Lion pub in Egremont

Cumbria LEP

Cumbria LEP Board has approved a final draft for the Cumbria Local Industrial Strategy (LIS) 
as a basis for dialogue with Government.  The LIS has been developed with support and 
input from partners.  This Council has been an active member of the Cumbria LIS Steering 
Group and we have engaged with key consultations on emerging drafts.  The LIS has also 
been informed by local research on the potential implications of Brexit on key sectors in the 
County.
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The LEP has also updated its governance arrangements and now has a range of boards 
overseeing development across different sectors and themes.  Copeland Borough Council is 
represented across those boards, the majority of which have now met at least once to 
discuss priorities as part of delivering the LIS.

Coastal Programme

We have recently secured £1,059,499 from MHCLG Coastal Communities Fund towards our 
Connecting Cumbria’s Hidden Coast project.  This is a huge achievement and with the 
commitment of funds from Sellafield Ltd, agreed at the last full council meeting, and with 
active engagement from public and private partners now means that this scheme can 
progress.  The combined infrastructural improvements – including trails, river crossings and 
signage – with new visitor attractions and activities to increase local use and tourism along 
our coast, creating an opportunity for high profile events, as well as year-round use and 
improved access.  The project will benefit residents and visitors to our coastline along with 
78 local businesses, create 30.6 jobs and draw in significant partner investment and delivery 
engagement.

Future High Streets Fund

On 22nd March 2019, we submitted an Expression of Interest (EOI) to the Future High Streets 
Fund for the development of commerce, retail and leisure in Whitehaven.  We used a 
stakeholder advisory group to inform officers developing the bid and worked closely with 
Cumbria County Council in preparing the vision.  The EOI outlines the ambition for 
Whitehaven to resolve the barriers that the town experiences with regard to derelict and 
vacant properties, lack of footfall and parking/ traffic issues.  The brochure developed to 
support the bid is attached to this report.  We hope to hear that we will be invited to 
proceed to the next stage this summer.  

Tourism in Copeland

The Council held its Tourism Summit for Copeland in February, with great attendance from 
tourism businesses, including accommodation and attractions from across Copeland.  The 
Summit had high profile speakers from the LEP, Cumbria Tourism, Muncaster, LDNPA, the 
Council and our MP, Trudy Harrison and stimulated some great discussions to build new 
tourism opportunities in the Borough.  We are also now resourced to support development 
in our tourism sector, following confirmation of support from Sellafield Ltd through their 
Social Impact fund and the new programme will support the promotion of existing 
attractions and tourism infrastructure; address and reduce current challenges within the 
tourism sector, and create new products, market opportunities and increase visitor numbers 
to Copeland.  

Copeland Pride of Place – Town Centre Improvement scheme

The Building Grants scheme has continued to deliver across the Borough and at the 
beginning of November we recorded 112 applications, 107 of which have been awarded 
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building grants, totalling £270,569.  A further 5 are incomplete and have been advised that 
in order to have their application considered they must submit a complete set of forms with 
supporting information as a matter of urgency.

The public realm work has progressed with schemes agreed in Whitehaven, Cleator Moor 
and Millom, which will now be drawn up as costed designs.  Further work will be carried out 
in Egremont to look at alternative options for a scheme.  Following Sellafield Ltd’s 
commitment to the scheme, the designs will reflect the increased budget and we continue 
discussions with Cumbria County Council and their Highways team to understand the issues 
and options moving forward in relation to impacts on streetscene.

Whitehaven Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI)

The five year Whitehaven Townscape Heritage Initiative completed at the end of December 
2019.  The scheme has regenerated 10 properties (against an original target of 6); 842 sq. m 
of floor space has been brought back into use (against an original target of 550sq.m) and a 
further 635 sq. m has been upgraded.    140 people were assisted with heritage skills 
training and a further 550 attended a skills fair.  A plaza, with public realm instalments, has 
been created at the junction of James Street, Irish Street and Swingpump Lane, which 
creates a pleasant entrance to this area of the town centre.  

During the project we also held over 60 walks, tours, lectures, exhibitions and young 
people’s workshops, which over 1,050 people attended, four newsletters, a building 
maintenance manual (Love It or Lose It) and a Conservation Area Design Guide, which was 
adopted as a supplementary planning document were produced and will be a legacy of the 
project.  The successful scheme drew down £2,689,029 in match funding, including grants 
from Heritage Lottery Fund, BEC and Cumbria County Council.

Well Whitehaven

As part of the community engagement programme, the team are running a series of open 
community meetings to allow local groups to submit project ideas and the community to 
vote for those that they wish to progress as priorities.  The first event took place on 17th 
November and the priorities from that day have been developed with five different groups, 
allocating over £95,000.  The next event is being held at the end of April and seven new 
groups are developing project proposals for the community to consider.  

The team has two workers delivering the project and the steering group has secured the 
second tranche of funding from Well North.    

Copeland Work & Skills Partnership

Copeland’s Work and Skills Programme, which secured match funding from Copeland 
Community Fund in 2016 for 3 years, has delivered a range of activities supporting local 
employment and training needs.  As a result of the programme: 14 individuals from 
Copeland have Nationally Recognised Qualifications through completing a Level 2 
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Apprenticeship; 66 individuals from Copeland are more job ready through completing sector 
based work academy programmes; 56 individuals from Copeland have been assisted into 
employment or training courtesy of the programme Employability Fund and; 14 staff from 
partnership organisations have gained National Vocational Qualifications in Advice and 
Guidance.  This phase of the scheme concludes on the 31 May 2019 and the focus for the 
final couple of months is to support unemployed individuals from Copeland to undertake 
work experience with local employers as part of the work experience pilot scheme.

A new phase of activity has been developed that will incorporate six work streams whilst 
addressing many of the strategic issues faced by the Partnership.  Two funders have been 
approached to fund a future programme (2019-22) including Sellafield Ltd under their social 
impact objectives, which has now been secured and is in place. The remainder of the 
funding is being sought from Copeland Community Fund with a decision expected in July 
2019.
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Nuclear and Corporate Services – Deputy Mayor Councillor David Moore

Nuclear Projects Updates

Geological Disposal Facility Siting Process

Members will be aware that on 21st December the Government launched the new process to 
find a willing community and suitable site to host a Geological Disposal Facility (GDF) for the 
country’s higher active radioactive wastes. The launch included the publication of the 
‘Working with Communities’ policy paper which details the new process and the mechanisms 
for engaging with potential host communities. On 14th February, the first of a programme of 
Members briefings was held to introduce Members to the new process. Further briefings will 
be held following the local elections in May with a view to establishing a Council position on 
the new siting process. Also launched in December was a consultation on ‘Site Evaluation’, 
which outlines how Radioactive Waste Management (RWM) Ltd, the developers of the GDF 
will be evaluating the technical aspects of individual sites. Officers have attended consultation 
workshops and following a report to the Council’s Strategic Nuclear and Energy Board in 
February a consultation response was submitted by the closing date of 31st March. 

It is also worth reminding Members that on the date of the launch of the new process the 
Council issued a position statement regarding the Government’s proposal for a GDF. This is 
still the current position and is repeated here for information:

“The Council supports the Government’s approach to the safe disposal of higher 
radioactive wastes through the provision of a Geological Disposal Facility (GDF) and, 
as host community for the vast majority of the wastes that would be disposed of in the 
GDF, we will continue to press the Government to progress the process, recognising 
the risk to the environment and local communities that the current interim storage of 
this waste and the continued delay in bringing forward a site for a GDF, presents. 

At this stage, the Council has no preference or position with regard to the location of 
the GDF locally or nationally but recognises that the Copeland community is affected 
regardless of the final choice of site for a GDF. 

The Council takes the view that the current planning assumption date for the provision 
of the GDF of 2040 is unrealistic and will seek from Government a more realistic 
timescale and information on what the plans are for long-term storage of these waste 
materials.”

Moorside Project

Members will recall that following a decision by the Board of Toshiba in November 2018 to 
cease any further involvement in the Moorside Project, the operations of NuGeneration Ltd 
would be closed down. On 1st March, following a programme of site re-instatement works 
the ownership of the site reverted back to the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA). 
NuGeneration Ltd ceased trading soon after. At the Council meeting in May 2018, the Council 
re-iterated its support for the Moorside Project. The Council is working with local partners 
including MPs and the supply chain through the Moorside Strategic Partnership led by Trudy 
Harrison, to continue to make the case for the Moorside Project and the contribution that the 
development of the site for a new nuclear power station will make to the national energy 
strategy. As previously reported consultation on a draft revised National Policy Statement for 
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new nuclear power stations to cover the period 2026 to 2035 is expected in the next 12 
months and the Moorside site had been previously nominated by NuGeneration Ltd for 
inclusion within the range of sites expected to be deployed within this period. The Council will 
continue to offer support to the current site owners in making the case for the nomination of 
the site.

Advanced Nuclear Technologies

Eight advanced reactor technology vendors are competing in the BEIS-run competition, 
through which up to £44m of funding will be provided to enable those organisations selected 
to carry out research and development of advanced nuclear technologies in preparation for 
deployment in the UK. The Council’s Nuclear & Energy Team, along with local nuclear sector 
leaders, have been engaging with some of the vendors to understand their proposals for the 
potential deployment of small and advanced modular reactors in Copeland, and what this 
would mean in terms of investment, employment, skills, and positioning Copeland as a leader 
in a global low carbon energy market.

The North West Nuclear Arc (NWNA) Innovation Partnership has been formed, encompassing 
the nuclear capability found in Cumbria, Cheshire, Yorkshire and North Wales, and could play 
an important role in supporting the development of advanced nuclear technologies in the UK 
and globally. This partnership is intended to bring about lasting economic benefits and 
prosperity through innovation in the sector, working in partnership with Industry, academia, 
regional government and local communities to transform the UK‘s nuclear industrial 
capability and enhance its global presence.

National Updates

Industrial Strategy/Nuclear Sector Deal

Under the UK’s Industrial Strategy, BEIS has published a series of Sector Deals - partnerships 
between government and industry on sector-specific issues, which set out how the Industrial 
Strategy will be implemented. The Nuclear Sector Deal vision is to “develop UK innovation & 
skills to drive cost reduction across legacy, existing & future nuclear programmes, 
underpinned by UK supply chain capability, export growth & enhanced cross-sector 
leadership”.

A paper was prepared for the Council’s Strategic Nuclear & Energy Board on the relevance of 
the Nuclear Sector Deal to Copeland. This paper highlights how the Council should seek to 
engage with the sector to ensure that the commitments made within the Sector Deal benefit 
Copeland’s economy and communities. The Nuclear & Energy Team has engaged with 
industry leaders, Sellafield, NDA and BEIS to understand the role of Places in delivering the 
strategy.

Brexit

A paper was prepared for the Council’s Strategic Nuclear & Energy Board on the impact on 
the Nuclear Sector upon the UK’s Withdrawal from the European Union, and more specifically 
upon the withdrawal from the European Atomic Community (Euratom). Overall, the nuclear 
sector is well prepared to ensure that disruption is minimised and the impact on the sector in 
Cumbria is expected to be medium/low.
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NDA Updates

PAC Report Response

In December 2018, Members of the Council’s Strategic Nuclear and Energy Board were made 
aware of the 65th report of the Public Accounts Committee (PAC) on NDA: Progress on Risk 
Reduction at Sellafield (“The PAC Report”). The report makes several recommendations to the 
NDA, Sellafield Ltd, and BEIS in relation to improvement of performance in delivery and 
governance of risk reduction projects at Sellafield and the NDA’s local socio-economic 
contribution. Members of the Board requested that this issue be escalated for consideration 
by the Executive Board of the Council, where it was decided that the Council should provide 
a formal response directly to the Chair of The Committee.

The Nuclear & Energy Team developed a balanced response to the PAC Report, which was 
enclosed with a covering letter from the Elected Mayor to the Chair of the PAC, and copied to 
the Chief Executive Officers of the NDA and Sellafield Ltd.

Business Plan Consultation Response

The Council provided a response to the consultation on the NDA Business Plan for 2019 to 
2022, formed on the accepted understanding that Copeland is the host community for the 
vast majority of the UK’s higher-level nuclear waste and spent fuels and will continue to be 
so for multiple future decades. The response built on the response from previous years, and 
also took into account recent developments, including the findings of the PAC Report and the 
targets set out in the Nuclear Sector Deal.

Magnox Reactor Decommissioning Strategy

In response to work being undertaken by the NDA to review the strategy (timing and 
sequence) of decommissioning of the UK’s Magnox Reactor Fleet, a series of reports have 
been presented to the Council’s Strategic Nuclear & Energy Board to update members on the 
process and to develop the case for accelerated decommissioning of Calder Hall on the 
Sellafield site.

Council officers will continue to engage with strategy and technical personnel from Sellafield 
and the NDA to underpin a credible case.

Sellafield Updates

Sellafield Ltd Transformation Programme

Members will be aware that following the completion of the ThORP reprocessing mission in 
November 2018 and the Magnox reprocessing mission in 2020, the Sellafield mission will 
refocus from operations to decommissioning and environmental remediation. In order to 
meet the Nuclear Sector Deal targets to reduce the cost of waste management and 
decommissioning, new ways of working will be required, including adoption of new and 
emerging technologies and cross-sector transfer of skills and ideas.

The Transformation offers an opportunity to address the PAC report findings regarding the 
extraction of maximum social and economic value from Sellafield, in support of a sustainable 
Copeland and West Cumbria economy.

Officers are currently working alongside Sellafield colleagues on a range of initiatives to 
ensure that the impacts of Transformation on the local economy and local communities are 
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minimised and the opportunities for future business opportunities and diversification are 
maximised.

Programme and Project Partners

Morgan Sindall Construction and Infrastructure Ltd, Wood Nuclear Ltd, Doosan Babcock Ltd 
and Kellogg Brown and Root Ltd have been selected as preferred bidders for the Programme 
and Project Partners (PPP), a long-term approach to delivering the West Cumbria nuclear 
site’s hugely complex clean-up programme. In response to the announcement, the MP for 
Copeland and Elected Mayor released the following joint statement:

“The announcement marks a key milestone in Sellafield’s transformation programme 
and will fundamentally change the way that major projects are procured and delivered 
on the site, with a move towards outcome based contracting and a high degree of 
collaboration between the preferred bidders and the wider supply chain.

UK Government’s approval of this framework demonstrates confidence in the Nuclear 
Decommissioning Authority and Sellafield Ltd to continue their world-leading work to 
overcome the complex and unique nuclear decommissioning challenges on the site. 

This new framework offers great opportunity for us to work together with Sellafield 
Ltd and the preferred bidders to ensure extraction of maximum value from the 
Sellafield site, to deliver value to the taxpayer and to help to diversify and enhance the 
resilience of the local economy.  

This is of particular importance during the transformation of the Sellafield site as 
reprocessing operations end by 2020 and the company’s mission moves towards 
decommissioning and environmental remediation.  

There are associated opportunities for the new framework partners to make a positive 
impact on the local workforce, skills and education landscape and to help to deliver the 
targets set out in the Nuclear Sector Deal under the UK’s Industrial Strategy. 

We look forward to building strong, productive and lasting relationships with the PPP 
team to realise our shared ambitions for our economy and community.”

Transport & Movement 

As outlined to Members previously, measures to reduce the number of cars travelling to the 
site on a daily basis continue to be implemented. Following implementation of alternative off-
site transport measure including park and rides, a number of parking issues have become 
apparent. On 28th January, a member workshop was held to allow members to highlight these 
issues and suggest solutions. The output of that workshop has been considered by both 
Sellafield Ltd and County Council officers with recommendations for action and has been 
circulated to Members.

Work continues on development of a Transport and Movement Strategy and Plan for 
Sellafield Ltd.’s operations in Copeland and an accompanying Accommodation Strategy. 
Copeland officers have reviewed the latest draft strategy and plan and have provided 
comments to Sellafield Ltd.
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Spatial Planning

In January, Sellafield Ltd Site Operations Director Steve Bostock presented at the first of a 
series of engagement sessions between the Sellafield Ltd spatial planning team and Council 
officers, intended to raise understanding of the Sellafield Ltd programme drivers for new 
development proposals, so as to:

1. Underpin more strategic decision making in terms of which projects should fall under 
the Planning Performance Agreement, to ensure greatest value for money;

2. Provide an ability to interrogate proposals in the context of the wider Sellafield site 
spatial and strategic context (i.e. masterplanning).

Sellafield Retreatment Plant

As the host community of the UK’s plutonium stockpile, Copeland is a key stakeholder in this 
matter. The Council’s response to the PAC Report welcomed the recommendation that the 
NDA outline the contingency plans to manage degrading plutonium canisters and it is 
welcome that an update report is expected to be published by the NDA in late March.

In December 2018, planning permission was granted for the £1Bn Sellafield Retreatment 
Plant – a major new nuclear facility on the site, which will repackage plutonium into new 
canisters for long-term storage. As the taxpayer is due to commit £1bn to a new repackaging 
facility for this material, the Council is assured that the plutonium will be stored safely and 
securely. However, the longevity of the plutonium storage in the absence of a decision about 
disposition is something that the community has not been engaged on. It is understood that 
there are a number of decisions due on the preferred option for best use of the plutonium 
stockpile for UK PLC, the results of which will be included in the expected Plutonium Position 
Paper.

Other Updates

West Cumbria Site Stakeholder Group

Council officers contributed to a social impact workshop facilitated by the West Cumbria Site 
Stakeholder Group to develop a community vision for 2040. The Nuclear & Energy Team have 
subsequently supported the Enablers Group in developing the output of that workshop.

Human Resources Update 

Since January 2019, there has been key recruitment activity in operational areas:

Development 
Management

Christopher Harrison (Principal Development Management Officer)

Finance Jemma Kirkbride (Strategic Finance Accountant)
Governance & 
Commercial

Michaela Peet (Assistant Solicitor)

Property & 
Estates

Paul Kirkham (Senior Building Surveyor)
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Waste Services Ryan Walker (Waste Management Operative Fixed-term)
Brandon Hammell (Waste Management Operative Fixed-term)
Alex Pugh (Waste Management Operative Fixed-term)
James Clements (Waste Management Operative Fixed-term)
Ian Reay (HGV Driver Fixed-term)
Ashleigh Boyd (Admin Support Officer Fixed-term) leaver

Parks & Open 
Spaces

Martin Boyd (Senior Admin Support Officer Fixed-term)
Elena Davies (Seasonal Gardener Fixed-term)
William Benn (Seasonal Gardener Fixed-term)
Paul Lancaster (Seasonal Gardener Fixed-term)
John Wright (Seasonal Gardener Fixed-term)

Economic and 
Community 
Regeneration

Emma Williamson (Community Regeneration Officer for Well 
Whitehaven, Fixed-term)

Building 
Control

Nicholas Sabuldihin (Building Control Technician) 

The key activities within the Section has been to continue to review Human Resources 
Policies and Processes; the policies reviewed this quarter are the Smoking Policy 
(implementation date 1 April 2019) and the implementation of our corporate performance 
framework - Aim High.

Aim High is the process for setting and managing employee objectives and developing a 
clear workforce strategy (so that the Council has the right skills and career development for 
its workforce) this was implemented in January 2019.  As at 5 April 2019, all employees 
(who are not on maternity leave or long-term sickness) will have had an opportunity to 
meet with their Line Managers and discuss their career development for 2019/20.  

Alongside Aim High the 5 P Behavioural Framework communication strategy has been 
developed with a staff survey to be launched on 15 April and to close 3 May 2019. The 
survey is to gain views from our employees on what they think of the Councils; leadership, 
communication, teamwork, training and development, job content, customer focus, 
wellbeing, fair treatment and their pay and benefits.  It is our intention to collate the 
findings of the survey and set up action groups to address any areas raised from the survey.  
We truly believe that our 5 P behavioural framework will support us to achieve our vision of 
being a commercially focused organisation with a national reputation for a high quality 
service to Copeland constituents.  

The Council Health and Safety Committee grows from strength to strength encouraging a 
safe work environment.  The priority for this next quarter is to look at the health and well-
being of the organisation.  

Copeland Apprentice Programme

Cohort 2 have commenced their traineeships well with excellent feedback from Line 
Managers and Team Members of what value they are adding to the organisation.  Cohort 1 
have had their contracts extended for a further year, i.e. providing a 30 month 
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apprenticeship, until March 2020 with the hope that during this year they will consider 
applying for established roles within the Council and their training can be fully valued and 
utilised.  
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Strategic and Regulatory Services – Councillor Allan Holliday

Strategic Housing Team

Homelessness

Government Rough Sleeper Initiative (RSI) Funding

Cumbria as a whole has just been granted 80k from the RSI fund to help set up a joint 
initiative between the district homeless teams.  The aim is to establish what gaps exist for 
rough sleepers and to do some 1-1 work with those who have not engaged with services so 
far.  Then the intention is seek further funding.

The Government has launched a strategy to tackle rough sleeping, as this problem has 
become increasingly high profile across the UK with cities seeing a hung increase in numbers 
living on the streets.  In Cumbria as a whole and in Copeland specifically our rough sleeper 
figures are very low in comparison to other parts of the UK hence the relatively small award 
against our bid for 400k.

The Government looked at our Rough Sleeper Returns to decided how much to award.  Each 
year in November, the Government requires local authorities to undertake an exercise to 
establish the number of rough sleepers in the Borough and then submit a return.  The 
estimate is carried out over one specific night and visual evidence of people actually bedded 
down or about to bed down is required.  People who are homeless but are staying with 
family and friends or “sofa surfing” do not fall under the definition of rough sleepers for 
government purposes.  

In 17/18 in Copeland one rough sleeper was identified on the night of the count.  Since then 
the person has been in Calderwood, then CBC Temporary Accommodation and has since 
been housed by Home Group.  They are receiving support from the Housing Team to help 
sustain the tenancy.  This year 18/19, no rough sleepers were identified as sleeping out on 
the specific night in question.   We know we do have one rough sleeper in the borough now 
who is currently refusing help.  At any one time, we estimate we have between zero and 3 
true rough sleepers and we always reach out and offer help.

The Council works closely with our third sector partners such as Calderwood House and 
Whitehaven Community trust to prevent homelessness and avoid people ending up as 
rough sleepers.  If those projects were not there our problem would be much greater.  Last 
year Calderwood helped 45 people who may otherwise have ended up as rough sleepers.

Whilst we may not have many rough sleepers we know that at least 10 people are sofa 
surfing each night.  These are called Hidden Homeless people.  They are often people with 
chaotic lifestyles and substance misuse issues.  We have reported this fact back to 
government and asked for more help to house challenging, hard to engage, high-risk 
homeless people.  

At present however, Government is focused on street homeless, i.e. true rough sleepers and 
they have awarded the County 80k on that basis.  We will work with the other districts, 
Carlisle taking the role of lead, and we will report on progress.
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New County-wide Extra Care Housing Forum

Members may recall that in the previous papers it was reported that The Districts and 
County Council had established a County Wide Extra Care Forum, as we share the statutory 
responsibility for the delivery of Extra Care Housing.   This is an important type of housing 
provision for our growing older population and the integrated care agenda.  It is vital that 
the Districts and County work together to plan and commission this type of development.  

This new group has met several times now and had agreed a Joint Working Protocol to set 
out how schemes will be planned and delivered.  This forum is a sub group of the Cumbria 
Housing Group, which is a member led group, and the Housing Portfolio Holder attends it.  

In Copeland the County Council have recently tendered for a 59 bed extra care scheme at 
the old school site in Cleator Moor.  They are now in discussions with providers regarding 
awarding the contract for the build and the adult social care service.   Once further 
information about the final decision is made, members will be updated.  The Joint Working 
Protocol will be the framework followed to ensure that County and ourselves work 
effectively together on this scheme and on issues such as the referral protocols.

Community Led Housing (CLH)

Success

Ulpha Alms Houses were awarded £73,500 from the fund and have now started work 
refurbishing their 10 bungalows for older people.  The Gunson family, local philanthropists, 
built these historic cottages in 1914 for workers living in tied accommodation who would 
have to leave the area upon retirement.  The bungalows were in danger of being lost 
because they did not meet decent homes standards and the Trust could not afford to repair 
and refurbish them.  The money that Copeland has given has enabled them to lever in more 
external funding and donations and the bungalows now have secure future and will provide 
much needed accommodation in the Duddon Valley for many more years to come.

New Funding Secured

Copeland received £193,000 as a one off grant from the Government in 2017.  We are using 
this income to deliver a range of project including local housing needs studies, land 
feasibility studies, regeneration capital work programmes and research projects. 

The last report highlighted that the Government had launched a new round of funding and 
that Copeland, working with its delivery partners ACT had placed a bid for £82,000 continue 
our work helping to support new and emerging groups to access capital monies.  After a 
lengthy process Homes England have decided to award Copeland £56,000 for the next year 
and we are working with ACT to develop a revised project plan, with a view to setting up a 
scheme to look at recycling empty homes and bringing them back into use.  

Distington Big Local are also in discussions with Homes England about a capital bid to help 
them in the pre planning process with a view to building small scheme of older person’s 
bungalows.  
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County Wide Community led Housing Hub

In addition all of the Districts, apart from Barrow are working together to set up a Hub to 
support community groups interested in developing and running their own housing scheme.  
The Hub was recently tendered and the successful delivery organisation was Actions For 
Communities Cumbria who we already have a strong relationship with.  This will provide a 
resource for community and access to specialist 1-1 support to help them set up constituted 
groups and develop their aspirations for local housing.

Supporting Residents with Benefits and Welfare Reform 

Following the cyber-attack the Benefits team were hit particularly hard from a processing 
point of view as staff were traveling between 3 sites to try and gain access to the systems to 
process claims.  This meant that processing times significantly increased.  To reduce these, 
we worked with the Housing Delivery Division of the Department for Work and Pensions, 
looking at procedures and better ways of working.  During 2018/19, the processing times 
have significantly reduced (see table below).

Year 18/19 New Claims Processing Days Changes in Circumstance 
Processing Days

HB CTRS HB CTRS
QTR 1 31.05 37.72 17.02 18.32
QTR 2 24.79 35.18 26.48 25.10
QTR 3 12.50 20.81 11.98 11.36
QTR 4 10.25 17.99 2.02 4.22

In addition to the work with the Department for Work and Pensions, our Benefit Liaison 
Officers have also worked with claimants helping them to connect with our partners such as 
Citizens Advice and Phoenix Enterprise Centre.  The team also works closely with the 
Housing Options team which has also meant that the Discretionary Housing Payment budget 
of £244,031 has been fully spent to ease hardship for some of our most vulnerable 
residents.  We have also introduced a new policy of awarding Council Tax Reduction to 
those claimants on Universal Credit at the point of first payment from the Department for 
Work and Pensions.  This has reduced the number of resident going through the recovery of 
Council Tax process and freed up valuable time for the Council Tax Team.
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Communities – Councillor Mark Holliday

Parks and Open Spaces 

Memorial Services

Following the success of a Christmas Memorial Service at Distington Hall Crematorium, 
further events are being planned for 2019.  The first of these is a special memorial service to 
mark Mother’s Day in March. This event has been organised to include music, readings and 
poetry with guests invited to bring a photograph of their mother for inclusion in a display 
and to sign a memorial book.  Further events are planned for Father’s Day in June, and Baby 
Loss Awareness Week in October.

Distington Hall Crematorium: Second Cremator & Crematorium Improvements

Tenders submitted for the supply and installation of a second cremator were received and 
evaluated in December 2019 with a contract awarded to Facultatieve Technologies Ltd in 
January 2019.  The enabling works for the installation of the second cremator are currently 
expected to commence in May 2019.

Elected Member briefings and stakeholder engagement sessions were held on 13 March 
2019 to introduce the project team and to share and invite comments on the concept 
design options for improving the customer and operational areas of the crematorium.  For 
those unable to attend a copy of the presentation can be found here.   Feedback from these 
sessions has been collated and will inform further development of the designs.  A costing 
analysis of the concept designs is also underway to prioritise the elements of the designs 
that can be delivered within budget.  Building works at the crematorium are planned to 
commence in autumn and will include careful planning to minimise disruption to services.

Crematorium & Cemetery Management Rules

A refresh of our Crematorium and Cemetery Management Rules was presented and 
approved by the Council’s Executive on 12 February 2019.  This followed valuable 
stakeholder engagement sessions in the north and south of the borough and close work 
with the Council’s Overview & Scrutiny Panel.  The new rules will be implemented from 1 
April and supported by a communications strategy, new signage, and a staff presence in 
cemeteries to promote and explain the rules.  A copy of the Management Rules which 
includes our policies on maintenance, access, memorabilia and personalisation of graves can 
be found here.

Bereavement Services Bulletin

The first edition of a new regular newsletter to keep us all updated on our Bereavement 
Services and the range of improvement projects in this service area was published and 
circulated to stakeholders in March.  It is intended to produce this every two months and 
help us to reach and engage key stakeholders including Members, Funeral Directors, and 
Clergy to keep them fully abreast of the improvement projects within this service 
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Parks & Grounds Maintenance
The Parks & Open Spaces team has recently recruited new seasonal staff to support the 
team with seasonal grounds maintenance works including grass cutting.  The team 
continues to maintain a focus on commercial activity alongside the delivery of its core 
grounds maintenance works to maintain CBC owned parks and green spaces and are actively 
promoting and agreeing new contracts and works for the 2019 season.  Free estimates for 
grounds maintenance works can be arranged by contacting the Open Spaces team direct at 
openspaces@copeland.gov.uk. 

Community Engagement
Our Open Spaces Officer continues to promote our Parks & Open Spaces services to engage 
local people and communities in this service area.  Last month we attended a ‘World of 
Work Morning’ at Mayfield School and engaged with approximately 50 students who 
preparing to leave the school this year. The presentation was of a kinaesthetic style to 
ensure inclusivity for all taking part and demonstrated the types of jobs within the parks and 
open spaces team as well as the types of services undertaken by the team. The work at 
Mayfield strengthened our partnership working with other local agencies in the forms of 
Morgan Sindall, Kaefer, Energus, West House, Copeland Food Bank, the Civil Service and 
Howgill Family centre.  We also supported Inspira with the acceptance of a work placement 
position within the operational team to support those who are out of work to develop 
vocational and communication skills and to aid them to securing a place in the world of 
work.

Beacon Summer Programme

The upcoming spring season promises two new featured exhibitions at the Beacon Museum, 
with renowned artist Alan Stones presenting his latest collection entitled “Drawn from Life” 
alongside a colourful new family exhibition presented in collaboration with Newcastle-based 
Seven Stories. “Time to Get Up” is a colourful interactive learning exhibition for early years 
and beyond. Both exhibitions run from 30 March to 16 June. 

Then from 29 June to 29 September, visitors will be able to “Discover the Vikings” with two 
Norse themed exhibits on show in collaboration with the Jorvik Group. This double 
exhibition features real Norse relics alongside exciting interactives such as a Viking burial 
longboat and a Viking blacksmith’s tent. 

Within the museum, the new Visitor Information Point has opened and during its first 
season staff will focus on developing good working relationships with local tourism 
businesses to promote the area. With information on local attractions, accommodation and 
transport links this will quickly become an asset to Whitehaven’s visitor economy. 

The museum team will also be busy with the first phase of a digital development of the core 
museum exhibition. This is with the aim of complimenting the great exhibits already there 
with some interactive digital interpretation that appeals to a wider audience. Funding was 
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procured to deliver the first stage in Q3 of 2019, with research and preparation likely to 
begin this May. A second phase will be implemented in 2020. 

Local engagement with schools continues at capacity, as well as a commitment to learning 
outside the classroom. Workshops and events for young people range from a Digital Skills 
Summer School in collaboration with Cannon, to the successful Quantum leap Club, which 
this year is based on the Arts Award scheme. Adult engagement also continues to expand 
with the popular Talking Tuesday event providing a monthly meeting for older generations 
on local history, science and culture.

The Beacon Portal is set to host a number of community events and fairs over coming 
months, and continues to draw a loyal clientele of commercial room hire and of community 
and education usage. 

Waste Services 

Recycling

Kerbside recycling continues to be at a consistent high level.  This is positive as we reach our 
first year celebration.   We have now started our garden waste service for 2019.   Alongside 
our partners in the Cumbria Waste Partnership, we are looking at the Government’s draft 
Resources and Waste Strategy to understand implications and issues.  We will be making a 
response the consultation on this draft by the set deadline in May 2019.
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Whitehaven: a contemporary, capital, coastal town 
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Whitehaven: the challenges

Sellafi eld accounts for 

58.7%
Copeland jobs
Future transformation
programme predicts

In 2017

47 
million
visited Cumbria

Only 8%
visited Copeland

14.7%
of commercial
buildings in 
town centre
vacant

reduction of 

3000

Of 409, just 139 (33.9%) 
businesses pay full business rates

Of 64 
units
on King Street
10 are vacant
2 are pawnbrokers
4 are charity shops

1 is a weekly 
payment store
1 is a casino

Over
45%
of Sellafi eld Ltd
wage bill is 
spent on those 
living outside of
Copeland

Only
12.6%
aged
25 - 34

28.7%
of residents
have no 
qualifi cations

103
empty homes
within town centre

roles across 
Cumbria
and Warrington

2010
Zone A rate 
£400 m/2
(King Street)

View from the harbour

Coastal Activities Centre

2017
Zone A rate 
£300 m/2
(King Street)

Buzz Station

Albion Square

Rosehill Theatre Herdus House

Beacon Portal
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Whitehaven: vision and ambition for change

Our ambition for change: 
Whitehaven will become:

• Magnetic – businesses and people choosing to invest, visit, live 
and work;
• Diverse – with a creative and mixed economy
• Outward facing – a contemporary capital town, with a global 
perspective; 
• Better connected – physically and digitally enabled;
• Inclusive – an attractive and fair place that functions for all;
• Modern – cultivating a different future for the town. 
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Copeland Housing Enforcement Policy 2019

EXECUTIVE MEMBER: Cllr Allan Holliday, 
Portfolio Holder for Strategic and Regulatory Services

LEAD OFFICER: Amanda Starr, 
Strategic Housing and Social Inclusion Manager

REPORT AUTHOR: Julie Friend, 
Housing Strategy and Development Officer

WHAT BENEFITS WILL THESE PROPOSALS BRING TO COPELAND RESIDENTS?
The Council is the statutory housing authority and in this role has responsibilities to ensure 
enforcement is undertaken with Landlords in line with national legislation affecting tenants in 
rented accommodation.

WHY HAS THIS REPORT COME TO FULL COUNCIL?
This report contains the final draft of the refreshed Copeland Housing Enforcement Policy and has 
come to Full Council following consultation with the Overview and Scrutiny Committee (OSC) and the 
Executive. The policy has been updated following changes to legislation in respect of Houses of 
Multiple Occupation (HMOs) in October 2018, measures brought in under the Town and Planning Act 
2016 to assist Local Authorities tackle rogue landlords and drive up standards in the private sector and 
to update charges the Housing Renewals service may impose when taking enforcement action. 

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Full Council is recommended to:

(a) Note and comment on the updated Housing Enforcement Policy; and
(b) Support, endorse and adopt the updated Housing Enforcement Policy 

1 PROPOSAL

1.1 The Copeland Housing Enforcement Policy outlines the Council’s approach to enforcement 
action within the private sector. The original policy was approved by Full Council in 2016.

1.2 The review of the policy is undertaken regularly to ensure it is up to date with national 
legislation, regulations and guidance.   This review, undertaken by Officers in house, has 
strengthened the Policy to include a) a range of enforcement options that can be taken where 
hazards are identified, subject to resources being available, and b) to introduce charges for 
Hazard Awareness Notices and Improvement Notices where these are served to cover the 
costs incurred by the Council.  

1.3 The consultation as part of the review included an overview by the Council’s Overview and 
Scrutiny who welcomed the revisions and supported the changes proposed. 
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2 CONCLUSION

2.1 Council is requested to note and comment on the revised Housing Enforcement Policy at 
Appendix A.   They are recommended to support and endorse the changes as set out in 1.2 
and the revised policy.

3 STATUTORY OFFICER COMMENTS:

3.1 Monitoring Officer Comments: 

The recommendation ensures Council services and policy are kept up-to-date and aligned to 
recent changes in legislation.

       3.2 Section 151 Officer Comments:

There are no financial implications arising from this recommendation

       3.3 Legal Comments:

There are no legal issues arising from this report

       3.4 EIA Comment:

The Council develops and implements all policies within the framework of its adopted Equality 
Scheme.

       3.5 Corporate Policy Comment:

This Policy is one of a suite sitting under the Council’s Statutory Housing Authority Function 
and delivers against our Copeland Housing Strategy and Social Inclusion Policy.

Appendices:

Appendix A: Final Draft Copeland Housing Enforcement Strategy 2019
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Foreword

The Housing Renewal Service sets out to maintain and improve the housing conditions in 
privately owned and, where necessary, socially rented property in Copeland.

 The Housing Renewals Service's standard approach is to give informal advice, assistance and 
information. Where this approach fails or it is necessary to protect the health, safety and 
welfare of residents, the service will take the necessary enforcement action.

The Housing Renewals Service's functions include but are not limited to; the licensing of 
houses in multiple occupation (HMOs), empty properties, enforcement of the housing health 
and safety rating system (HHSRS) and overcrowding. The services provided meet the 
objectives contained in Copeland Borough Council's Housing Strategy.

This policy promotes efficient and effective approaches to regulatory inspection and 
enforcement to improve regulatory outcomes without imposing unnecessary burdens on 
businesses. This policy takes into account Copeland Borough Council's approach to better 
enforcement as a result of the Government's Better Regulation agenda.

The policy sets out the service's transparent approach to enforcement so that people 
understand how they with be dealt with by the Council.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Aims of the Policy

The aims of the policy are to:
 Ensure the council meets its statutory duties around unfit properties and rogue 

landlords
 Set out the legal responsibilities, policies, principles and priorities that the Housing 

Renewal Service will follow when enforcing legislation
 Help provide safer and healthier Housing Stock within the Borough that meets the 

needs of a changing population
 Increase public confidence in the quality of accommodation leading to a vibrant 

Private Rented Sector in Copeland
 Raise the profile and increase transparency of enforcement in the Private Rented 

Sector

1.2 What is Enforcement Action?

Enforcement means an action carried out in exercise of or against the background of statutory 
enforcement powers. This is not limited to formal enforcement action such as prosecution or 
service of legal notices. It includes inspections or investigations related to property and any 
relevant person where the purpose is checking compliance with legislation and/or to give 
advice to a landlord and/or occupier to help comply with the law.

1.3 Enforcement Objectives

The Housing Renewal Service primarily covers all privately owned residential accommodation 
in the borough.   Social Housing providers are required to meet the Decent Homes Standards 
and are regulated through a different route.  However legislation around the HHSRS still 
applies to social housing stock and where there is a report of an unfit social property it will be 
dealt with in line with this policy.  Where the matter relates to Home Group property the 
process followed will be in line with the agreed local protocol.

In normal circumstances enforcement action will be carried out with the objective to ensure 
that:

 Symptoms/hazards arising from empty homes are tackled in line with the Empty Homes 
Policy to ensure the amenity of the area is not affected, the property is safe and secure 
and not causing a statutory nuisance.

 Tenants of a private landlord live in homes free of actionable hazards which affect their 
health and safety;
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 Privately rented houses, including Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs), are managed 

in accordance with any relevant statutory regulations or other legal requirements.
 All licensable HMO's are licensed and licence conditions are met;
 The Housing Renewal Service meets the Council's statutory duties which it is responsible 

for

1.4 Regulatory Services Enforcement Policy

The Regulatory Services Enforcement Policy sets out general principles of good enforcement 
practice that should be followed by any of Copeland Borough Council's regulatory services and 
their officers. It follows the "Principles of good regulation" set out in the Legislative and 
Regulatory Reform Act 2006 (2006 Act):

 Regulatory activities should be carried out in a way which is transparent, accountable, 
proportionate and consistent;

 Regulatory activities should be targeted only at cases in which action is needed.
 The Regulatory Service’s policy anticipated that there would be more specific policies 

applying to different regulatory service areas and this policy is one of those.

1.5 Regulators' Codes

The 2006 Act requires that we have regard to the current Regulators' code when developing 
policies and procedures that guide our regulatory activity.

1.6 Providing Assistance, Information and Education

We start from the position of working with our service users (including owner occupiers, 
tenants, leaseholders and landlords) to meet our objectives rather than having to take 
enforcement action. We will provide clear, accessible advice and guidance and provide 
contact details where further information is required.  Our first aim will be to seek a 
resolution without recourse to formal action where possible.

In addition, we provide advice and assistance through:

• Liaising with landlords and agents from the Private Rented Sector (PRS) in Copeland.

• Promoting improved relations with the PRS through the Copeland Housing Partnership

• Attend landlords' meetings if required

• Hold landlord forums —open meetings for Landlords and Agents to address current 
issues.
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2.  Targeting Enforcement Action

To ensure that we meet our policy and enforcement objectives effectively we will need to 
target our enforcement activity from time to time, resources permitting.

These are some examples of how we may target action — this is not an exhaustive list:

2.1  Property type or occupation

 Empty properties - door to door surveys, Council Tax information or identified by 
neighbours

 Landlords whose tenants receive Local Housing Allowance/Universal Credit. These 
tenants tend to be more vulnerable and the standards in these properties are more 
likely to be of a lower quality in terms of risks to health and safety to the occupiers

 Unlicensed HMO's

 Poorly managed privately rented properties or those with anti-social behaviour linked 
to them

 Construction type

 Where there is a problem with a particular method of construction, for example 
precast reinforced concrete (PRC) properties;

 Properties with a low energy efficiency rating on their Energy Performance Certificate 
(EPC)

2.2  Areas

• Where there are particular problems in a specific locality. This can be on a street by 
street basis or an area of Copeland

• Where an area of Copeland is identified as having adverse health or socio-economic 
indicators

• Where there are areas of specific regeneration activity and the existing housing stock 
condition is a contributing factor

2.3  Individuals

The Council recognises that the majority of landlords in the private rented sector provide a 
decent standard of housing and service to their tenants.
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Where a landlord, agent, individual or organisation:

 Persistently fails to manage privately rented accommodation in accordance with legal 
requirements.

 Repeatedly fails to comply with informal or formal requests to meet legal minimum 
requirements of Private Housing legislation or commits offences;

 Persistently fails to submit a valid licence application or meet licensing standards;
 Places tenants in overcrowded accommodation; or their activities result in the need 

for us to work proactively to meet our enforcement objectives

These persons may be referred to as "Rogue Landlords or agents" as per the Oxford English
Dictionary definition of a rogue - "a dishonest, unprincipled person". 

The Housing and Planning Act 2016 introduced a range of measures to assist Local Housing 
Authorities to tackle rogue landlords and drive up standards in the private rental sector, such 
as banning orders, a national database of rogue landlords/letting agents which is maintained 
and accessed by Local Authorities, and rent repayment orders. 

To ensure that there are checks and balances in our enforcement approach any targeted 
action will be agreed with the Strategic Housing and Social Inclusion Manager before it is 
undertaken.

3. Policy Details including Procedures

Licensing of Private Rented Sector properties

3.1 Mandatory HMO licensing

A Mandatory licence is required for HMOs with five or more occupiers living in two or more 
households sharing some facilities. Changes to the legislation in October 2018 removed the 
three storey condition and potentially brought many more properties under the mandatory 
licencing scheme, though in Copeland many of our potential HMO’s are not classed as the 
residents’ sole or main residence and so do not need to be licenced.   Once a full application 
including all the necessary supporting information and certificates plus the payment has been 
received, the Council will process that application within 28 days.

3.2 Discretionary HMO licensing

Councils have the discretion to bring into force licensing of other residential accommodation, 
as defined by parts 2 and 3 of the Housing Act 2004; this allows local authorities to require 
landlords of some privately rented properties to apply for a licence. There are two types of 
discretionary licensing. Additional licensing may be appropriate where a large number of 
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HMOs in an area are not being managed effectively and are causing particular problems for 
the people who live in these HMOs or members of the public. Selective licensing may be 
appropriate where there is a problem with antisocial behaviour in an area or an area of low 
housing demand, where some or all of the landlords in the area are failing to take action to 
combat the problem.

3.3  Operating an unlicensed property

Systematic surveys using all relevant information held by the Council will be carried out to find 
unlicensed properties. If a landlord has approached the Council for a licence an informal 
approach will be adopted so long as a valid application with the appropriate fee is 
subsequently duly made within 14 days. We will consider any representations regarding 
exceptional circumstances that may have resulted in the application not being made. In other 
circumstances the Council will carry out an investigation and if appropriate consider taking 
formal action in the form of a Simple Caution or a prosecution.

Landlords who fail to reapply for a licence in properties that require a renewal of their licence 
or who fail to provide the required information or the appropriate fee within 28 days of a 
previous licence expiring may also be investigated for failing to licence a licensable property. 
This can result in a Simple Caution or prosecution.

Where landlords have been prosecuted for operating an unlicensed property the Council will 
use Rent Repayment Orders to claim back any Housing Benefit or equivalent paid whilst the 
property was unlicensed and provide tenants with information and advice on how and when 
they can claim back the rent they paid whilst the property was unlicensed.

3.4 Duration of HMO Licences

Licences will normally be granted for the full five year period. We may reduce the length of 
the licence from five years to an appropriate lesser period:

• Where the property has not been satisfactorily managed; or

• Where we are concerned the proposed management arrangements may not be 
satisfactory and want to see evidence that they are before allowing a longer licence period 
to be granted.

3.5 Fit and Proper Person

In granting a licence the Council must be satisfied that the proposed licence holder, 
manager and any person involved in the management of the property are ‘fit and proper 
persons’. A person's fit and proper status may be reviewed at any time if circumstances 
change. Removal of this status could lead to refusal and or revocation of licence(s) (see 
formal action below).
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3.6  Management Orders

These powers will be used as a last resort where other attempts have failed, where there 
is no reasonable prospect of an licence being granted or it is necessary to protect the 
health, safety or welfare of occupiers, visitors or persons living in the vicinity or where 
anti-social behaviour is affecting other occupiers, visitors or persons in the vicinity of the 
premises.

4 Empty Properties

The Housing Renewal Service systematically identifies long term empty properties and the 
Council will work with the owner to bring the property back into use wherever possible. The 
Empty Property Policy sets out the detail of our priorities in this area, which include that:

• Action will be tailored to match housing need, nuisance issues and length of time the 
property has been empty;

• We recognise that some areas of the borough suffer from higher levels of empty 
properties and housing need.

As the overall aim is to provide more accommodation of the type required in Copeland we 
will take action on empty properties within a procedure that could ultimately lead to the use 
of Compulsory Purchase Orders to bring a property into use.

Where necessary, we will work with Environmental Health colleagues to take enforcement 
action to deal with the symptoms that arise when a property is left empty.

Please see the Empty Homes Policy for more information on the Council’s approach to empty 
homes. 

5. Overcrowding

Overcrowding is defined in Section 324 of The Housing Act 1985 by reference to room and 
space standards with regards to the number and ages of occupants within a premises let as a 
separate dwelling.  

We will investigate complaints from private rented sector tenants about overcrowded living 
conditions, from other parties where they are concerned about children or vulnerable adults 
living in overcrowded conditions or where overcrowded conditions are legitimately impacting 
on a neighbours' health, safety or welfare.

We will liaise with the Council's Housing Options Service where we are taking enforcement 
action that is likely to lead to a family moving out of their accommodation.
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When deciding on the most appropriate course of action each case will be judged on its own 
merits. We may only advise persons living in overcrowded living conditions that their health is 
at risk and not require them to move out if they do not wish to do so.

6 Enforcement Action

The provision of assistance, information and education will be the first step unless there is an 
immediate and/or significant risk to life or the matter relates to mandatory licencing of HMOs.  

Where assistance, information and education has failed to ensure compliance with a statutory 
requirement or failed to ensure compliance with requirements made through use of our 
discretionary powers enforcement action will be taken.  

For clarity, responses may include advice giving, suspending action pending other events such 
as the probate process, no action informal action and formal action.

6.1 No Action

In certain circumstances, relating to unfit properties (and not HMOs), it may be appropriate to 
take no action. For example:

• when we decide that the health and safety risk is sufficiently low enough;
• where there are extenuating circumstances regarding the person against whom we 

would take action on; (for example vulnerable service users or those suffering 
terminal illness and/or where action would be detrimental to their well-being and the 
ultimate resolution of the case),

• Taking legal action would be disproportionate, not in the public interest or 
inappropriate taking into account the circumstances of the case.

We may however make recommendations which are above the legal minimum requirements, 
provide advice if there are legal avenues open to persons to resolve the issues themselves or 
refer to another appropriate regulator or advice service.

6.2 Informal Action

In most cases, officers will endeavour to seek the desired improvements such as an 
application to register a HMO, or protection of the public's health and safety in relation to 
unfit housing, by working initially on an informal basis with those involved. Informal action 
may take a variety of forms, for example:

 Verbal requests
 Letters or emails
 Schedules of work

It will be made clear that formal action could follow if there is a failure to meet informal 
requests to carry out works to meet legal requirements.
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However, where the circumstances of the case justify it, officers will be expected to take a 
formal approach in the first instance. Formal action will also be taken where compliance with a 
statutory requirement has not been achieved by informal action.

6.3 Formal Action

Circumstances where it is appropriate to take formal action include where there is a 
statutory requirement to hold a licence and an actionable risk to health and safety; for 
example: 

 A person refuses to carry out the works informally;
 No heating in cold weather; 
 No hot water to wash and prepare food safety;
 Exposure to damaged asbestos insulation board which means occupiers are likely 

to inhale or ingest asbestos fibres;
 Exposed live electrical wiring which people are likely to make contact with
 No electricity
 Raw sewage entering into a neighbour’s property;
 There is history of failure to meet requests to carry out legally required works;
 There is history of a failure to manage a property in line with legal requirements;
 There is a record of criminal convictions for failure to comply with housing related 

offences (including offences that are likely to affect housing management) in the 
last five years or a simple caution has been issued in the last two years;

 It is necessary to safeguard and protect health and safety in the future; 

The above is not intended to be an exhaustive list. Each case will be considered on its 
individual merits.

When an officer decides to take formal action first, without taking informal action, they will 
inform the owner, landlord agent or other appropriate person of this decision and the 
reasons for their decision to do so.

There are a number of options for formal action.  The decision as to which is the most 
appropriate will depend on the circumstances of the case, the relevant legislation, the risk 
to health and safety and tests relevant to each option.  The options are: 

 Service of formal notice or order; 
 Emergency action; 
 Issue a penalty charge notice;
 Simple cautions;
 Prosecution; 
 Work in default of the person served with notice; 
 Revocation or refusal of a licence.
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 Management order
 Warrant to enter

6.3.1   Service of formal notices or orders
Notices and orders will be served in accordance with the requirements of the relevant 
legislation. The person on whom the notice or order is served will be informed of the reason 
that this action is being taken, the timescale for completion of any works, the works that are 
required, representations that may be made and relevant appeal periods, details of any 
charges and the consequences of non-compliance. Contact details will be provided so that the 
detail and requirements of the notice can be explained.

6.3.2   Emergency Action
In certain emergency situations where it is not possible to contact the relevant person and 
gain their co-operation, enforcement action will be taken that will involve carrying out work 
without the prior need to serve legal notice, for example:

• where there is an imminent risk of serious harm to the health or safety of occupiers or 
others (Emergency Remedial Action under the Housing Act 2004);

• Where there is an immediate need to secure a building against unauthorised entry or 
to prevent it becoming a danger to public health (subject to the provisions of The 
Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1982.

6.3.3  Penalty Charge Notice
Certain legislation enables enforcement through issuing a Penalty Charge Notice. Failure to 
pay will result in Copeland Council pursuing recovery of the debt through the County Court.

6.3.4 Simple Caution
Simple Cautions may be appropriate where someone has admitted to an offence, 
where it is their first offence of this type and they have as far as practical assisted 
officers in remedying the situation that led to the offence; for example applying for a 
licence as soon as they are able or quickly complying with the requirements of a 
notice. Simple Cautions warn people that their behaviour has been unlawful and 
makes them aware of the legal consequences should they commit further offences.

6.3.5   Prosecution
Recommending a case for prosecution is a serious step. Cases are referred to the Council's 
Legal Services for them to consider whether the case has been investigated sufficiently to 
ensure we have met the evidential and public interest tests set out in the Code for Crown 
Prosecutors and whether any statutory defences are available to the persons under 
investigation. The decision to start prosecution proceedings in court is taken by Legal Services.
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Regard shall also be had to equalities issues, compliance with the current Regulatory Services 
Enforcement Policy and this enforcement policy. Consideration will also be given to action 
under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002.

 6.3.6   Publicising prosecutions
Verdicts and sentences in criminal cases are given in open court and are a matter of public 
record.

The Council will publicise sentences following prosecution on a case by case basis in line with 
the Justice Department's guidance. The guidance has a presumption in favour of publicising 
outcomes of criminal cases and basic personal information about convicted offenders so as 
to:
• reassure the public;
• increase trust and confidence or improve the effectiveness in the criminal justice system;
• discourage offending and or re-offending

 6.3.7  Work in Default
Where the Council has legally required someone to do works but they have failed to do so, 
powers are available to carry out works in their default. The powers are provided in the 
specific legislation being used in relation to the case.  A decision to carry out Work In default 
will be made in conjunction with the Executive Director and the Councils Solicitor.

In most circumstances a person will be given notice of the Council's intention to carry out 
works in their default. Once we have started works it is an offence for that person to obstruct 
us or any of the contractors that have been employed to carry out the works.

The complete cost of the works and all costs will be recovered in accordance with the relevant 
statutory provisions.

6.3.8  Revocation of licences
Revoking a property licence under the Housing Act 2004 may be taken under the following 
circumstances: 

 Breach(es) of licence condition(s); 
 Where the licence holder and/or manager are no longer considered to be a Fit and 

Proper person(s). 
 By agreement.

  6.3.9  Charging for Enforcement Action

The Housing Act 2004 allows councils to make a reasonable charge to recover administrative 
and other expenses for taking certain enforcement action. Other legislation also allows us to 
recover costs covering officers' time and expenses accrued when determining works 
necessary in the case of works in default.
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The Housing Renewal Service will recover all costs and fees when formal action is taken when 
we think it is reasonable to expect the owner to pay these in the circumstances. The full costs 
of all officers' time, including overheads and any relevant expenses, will be charged. In some 
cases we will force the sale of a property to recover our cost. We will only do so if we have 
the power to and it is reasonable and proportionate to do so in the circumstances of that 
case.

Hazard Awareness Notice

• Hazard Awareness Notice relating to Category 1 Hazards; section 28 of the Housing Act 
2004

• Hazard Awareness Notice relating to Category 2 Hazards; section 29 of the Housing Act 
2004

We will issue a Hazard Awareness Notice where a hazard has been identified but it is not 
necessarily considered serious enough for us to take more formal action. This notice should 
not be used if the situation is considered serious enough for follow up inspections to be 
made.  This notice is not registered as a land charge and has no appeal procedure.

Improvement Notice

• Improvement Notices relating to Category 1 Hazards; section 11

• Improvement Notices relating to Category 2 Hazards; section 12

An improvement notice will provide the most appropriate action for most Category 1 hazards 
where reasonable remedial works can be carried out to reduce the hazard sufficiently.

Our current fees and charges are set out in Appendix 1 but we reserve the right to charge for 
other enforcement activity not listed as and when necessary, based on the actual cost of the 
activity.

The Council will make a charge to cover the cost of carrying out a review of Suspended 
Notices and for serving a copy of the Council’s decision on a review and that charge will also 
be registered as a charge against the property. 

All enforcement costs, including legal and court costs incurred and recovered will be based 
upon the activities listed within section 49 of the Housing Act 2004, and will be charged at 
the actual cost incurred to the Council of performing the chargeable activity.
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6.4 Enforcement – General

Any officer carrying out enforcement work will be authorised to do so by the Council. 
Each authorised officer in the Housing Renewal Service will carry both an identity 
card and, where necessary, a warrant card.

We will use all available powers to meet the enforcement objectives within this policy. These 
include powers of entry, the ability to require the production of documents under the Housing 
Act 2004, the power to require information about a person's identity, or interest in land and 
the power to require certificates regarding gas and electrical safety in Houses in Multiple 
Occupation. We will have regard to any relevant Government guidance as part of our 
enforcement activity.

When carrying out enforcement we will have regard to other legal requirements that might 
apply to our actions; for example, the Data Protection Act 1998, Regulation of Investigatory 
Powers Act 2000 and the codes of practice under the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984.

7.  Appeals and Complaints Procedure

This policy and the guidance and other policies referred to in it will be relevant documents to 
consider when reviewing complaints in relation to our enforcement activity. It is important to 
stress that they are not the definitive list of guidance available and there may be more 
relevant or up to date guidance that should be considered in relation to any complaint.
We will inform all persons who are the subject of formal enforcement activity of their right of 
appeal; this will vary dependent on the particular legislation being used.

If a property owner wishes to appeal against a formal notice or order they should use the 
statutory appeal rights open to them and set out within the Councils Complaints process. 
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Appendix 1  Fees and Charges

CURRENT 
FEES BASE PROPOSAL

PROPOSED FEES & CHARGES 2018/19
2018/19 2019/20

 
HMO Licence £330   £500.00 
Hazard Awareness Notice  N/A   £153.00 
Improvement Notice  N/A   £315.00 
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Exec 090419

COMMUNITY ASSET TRANSFER POLICY REVISIONS

  EXECUTIVE MEMBER: Cllr David Moore

  LEAD OFFICER: Julie Betteridge, Executive Director 

REPORT AUTHOR:                  Peta Leigh, Policy Officer / Julie Betteridge, Executive 
                                                                                                                                     Director

WHAT BENEFITS WILL THESE PROPOSALS BRING TO COPELAND RESIDENTS?

The Council is able to asset transfer through lease or freehold properties and land for 
community benefit purposes.

Recommendation:

The Executive are recommending Council adopt the revised Community Asset 
Transfer Policy and associated procedure attached at Appendix A.

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The current Community Asset Transfer (CAT) Policy was developed following 
the Localism Act.   It has been in operation for the last five years.  

1.2 An officer working group has undertaken the review and shared proposed 
amendments with Overview and Scrutiny Committee to complete the final 
draft attached at Appendix A.  There were no additional revisions following 
this overview.

2. PROPOSAL

2.1 Officers undertaking the review have used case examples to assist the 
understanding and process mapping for organisations requesting support 
under the Community Asset Transfer policy of the Council.  The final 
proposed revisions are included within the attached Community Asset 
Transfer Policy final draft at Appendix A.   Executive considered and agreed 
this Policy draft at its meeting on 12th March 2019.

2.2 The review of the Policy and procedure have been undertaken using the 
recommendations made by internal audit on the Policy and its use internally.   
The revisions ensure relevant protocols and procedures are clear and 
appropriate to assessing and deciding on applications.   It also includes a new 
flowchart to assist understanding and an effective process.   
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3. CONCLUSION

3.1 The revised policy offers an updated and fit for purpose policy and process.  
The Executive are requesting Council adopt the revised policy and 
procedure set out in Appendix A. 

  
4. STATUTORY OFFICER COMMENTS

4.1 Monitoring Officer Comment: The whole issue of the Community Asset 
Transfer is supported by The Localism Act 2011, and this policy has been 
updated in response to internal audit recommendations made.

4.2 Section 151 Comment:  The Community Asset Transfer Policy ensures that 
the financial implications and value for money are considered.

4.3 EIA Comment:  Each Community Asset Transfer Application will have an 
initial assessment relating to its impact under our equalities scheme and if 
appropriate will be asked to complete an EIA assessment as part of the 
application process.

4.4 Policy Framework Comments:  This Policy is part of the core framework for 
shaping and delivering against the Council’s Corporate Strategy.

4.5 Other Consultees:   We have used the proposed procedures and revisions to 
the policy in working with two live CAT applications to understand their fit for 
purpose and effectiveness and have made tweaks to the detail in line with 
the feedback.

5 RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS

5.1 The asset management and process will be in line with our asset 
management policy and existing officer resources within the Council.  

6       HOW WILL THE PROPOSALS BE PROJECT MANAGED AND HOW ARE THE RISKS 
      GOING TO BE MANAGED?

6.1 The Council will be using the project management framework of the Council 
in processing, analysing and assessing applications under the Community 
Asset Transfer Policy.  The Corporate Officer Project Champion will be the 
Executive Director with key involvement from Property, Legal and Finance 
and service specific input as required.   The flow chart sets out clearly how 
this project team will work and when it will be ensuring it works within the 
corporate governance framework and financial and legal regulations.   
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6.2 Each CAT application will require a risk assessment as part of the process.  
The risk register will be monitored regularly and held within the Property 
Service as part of the asset management framework.    

7      WHAT MEASURABLE OUTCOMES OR OUTPUTS WILL ARISE FROM THIS 
      REPORT?

7.1 The outputs and outcomes are bespoke to each Community Asset Transfer but will 
have at its heart a benefit to the communities and residents within Copeland.

Appendices:  Appendix A – Final Draft Community Asset Transfer Policy 

List of Background Documents: 

Localism Act, Current CAT documents, Community Asset Transfer Operational 
Procedures 
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Community Asset Transfer 
Policy

Version: Draft V1.6
Policy Date: December 2018
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Purpose
This document sets out the Council’s policy and guidance on Community Asset Transfers (CATs) 
and the approach the Council will take to ensure consistent and transparent asset transfer to 
the voluntary and community sector. It will enable CATs to support the achievement of the 
Council’s priorities as set out in the Corporate Strategy. It also supports the delivery of the 
Council’s Social Inclusion Programme.

This policy and guidance sets out the context and rationale for considering CAT - referring to 
the national, regional and local drivers and priorities; and it describes the principles and 
processes the Council will use in determining whether an asset is suitable for transfer.  
 
This means that voluntary and community groups can be confident that a fair and standardised 
process will be adopted for CAT but that this will be sufficiently flexible to enable adoption of 
an individual approach as every transaction is different.

Definitions
What is Community Asset Transfer?
CAT in Copeland relates to the freehold or long leasehold management and ownership 
arrangement on certain buildings or land.  
 
Copeland Borough Council encourages CAT on certain buildings or land which have been 
identified as surplus and available for disposal at less than best value. 
 
Public assets are rarely used by everyone: their ‘value’ being locked-in to a particular use or a 
particular group of people. Changing ownership or management can offer opportunities to 
extend the use of a building or piece of land, increasing its value in relation to the numbers of 
people that benefit and the range of opportunities it offers. Community-led ownership can 
offer additional opportunities to secure resources within a local area and to empower local 
citizens and communities.  
 
Less than best value  
 Less than best value is permitted under the Local Government Act 1972 providing that a 
disposal promotes or improves economic, environmental and social wellbeing and the 
discounted value is less than £2m. A valuation is required in all CAT disposals.  
 
If an asset is to be transferred at less than best value, the applicant will need to demonstrate 
that it will generate social, economic and environmental benefits. Examples include service 
continuation, employment or volunteering opportunities and providing an accessible 
community facility.  These benefits will be recorded in a service level agreement between the 
Council and the organisation.
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Policy Benefits 
Copeland Borough Council has long recognised the benefits of CAT and this is demonstrated by 
a long standing policy position supporting CAT in Copeland as well as a number of actual 
examples across the Borough.  The Council has been transferring assets to communities for 
many years with local elected members being at the heart of this activity.

The Council knows that the way physical assets are managed can have a positive impact on the 
long term strength of local communities. Through asset ownership, community organisations 
can grow and become more secure, gaining access to sources of additional investment that the 
Council itself is not able to access. Our policy enables community organisations to become 
more sustainable on long term basis.

Introduction
Community Asset Transfer (CAT) is not new. Up to 2010, the policy basis for CAT was 
underpinned by the vision for Sustainable Communities. The Quirk Review in 2007 “Making 
Assets Work: The Quirk Review of community management and ownership of public assets” 
concluded strongly in favour of local ownership and management of public assets.  
 
While the Quirk Review remains a touchstone for CAT, a challenging financial reality means the 
Council will increasingly consider CAT to enable communities to meet their needs and to 
achieve our own aims and priorities.  

Scope
When will we consider CAT? 
 
The Council has a range of assets (buildings or land) which are used for operational or 
investment requirements. On occasions assets may become surplus to these requirements. In 
these circumstances, the Council may consider disposal of such assets under CAT, which 
enables the disposal of the asset to take place at less than best value.  
 
CAT will be considered for assets owned by Copeland Borough Council which are categorised 
as surplus and may be transferred at less than best value. If an asset is not categorised as 
surplus but an organisation wishes to take it on or enquire about CAT, they should contact CBC 
Property and Estates Manager.

 
The Council will consider CAT in line with its own policies and procedures, including the Asset 
Register and Contract Procedure Rule 28.   
 
Assets for essential operational or investment purposes will not be considered for CAT.  

For any transfer, the Council would require a proposal from the group seeking the transfer 
outlining the community benefits, development plans and business case, covering financial 
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viability, proposed utilisation, benefits to the organisation and community and evidence of 
wider support. The application must evidence consultation with ward councillors. 

On what basis would an asset transfer take place? 
 
Asset transfers will generally be by means of a lease of up to 40 years, the terms of which will 
be agreed at the time of each individual transfer. In some cases the Council will consider a 
short term lease to an organisation with a view to moving to a position where a long term 
lease would be sustainable where community benefit organisations can demonstrate 
enhanced community benefits.  
Freehold will only be considered as an exception, subject to a relevant and agreed business 
case.
 
The organisation taking occupationwill be responsible for all issues associated with the use and 
operation of the property. 

For example:  
 Upkeep, repair and maintenance of the asset; 
 All running costs, including insurance; 
 Compliance with statutory and legislative requirements, including inspections and 

health and safety requirements and the Council’s Safeguarding Policy. 
 
In all cases involving transfer of ownership/occupation, appropriate mechanisms will be put in 
place to protect the financial and legal position of the Council, such as restrictions on use, 
clawback provisions and break clauses. For example, in the case of a long term lease we will 
write into such leases an appropriate provision (forfeiture or break clause) under which the 
asset would revert back to the Council, such as, but not exclusively: 
 

1. In the case of bankruptcy/insolvency; 
2. In the case of corruption; 
3. In case of non-payment of rent (if applicable); 4. In the case of non-performance of 
other terms such as breach of repairing obligations and unauthorised change of use (if 
applicable); 
4. If the organisation wishes to surrender the lease. 

 
With freehold transfer of ownership the Council will (in addition to the restrictions on use and 
clawback provisions referred to above) impose covenants on the asset limiting whether, when, 
how and to whom the asset may (a) be sold on, or (b) revert back to the Council.  
Alternatively in appropriate circumstances, the Council may agree to a business plan that sets 
out that the community group will sell the asset at some point and reinvest the proceeds in a 
more suitable asset.  The position of the Council on such a disposal would be ensuring the 
benefits of the CAT would be improved by the proposed sale or transfer.
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Which organisations will we consider transferring assets to? 

We will consider asset transfer to any voluntary, community or third sector organisation 
providing it meets the criteria outlined below. The Council will ask the organisation to 
demonstrate it can fulfil these criteria through the provision of a business case; which will then 
be assessed by CBC officers from a range of disciplines.  
 
A key consideration will be the sustainability of the organisation and its capacity to manage 
and develop the asset. The organisation shall: 
 

 Be an appropriately constituted organisation which is a legal entity, or a legally 
constituted through a consortia agreement; (e.g. a registered charity, community 
interest company or charitable incorporated organisation, a not for profit company)

 Have a stable financial position and track record with a demonstrable financial plan. 
(The Council will wish to review copies of audited accounts and forward projections 
where appropriate)

 Exist for community/social/environmental/economic benefit
 Be non-profit distributing – i.e. it must reinvest any surpluses to further its social 

aims/community benefits
 Have stated community benefit objectives
 Demonstrate strong governance by operating through open and accountable co-

operative processes, with strong monitoring evaluation, performance and financial 
management systems; or, where this is a newly constituted organisation, 
demonstrating a robust governance framework 

 Demonstrate it has the skills and capacity within, or available to, its managing body to 
effectively deliver services and manage the asset

 Have a specific plan on health and safety issues and compliance with legislation and any 
statutory requirements arising from transfer of the asset

 Have a clear purpose and understanding of the activities it wishes to deliver and 
demonstrate how the asset transfer will enable and support these activities. 

 In exceptional circumstances, the Council may consider other types of organisations. 
Organisations which do not constitute those listed above are asked to contact the Council’s 
Property and Estates Manager in the first instance to discuss the possibility of CAT.  
 
Disposal at under market value to partnership organisations

In some circumstances the Council may transfer an asset to an organisation other than stated 
above - for example, a parish council. In most circumstances the requesting organisation will 
need to satisfy all the other conditions but exceptionally, such as in the case of a parcel of land 
to be improved and maintained for the benefit of the community, a full application will not 
usually be required as the financial standing and governance of the partnering organisation will 
be known.  Any such application would be subject to assessment by relevant Council officers.  
CBC regulations set the values and decision levels needed.
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If viability is proven, a full business case will be required to support the longer lease of freehold 
transfer going forward.

To enable transfers at less than best value, applicants will need to demonstrate that their 
acquisition of the asset will support, promote and benefit the economic, environmental or 
social wellbeing of the community. 

Roles and Responsibilities
How will we assess CATs?  
The Council will proactively seek opportunities for transferring assets that it has identified as 
eligible in line with its Strategic Asset Management Strategy.  
 
The assessment will be proportionate to the organisation applying for the asset, the value of 
the asset and its proposed use. It will also ensure that due consideration of the aspects of CAT 
and what is involved in taking on an asset are covered.  
 
The assessment will be based on the following: 
 

 Eligibility of the asset for CAT 
 Eligibility of the organisation applying for CAT
 How the transfer meets community need and what the asset is and will be used for 
 Details of anticipated community benefit - What social, economic and environmental 

benefits will the transfer deliver (e.g. service continuation, an accessible community 
service), what outputs or impact can be required to ensure delivery of such benefits 
and sustain the intention

 Viability of CAT proposal

To assist with the assessment process, the organisation will be asked to complete an 
Expression of Interest form [See Appendix A].  If this is approved, they will be asked to submit a 
Business case Application Form. [See Appendix B]
 
In some circumstances, the Council will proactively seek CAT for specific assets that it is no 
longer able to provide or maintain. In these circumstances, the Council may directly approach a 
specific organisation to explore the viability of a CAT. Should a CAT not be viable for any 
reason, alternative forms of disposal will be considered.  
 
Asset Transaction Terms and Restrictions  
 
We want to support community organisations and enable them to effectively manage and 
develop an asset.  
 
Having carried out an initial assessment of suitability we will, where appropriate, work with 
groups to effect a transaction. In doing this we will refer to the Council’s relevant rules and 
procedures.  If the Expression of Interest is approved, the organisation will be asked to 
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complete a Business Case Application form.  Organisations are encouraged to work with a third 
party such as Copeland Community Fund for support with this.
 
If the Council is minded to approve an application, in the first instance the Council’s Surveyor 
will be requested to undertake a photographic schedule of condition and prepare heads of 
terms relating to the proposed disposal in consultation with the applicant.  
 
In some instances, the Council will need assurance about particular matters as part of the 
transfer process. These include the following: 
 

(a) If the asset comprises of public open space statutory notice will be given in a local 
newspaper for two consecutive weeks in accordance with section 123 of the Local 
Government Act 1972; 

 
(b) If the applicant is required to obtain any planning permission for the asset the 
applicant will be required to do so now; and

(c) If the applicant’s proposal is dependent on the receipt of grant, the applicant will be 
required to submit such an application now and obtain a grant approval. This is to allow 
the Council to ensure that no claw back conditions will be attached to it if a leasehold 
disposal is intended and to offer an ‘in principle’ decision. A letter of support may be 
required by a funder if they do not already have a lease.

 
CAT terms will be as flexible as possible, each transaction will be considered on its own merits 
to enable the applicant to effectively manage and develop the asset.  
 
The type of disposal will depend on many factors including type of asset, size and value of 
asset, status of the group, financial stability of the group, period the group has been in 
existence and track record for delivering services of a type which the asset relates to. 
 
A leasehold transfer could be for any length, however in certain circumstances grant funding 
conditions might dictate the length of the lease. 
 
Working together through the process will help ensure that the most appropriate arrangement 
is entered into.  
 
We strongly recommend that groups considering CAT read the advice and information 
available to assess its advantages and potential implications. We have included some details of 
where to find further information and advice later in this document.  
 
It should be noted that all negotiations are then subject to contract.  

Covenants 
 
If appropriate, on transfer, covenants regulating use will be included to ensure that the 
disposal continues to support relevant wellbeing powers.  
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Policy Details including Procedures

Underpinning Principles   
In order to ensure that CATs are dealt with in a consistent, fair and transparent way, this policy 
and guidance set out the principles upon which CATs will be progressed. However, as every 
transfer and voluntary or community group involved will be different there also needs to be 
flexibility built into the approach.  
 
The principles set out below will allow for consideration on a case-by-case basis; ensure that 
the well-being benefits to the community are assessed; give consideration to value for money; 
and will ensure that transfers facilitate the provision of high quality, customer focused services 
for communities. 
 
The Council sees this policy and guidance documentation as the method of ensuring that all 
factors are taken into consideration, enabling value judgements to be made as appropriate in 
each individual case.  It will mean that all communities, and voluntary and community 
organisations, will have equality of opportunity.

 
The principles are:

 The process for CATs will be clear and transparent with indicative timescales from start 
to finish

 The criteria used for determining whether an asset is suitable for community transfer 
will be made publically available

 Any known costs or  liabilities involved e.g. ground rent, sitting tenants, maintenance, 
essential repairs etc. will be made available to the body the transfer will be made to

 Requests for transfers from the community will be considered using the criteria and 
process set out when they are received

 The Council will work with voluntary, community and third organisations to achieve 
asset transfers where appropriate that will enhance community empowerment and 
engagement and encourage development and sustainability of the sector

 All requests for transfers must be to improve community, wellbeing, support or 
enhance the current services provided and demonstrate a clear contribution to the 
Council’s priorities and aspirations; as well as support the outcomes in the Sustainable 
Community Strategy and the Social Inclusion Policy.

 Local consultation with Copeland Borough Council Elected Members
 Each asset transfer will be considered on its own merits

The Council has operational procedures and risk assessments in place in line with this policy 
which are reviewed on a regular basis.
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Monitoring of Policy Adherence
The policy will be reviewed at a minimum of every three years, to incorporate any changes to 
legislation or guidance. 

The annual audit will permit the Council to evaluate and review the arrangements it has in 
place.  Subsequently the policy may be updated to allow for changes that have occurred.

References
For further information and an informal discussion about Community Asset Transfer in the first 
instance, please contact:  
 
Barbara Vernon  
CBC Property and Estates Manager
 
Expression of Interest and Business Case Application forms for Community Asset Transfer [see 
Appendices A and B] can also be submitted to:
barbara.vernon@copeland.gov.uk

 Or by post to:
Barbara Vernon, Property and Estates Manager, Copeland Borough Council, The Copeland 
Centre, Catherine Street, Whitehaven, CA28 7SJ  
 
 
Other Sources of Advice and Support:
 
Copeland Community Fund (CCF)
The CCF Enabling Fund can provide support to strengthen a project, ensuring best fit between 
the project and what Copeland Community Fund and / or other funders want to invest in.
CCF can fund a range of development and viability assessment activities to help strengthen the 
next stage of an application or support applications to other funders. Please note the link to 
the application form for this funding can be only accessed via the Copeland Community Fund 
Project Coordinators.
https://copelandcommunityfund.co.uk/ 

Locality is the UK’s leading network for community led organisations supporting community 
led change. Building Powerful Communities through Community Asset Transfer: A Guide for 
Councillors
 For further information go to: https://locality.org.uk/ 
 
Sport England’s community sport asset transfer toolkit is a bespoke interactive web based tool 
that provides a step-by-step guide through the asset transfer process.  This has been 
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developed specifically for sports clubs in partnership with Locality.  For further information go 
to:  https://www.sportengland.org/facilities-planning/community-asset-transfer/ 

My Community Rights is a source of information about asset transfer and the Community 
Right to Bid.  For further information go to: https://mycommunity.org.uk/ 

LGiU provides guidance for community organisations considering CAT. For further information 
go to:  https://www.powertochange.org.uk/research/understanding-cat-communityorgs/ 
 

Making Assets Work.  The Quirk Review of community management and ownership of public 
assets:
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20120920020552/http://www.communities.gov.u
k/documents/communities/pdf/321083.pdf 

 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government: Managing Risks in Asset transfer: 
A Guide:
 http://www.dtascommunityownership.org.uk/sites/default/files/managing-risks-in-asset-
transfer.pdf 

The Quirk Review 2007 “Making assets Work: The Quirk review of Community Management 
and Ownership of Public Assets” Quirk Review 

CBC Asset register and Contract procedure Rule 28

Local Government Act 1972 Section 123 
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1972/70/section/123 

CBC Social Inclusion Policy 
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Appendix A

Copeland Borough Council
Community Asset Transfer
Expression of Interest Form

Reference Number: (Office use only)

Please read through the guidance notes below before you start to fill in this form. It 
has been designed so you can provide the standard information we need to assess 
your application. Your answers should show that you are thoroughly considering the 
requirements of a full proposal.  

 Before you fill in this form please make sure that both your organisation and the plans 
you have for the asset once transferred meet ALL the criteria set out in Copeland 
Borough Council’s Community Asset Transfers Policy and associated guidance. 

 It is vital that your full proposal contributes to Copeland Borough Council’s priorities, 
as set out in the Corporate Strategy, and has the support of the community in which it 
is based/serves.   In this Expression of Interest you are asked to describe your plans, so 
please consider those requirements when you fill in this form. 

 Sustainability for your service delivery and therefore asset use is also a key element. 
You need to show that you have thought about this before making an expression of 
interest and then demonstrate how you will do this in your full proposal.  

 Please provide us with as much detail as you can, the boxes on the form expand to fit 
the content in order for you to do this. Tell us how the transfer of the asset will bring 
benefits to both the wider community and the community it currently serves. Once 
your application has been received, a named council officer will be appointed as your 
contact throughout the application process. 

 We would prefer to receive proposals electronically, but will accept hard copies by 
post where necessary. 

Please send the completed form to:
Barbara Vernon, Property and Estates Manager, Copeland Borough Council.
barbara.vernon@copeland.gov.uk 
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1. Contact Details

Describe the asset for which the 
transfer is requested (e.g. playing 
field, retail unit, community hall, 
residential property, office 
building, farm building, agricultural 
land, industrial unit, etc.)
Name of organisation

Address

Post code

Is this the same address as the 
asset you are applying for transfer?  
If not, please give address & 
postcode.
Contact Name

Telephone number (for contact 
person)
Email address (for contact person)

2. Your Organisation

Is your organisation a voluntary and community sector organisation which is a legal entity, or 
legally constituted through a consortia agreement?

 
What type of organisation is it? (E.g. a registered charity, community interest company or 
charitable incorporated organisation, a not for profit company, etc.) When was it established?

Please explain your governance arrangements

Please describe what your organisation does

3. Reasons for Transfer

Please explain why you are applying for a community asset transfer and how this will benefit 
the wider community.
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Please explain how your proposal contributes to Copeland Borough Council’s priorities as set 
out in the Corporate Strategy, especially those relating to social, economic or financial 
inclusion.

How will your organisation meet all the costs associated with taking on ownership (leasehold 
or freehold) of the asset?

PLEASE CONFIRM IN THE BOX BELOW THAT THIS APPLICATION HAS THE FULL SUPPORT OF 
YOUR ORGANISATION

Name of person completing this form

Position in the organisation Date
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Appendix B

Copeland Borough Council
Community Asset Transfer

Business Case 
Application Form

Reference Number: (Office use only)

Expression of Interest approved
Name of officer & date of approval 

Please read through the guidance notes below before you start to fill in this form. It has 
been designed so you can provide the standard information we need to assess your 
application. Your answers should show that you have thoroughly considered every 
aspect of your proposal.  The Council is unlikely to consider proposals that have not had 
Expression of Interest approval.  

 Before you fill in this form, please make sure that both your organisation and your 
proposal can meet ALL the criteria set out in Copeland Borough Council’s Community 
Asset Transfers Policy and associated guidance.  If your organisation or your proposal 
do not meet all of the general criteria it is unlikely that we will consider your 
application.

 It is vital that your proposal contributes to Copeland Borough Council’s priorities as set 
out in the Corporate Strategy and has the support of the community in which it is 
based/serves.   Sustainability for your service delivery and, therefore, asset use is also a 
key element.
 You need to show that you have thought about this before making an expression of 
interest and then demonstrate how you will do this in your full proposal.  

 Please provide us with as much detail as you can, particularly on how the transfer of 
the asset will bring benefits to both the wider community and the community it 
currently serves. The boxes on the form expand to fit the content in order for you to do 
this.  Once your application is received, a named council officer will be appointed as 
your contact throughout the application process. 

 We would prefer to receive proposals electronically, but will accept hard copies by 
post where necessary. 

Please send the completed form to:
Barbara Vernon, Property and Estates Manager, Copeland Borough Council.
barbara.vernon@copeland.gov.uk 
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Contact Details

Describe the asset for which the 
transfer is requested (e.g. playing 
field, retail unit, community hall, 
residential property, office 
building, farm building, agricultural 
land, industrial unit, etc.)
Name of organisation

Address

Post code

Is this the same address as the 
asset you are applying for transfer?  
If not, please give address & 
postcode.
Contact Name

Telephone number (for contact 
person)
Email address (for contact person)

Your Organisation

Is your organisation a voluntary and community sector organisation which is a legal entity, or 
legally constituted through a consortia agreement?

YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)

 
What type of organisation is it? (E.g. a registered charity, community interest company or 
charitable incorporated organisation, a not for profit company, etc.) When was it established?

Please enter your charity registration number

Is your organisation or branch affiliated to a national or regional organisation? 
YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
If YES, please give details here including contact name, address and charity registration:
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How many people are involved in running your organisation?

Board/committee members/trustees

Paid employees: full time

Paid employees: part time

Volunteers

Please list below who has responsibility in your organisation for:

Finance

Legal Compliance

Insurance

Health & Safety

Operations

Equality & Diversity

Business Continuity

Human Resources

Organisation/group aims and objectives

Describe your organisation/group’s main aims, objectives and activities

Legal Compliance
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Please confirm that, to the best of your knowledge, the organisation named above is not in 
breach of the provisions of Regulation 23(1) of the Public Contracts Regulations 2006 as 
summarised below.    

The organisation (or its directors or any other person who has powers of representation, 
decision or control of such organisation) has not been convicted of any of the following 
offences:- 

Conspiracy within the meaning of section 1 of the Criminal Law Act 1977 
where that conspiracy relates to participation in a criminal organisation as 
defined in Article 2(1) of Council Joint Action 98/733/JHA; or

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

Corruption within the meaning of section 1 of the Public Bodies Corrupt 
Practices Act 1889 or section 1 of the Prevention of Corruption Act 1906; or 

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

The Offence of Bribery; or Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

Fraud, where the offence relates to fraud affecting the financial interests of 
the European Communities as defined by Article 1 of the Convention relating 
to the protection of the financial interests of the European Union, within the 
meaning of:- 
 

 the offence of cheating the Revenue; or 
 

 the offence of conspiracy to defraud; or 
 

 fraud or theft within the meaning of the Theft Act 1968 and the Theft 
Act 1978; or 

 
 fraudulent trading within the meaning of section 458 of the 

Companies Act 1985; or 
 

 defrauding the Customs within the meaning of the Customs and 
Excise Management Act 1979 and the Value Added Tax Act 1994; or 

 
 an offence in connection with taxation in the European Community 

within the meaning of section 71 of the Criminal Justice Act 1993; or 
 

 destroying defacing or concealing of documents or procuring the 
extension of a valuable security within the meaning of section 20 of 
the Theft Act 1968; or 

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

Money laundering within the meaning of the Money Laundering Regulations 
2003; or

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

Any other offence within the meaning of Article 45(1) of the Public Sector 
Directive.

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

If you are unable to confirm any of the above, please give details below, including any action 
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taken to resolve the situation.

Please confirm the following statements or give details if you answer no to any of the 
questions.  
The organisation (or its directors or any other person who has powers of representation, 
decision or control of such organisation) confirms that:-

Being an individual he is not bankrupt or has not had a receiving order or 
administration order or bankruptcy restrictions order made against him or has 
not made any composition or arrangement with or for the benefit of his 
creditors or has not made any conveyance or assignment for the benefit of his 
creditors or does not appear able to pay or to have no reasonable prospect of 
being able to pay, a debt within the meaning of section 268 of the Insolvency 
Act 1986, or article 242 of the Insolvency (Northern Ireland) Order 1989, or in 
Scotland has not granted a trust deed for creditors or become otherwise 
apparently insolvent, or is not the subject of a petition presented for 
sequestration of his estate, or is not the subject of any similar procedure 
under the law of any other state; or 

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

Being a partnership constituted under Scots law it has not granted a trust 
deed or become otherwise apparently insolvent, or is not the subject of a 
petition presented for sequestration of its estate; or

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

Being a company or any other entity within the meaning of section 255 of the 
Enterprise Act 2002 has not passed a resolution or is not the subject of an 
order by the court for the company’s winding up otherwise than for the 
purpose of bona fide reconstruction or amalgamation, or has not had a 
receiver, manager or administrator on behalf of a creditor appointed in 
respect of the company’s business or any part thereof or is not the subject of 
the above procedures or is not the subject of similar procedures under the 
law of any other state; or 

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

It has not been convicted of a criminal offence relating to the conduct of his 
business or profession; or

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

It has not committed an act of grave misconduct in the course of his business 
or profession; or

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

It has fulfilled obligations relating to the payment of social security 
contributions under the law of any part of the United Kingdom or of the 
relevant State in which the organisation is established; or

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

It has fulfilled obligations relating to the payment of taxes under the law of 
any part of the United Kingdom or of the relevant State in which the 
economic operator is established; or

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

It is not guilty of serious misrepresentation in providing any information 
required of him under this regulation; or

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

In relation to procedures for the award of a public services contract, it is 
licensed in the relevant State in which he is established or is a member of an 
organisation in that relevant State when the law of that relevant State Yes/No
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prohibits the provision of the services to be provided under the contract by a 
person who is not so licensed or who is not such a member; or 

(Delete as 
appropriate)

Where applicable, it is registered with the appropriate trade or professional 
register(s) in the EU Member State where it is established (as set out in Annex 
IXB of Directive 2004/18/EC) under the conditions laid down by that Member 
State. 

Yes/No
(Delete as 
appropriate)

Insurance

Please provide details of your current insurance cover and confirm your intentions should the 
transfer application be successful 
  
Public liability 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Employer’s liability 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Property/contents   
____________________________________________________________________

Financial Information

What was your turnover (income) in the last two years (if this applies)? 
  

£  ..........  for year ended  __ / __ / ____ £  ..........  for year ended  __ / __ / ____ 

 Has your organisation met all its obligations to pay its creditors and employees during the past 
year? 

YES/NO  (Delete as appropriate)
If the answer to the above question is NO, please explain why not:

Please give the name and branch of your bankers who could provide a reference:
Name

Branch

Contact Details
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If asked, would you be able to provide at least one of the following? 
 
A copy of your most recent accounts, audited if applicable (for the last two years if this applies) 
YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)

A statement of your turnover, profit & loss account and cash flow for the most recent year of 
trading
YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)

A statement of your cash flow forecast for the current year and a bank letter outlining the 
current cash and credit position
YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)

Health and Safety

Please sign below to confirm that you agree that all your staff and volunteers will comply with 
relevant health and safety legislation.

Signature

Name

Position in organisation

Date

Does your organisation have an up to date Health and Safety Policy?  

YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
If YES, Please attach a copy
If NO, please explain why:

Equality and Diversity
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Does your organisation comply with its legal obligations relating to the following?

Race YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
Sex or sexual orientation YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
Disability YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
Age YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
Religion or belief YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
Gender reassignment YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
Marriage & Civil Partnership YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
Human rights YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
Pregnancy & maternity YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
NOTE TO ORGANISATION: 
You must keep up to date with relevant changes in legislation.
You will be required to provide an Equality Impact Assessment (EIA).  If you do not have one, 
please ask for a copy of Copeland Borough Council’s EIA checklist and use that.

Do you have policies in place to ensure that you as an employer and as a service provider 
comply with your statutory obligations under the equality legislation which applies to Great 
Britain, or equivalent legislation in the countries in which you employ staff?

YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
If the answer is NO, please explain why.

In the last three years, has any contract with you or your organisation been terminated on 
grounds of your failure to comply with legislation prohibiting discrimination?

YES/NO (Delete as appropriate)
If the answer is YES, please provide full details:

Aims and objectives of your proposal

The council expects an outline of the current and proposed use of the building and how the asset 
transfer would enable and enhance the activities within the community. 
 
Proposals should: 

 Demonstrate that the asset will continue to support community and voluntary activities 
within the area and protect the use of the facility by other voluntary organisations;

 Outline the future opportunities for enhancing the use of the asset as a community facility 
that transfer would bring; 

 Identify opportunities for using the assets to develop and provide new and innovative 
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services, which may be linked to current council service provision

Need and Support

Please explain how you know there is a need for this proposal (activity) and how you can 
demonstrate wider community support:

What happens if the proposal is unsuccessful?
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Please explain what, if anything, will happen if this proposal is unsuccessful.

Council Corporate Strategic outcomes

Please demonstrate how your proposal will contribute to the Council’s Corporate Strategy 
ambitions and outcomes, especially those relating to social, economic or financial inclusion.  The 
Corporate Strategy can be found on the Council’s website 

Sustainability
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This section needs to demonstrate that once your organisation takes on the asset it will be able to 
keep up the running costs, maintenance requirements and any improvements needed for future 
use. It is necessary to show that the organisation has a sound long-term business plan in place 
with realistic financial projections to cover income requirements for all organisational costs. Please 
include a copy of the Business Plan with this submission.  The council reserves the right to seek 
confirmation of funding streams. 
 

Declaration of interest

The staff and/or councillors of Copeland Borough Council must declare any relationships or 
interests with individuals or organisations who apply for an asset transfer. This will include any 
elected members or members of staff who are trustees of the apply organisation. Please list 
below.  

Name:

Nature of relationship:

Name:

Nature of relationship:

Name:

Nature of relationship:

Data Protection

The information on this form will be processed by or for Copeland Borough Council. We may 
hold the information you give us on computer and use it for statistical purposes. We may 
provide copies of the information to other individuals or organisations in helping us assess 
applications. 
 
We confirm that to the best of our knowledge and belief, all of the information provided in 
this proposal form is true and correct, and that we will inform the council immediately of any 
changes to the information provided.  

We also confirm that the proposal in the application falls within the objects and powers of 
the constitution or Memorandum and Articles of Association (where applicable) 

Name: Name:
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Position: Position:

Signature: Signature:

Date: Date:
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FULL 090419

Proposed Extension to St Bees Head Heritage Coast Defined Area

EXECUTIVE MEMBER: Councillor Allan Holliday
LEAD OFFICER: Pat Graham
REPORT AUTHOR: Chris Hoban

SUMMARY:

Heritage Coasts are defined by agreement between Natural England and the relevant maritime 
local authority.  Once defined, Heritage Coast status can help attract visitors and funding to an 
area, and are given protection in the Local Plan.

At the meeting on 4th December 2018 Full Council approved a public consultation on the 
proposal to extend the boundary of St Bees Head Heritage Coast north towards Whitehaven.

This report aims to inform Members of the responses received to the consultation, the 
extended area for Members to consider, and proposed next steps to achieve this.

RECOMMENDATION:                                                                              

That Members approve:

1. The proposed extension to the Heritage Coast
2. The new name of St Bees and Whitehaven Heritage Coast

And that authority is delegated to the Chief Executive to sign the agreement with Natural 
England that adopts the newly defined area when it is produced.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 A Heritage Coast is defined by agreement between the relevant maritime local 
authorities (such as Copeland Borough Council) and Natural England.  A briefing note 
was prepared by Natural England in 2015 to explain the definition and purpose of a 
Heritage Coast. This note can be viewed at: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heritage-coasts-protecting-undeveloped-
coast/heritage-coasts-definition-purpose-and-natural-englands-role

1.2 Heritage Coasts were established to conserve, protect and enhance:
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 The natural beauty of the coastline
 Their terrestrial, coastal and marine flora and fauna
 Their heritage features.

1.3 A defined Heritage Coast area provides a number of benefits including:

 Wider recognition of the quality of the area
 Increased tourism opportunities
 Opportunities for attracting grant funding, which can help with enhancements to 

the Heritage Coast as well as ongoing maintenance 
 Production of a management plan for the defined area
 Protection from inappropriate and unsympathetic development through the 

planning system, and ensuring that development is of a higher quality where it 
does take place

1.4 St Bees Head is the only Heritage Coast between Wales and Scotland, and the only area 
of high sea cliffs in the north-west.  It was defined in 1992 and encompasses the 
headland and cliffs, which benefit from environmental and landscape protection in the 
Copeland Local Plan.

1.5 In 2016 Land Use Consultants (LUC) were appointed by the National Trust to assess the 
land to the north of the existing St Bees Head Heritage Coast defined area to determine 
whether any of this land may have the characteristics that would merit its inclusion 
within the St Bees Head Heritage Coast.  

1.6 This work assessed 10 coastal areas from St Bees Head to Whitehaven Harbour in 2016 
against the specific criteria that determines whether land has the characteristics that 
would merit its inclusion.  The full report is available as a background document.

1.7 The extent of the proposed extension to the Heritage Coast, and a gateway area to the 
north of this, are shown in Appendix 1.  It is also suggested that the larger defined area 
be given a new name of St Bees and Whitehaven Heritage Coast.

1.8 This work formed the basis of the public consultation that took place between Monday 
7th January and Friday 15th February 2019.

2.0 RESPONSES RECEIVED TO THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

2.1 A total of 68 representations were received in response to the public consultation and 
the key findings are as follows:
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 96% of respondents supported the proposal to extend the St Bees Head Heritage 
Coast, and nobody formally objected;

 No respondents suggested that any of the areas of the proposed extension 
should be removed;

 12 representations suggested additional areas of land be included within the 
Heritage Coast extension.  

2.2   A summary of responses is available at Appendix 2 and detailed responses can be viewed 
at Appendix 3.

2.3 Each of the proposed additional areas was assessed against the evaluation within the 
LUC Study and it was considered that none of them met with the requirements to be 
described as a coastline of exceptionally fine scenic quality

2.4   As a result no changes are proposed having considered the representations received and 
the original work by Land Use Consultants (LUC).

3.0 NEXT STEPS 

3.1 If approved by Full Council, the proposal to extend the Heritage Coast will be formally 
submitted to Natural England to consider.

3.2 Once Natural England have considered our application they will draw up a partnership 
agreement between Copeland Borough Council and Natural England which both parties 
will sign to adopt the extended defined area for the newly named St Bees and 
Whitehaven Heritage Coast.

4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1 The consultation resulted in a very positive response with 96% of respondents 
supporting the proposal to extend the Heritage Coast.  In light of LUC’s assessment and 
following consultation it is proposed that no additional areas be included within the 
Heritage Coast defined area.

4.2 Members are being given the opportunity to consider the summary and detailed 
representations made to the consultation and the Council officer response to them.

4.3 Given the positive consultation Members are therefore asked to approve the proposed 
extension to the St Bees Head Heritage Coast (show in Appendix 1) and the suggested 
new name of St Bees and Whitehaven Heritage Coast.   
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5.     STATUTORY OFFICER COMMENTS 

5.1 The Monitoring Officer’s comments are: No legal issues arise from this report

5.2 The Section 151 Officer’s comments are: There are no resource or value for money 
implications arising from these recommendations.

5.3 Policy Framework: Ambition 1: Town Centre Regeneration (supporting tourism)

5.5 Other Consultee Comments, if any: None

6.      HOW WILL THE PROPOSALS BE PROJECT MANAGED AND HOW ARE THE RISKS GOING 
TO BE MANAGED?

6.1 The Council’s Strategic Planning team will work closely with Natural England to ensure 
the required steps are followed to complete the process of defining the newly named St 
Bees and Whitehaven Heritage Coast.

7.      WHAT MEASURABLE OUTCOMES OR OUTPUTS WILL ARISE FROM THIS REPORT?

7.1 The newly defined area will be published on the Government’s MAGIC website and 
become an area protected by the Copeland Local Plan.

7.2 Partners, such as the National Trust, can then develop a management plan to support 
the protection and enhancement of the Heritage Coast.  

7.3 Heritage Coast status can also encourage additional tourism opportunities and grant 
funding along the ‘Colourful Coast’ area of Whitehaven.

List of Appendices 

 Appendix 1: Proposed St Bees Head Heritage Coast Extension

 Appendix 2: Summary of Responses to the Consultation

 Appendix 3: Detailed Responses

Background Paper: Review of the defined area of St Bees Heritage Coast and the case to extend 
it northwards (by Land Use Consultants)  
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St Bees Head Heritage Coast Proposed Extension Summary of Responses 

1 Introduction

This statement sets out how Copeland Borough Council (CBC) undertook a period of 
consultation in 2019 to seek views on the proposal to extend the St Bees Head Heritage Coast 
boundary towards Whitehaven.  This consultation does not form part of the formal Local Plan 
preparation process however as the relevant Maritime Local Authority CBC consulted on the 
proposed extension including any additional land within the defined area (in agreement with 
Natural England)

In addition to this Statement, a report has been produced detailing responses from each 
respondent. To protect the identity of individuals each respondent has an ID number. 

The consultation event was open for a six- week period held between 7th January and 15th 
February 2019.   To assist consultees a suite of documents was prepared in advance of the 
consultation event.  Documents were available to view on the Council’s website, at various 
libraries throughout the Borough, at the Council’s offices at Market Place, Whitehaven and 
also at the Beacon Museum, Whitehaven. We invited Consultees to complete a questionnaire 
online or by completing the questionnaire and returning it to the Council by post or emailing 
to the Strategic Planning Team.  The consultation was publicised using the following methods:

 260 notification letters were posted or emailed to residents, businesses and 
landowners in Whitehaven located within close proximity to the proposed extension.

 42 notification letters were posted or emailed to relevant stakeholders, Council 
members, parish clerks and land owners.

 The consultation was advertised on the Councils website, through social media and 
the local press.

 The Colourful Coast held a consultation event at the Beacon Hub, Whitehaven on 
Saturday 9th February 2019.  This was an external event, with approximately 30 
attendees. Completed questionnaires were emailed over to the Council following the 
event, responses are summarised within this statement. 

2 Summary of number of responses and how they were received

The questionnaire asked for the respondents contact details, capacity in which they were 
responding and the following four questions:

 Do you support the proposed extension to the St Bees Head Heritage Coast?
 Would you like to see some (or all) of the areas removed from the proposed 

extension?
 Would you like to see additional land included in the proposed extension to the St 

Bees Head Heritage Coast?
 Do you have any further comments with regards to the proposed extension of St Bees 

Head Heritage Coast?
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St Bees Head Heritage Coast Proposed Extension Summary of Responses 

Table 1: Method and Respondent Category

Method of Response Respondent Type
Post Email Online Consultation 

Event
Land 

Owner
Land 

Manager
Member 

of the 
Public

Business 
Owner

Other

10 6 43 9 4 2 53 0 9

68 responses were received by the close of the consultation period on 15th February 2019.  66 
respondents completed the questionnaire. Respondent (ID1) submitted a report and 
respondent (ID2) submitted a short email supporting the proposal.  Table 1 above 
summarises, how responses were submitted to the Council and the respondent type.    63% 
of responses were received via the Councils website through an online questionnaire.  78% of 
responses were received from members of the public. Zero responses received were 
identified as being from business owners. 

3 Summary of Responses by Question

Question 1: Do you support the proposed extension to the St Bees Head Heritage Coast?

Question 1 required a tick box Yes or No response.  65 consultees supported the proposal.  
One Landowner (ID 40) made no response although appears to object to the proposal in 
further comments.  Whilst (ID1) supported the proposal subject to assurances that that the 
designation will not preclude appropriate and logical development to support economic 
growth within the area and that effective management of the area maintains public access.   
Respondent (ID68) confirmed that ‘they could not answer yes due to the way that the 
question had been worded, although they did support the extension of the site.’ 

Officers Response to Question 1

Question 1 resulted in a very positive response with 96% of consultees supporting the 
proposal to extend the St Bees Head Heritage Coast. 

As (ID1) response was supportive but subject to assurances it has not been included as a ‘Yes’ 
response.  However, as Heritage Coasts are protected through the planning system when 
assessing proposals for development that are in close proximity to a Heritage Coast the role 
of the Local Planning Authority includes provision that any development in such locations 
protect and enhance distinctive landscapes and where applicable improve public access to 
coastal areas.   Heritage Coast recognition should therefore not preclude appropriate 
development and instead ensure that appropriate development is of a higher quality.  It is 
therefore concluded that (ID1) can be assured in this respect.  A telephone conversation has 
been held between an Officer of Copeland BC and (ID68).   This conversation clarified that 
although the proposed extension is supported, there remains outstanding concerns in 
relation to areas bordering the heritage coast boundary and potential   development.

 Question 2: Would you like to see some (or all) of the areas removed from the proposed 
extension?
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St Bees Head Heritage Coast Proposed Extension Summary of Responses 

Question 2 requested that if respondents considered some or all areas should be removed 
from the proposed Heritage Coast extension their response should set out why it was 
considered that areas did not meet aspects of the criteria that defines a Heritage Coast.   The 
criteria had 4 points to inform the consultee that were included in the questionnaire.  The 4 
points are: 

A. Conserve, protect and enhance the natural beauty of the coastline, their terrestrial, 
coastal and marine flora and fauna and their heritage features 

B. Encourage and help the public to enjoy, understand and appreciate these areas

C. Maintain and improve the health of inshore waters affecting Heritage Coasts and their 
beaches through appropriate environmental management measures

D. Take account of the needs of agriculture, forestry and fishing and the economic social 
needs of the small communities on these coasts

Table 2: Breakdown of Responses to Question 2

Do not wish to see any 
areas removed from the 

proposed extension

No response Question not directly 
responded to but comment 

made
35 32 1

51% of respondents did not wish to see any areas removed from the proposed extension, 47% 
of respondents did not respond to Question 2.  (ID1) confirmed that the proposed extension 
would not have any adverse implications on the West Cumbria Mining planning application. 

Officers Response to Question 2

Although only 51% of respondents confirmed that, they did not wish to see any areas removed 
from the proposed extension, no responses were received suggesting that areas should be 
removed.   It is therefore concluded that there is a consensus, for the areas proposed to be 
included are supported.

Question 3: Would you like to see additional land included in the proposed extension to the 
St Bees Head Heritage Coast?

Question 3 sought views as to whether additional areas of land should be included in the 
proposed extension.  Using the same format as Question 2, it was requested that additional 
land inclusion should provide additional data explaining how the proposal met criteria A to D 
that defines a Heritage Coast.

56 (82%) of respondents either did not respond to Question 3 or confirmed that they did not 
wish to suggest additional areas of land to be considered for inclusion.  12 (18%) respondents 
made additional suggestions for areas of land that they considered should be included, however 
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St Bees Head Heritage Coast Proposed Extension Summary of Responses 

only 1 respondent (ID11) set out how they considered proposal met criteria A to D that defines 
a Heritage Coast.  

Respondents (ID3 and ID4) provided supporting commentary for the proposed extension.   
Setting out that  ‘although the identified Gateway area did not warrant specific inclusion in the 
defined Heritage Coast, it should play a key role in access, interpretation and generally allowing 
the people of Copeland to enjoy, utilise and understand the Heritage Coast and the health and 
recreational benefits and opportunities it provides.’ 

Respondent (ID68) did not wish to see any additional areas included within the boundary but 
raised concern that area 8, The Kells Farmland and the Old Rhodia Site not being accounted 
for within the 'gateway site' area and that further discussion should be held between the two 
parties in this respect. 

Officers Response 

A number of proposals were included for additional areas of land and the reasons why 
respondents considered they were appropriate for inclusion in the Heritage Coast Extension.   
The proposals and Officers response are in Table 3 on the next page.   After consideration of 
the proposals, the overall conclusion remains there are no additional areas that meet the 
necessary criteria to be included within the heritage coast designation. 
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Table 3: Additional Areas Proposed for Inclusion

Area Reason Officers Response
1 Ravenhill Track This area qualifies on criteria A - as it is an 

important Heritage feature being the access 
route to Ravenhill Pit and Salmon Pit.  
Criteria B - recognising Ravenhill track as a 
heritage feature helps the public understand 
and appreciate local industrial heritage. 

Ravenhill Track is located within Area 9 ‘Solway   Road 
Fields’ of the Landscape Evaluation Studies of the LUC Study 
evaluation states: ‘The area cannot be described as a 
coastline of exceptionally fine scenic quality, as it has urban 
fringe characteristics and a small area of derelict land.  It is 
not recommended that area 9 is included in the Heritage 
Coast, although it is an important part of the Gateway   
Area.  It is considered that the western boundary of area 9 
would form a suitable boundary for the Heritage Coast.’  
(See page 43 of LUC report) 

It is however considered that the Gateway could help 
interpretation and therefore its importance may be 
reflected in any future interpretation for the Heritage Coast.

2 Areas along the coast should
be widened.

Due to coastal erosion, this would allow the 
path to be widened and protected.

Comment noted, this is a matter outside of this consultation 
process.

3 Area up to Whitehaven Harbour as 
identified on the map as the ’Gateway 
site’

No reason given The area up to Whitehaven Harbour has been assessed as 
part of this process, and does not meet criteria to be 
designated as part of the Heritage Coast Extension.  It is 
however recognised as an important area and has therefore 
been proposed as a gateway site. 
No change proposed. 

4 Additional land e.g. – the Heritage 
Gateway site on the map

Understand that criteria is not met but feel 
the area still needs consideration and some 
form of protection.

See above response

5 Old Marchon Site Developed into a park/public space Comment noted, this is a matter outside of this consultation 
process. 
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St Bees Head Heritage Coast Proposed Extension Summary of Responses 

6 Maybe to Parton No reason given Comment noted, this is a matter outside of this consultation 
process.

7 Include all greenfield areas with the 
exception of the old Marchon site

No reason given Four areas of greenfield land have been assessed by LUC.
6. Sandwith Farmland – Evaluation  ‘The Western part of the 
Sandwith Farmland can be described as   a coastline of 
exceptionally fine scenic quality, as it has a strong 
relationship with the sea.  The remainder of the farmland, 
whilst having some scenic qualities, does not have a 
functional relationship with the coast.  It is recommended 
that the two westernmost fields along the edge of area 6 be 
included within the Heritage Coast (See LUC Report page 3)

8. Kells Farmland –Evaluation – ‘A substantial part of the 
Kells Farmland can be described as a coastline of 
exceptionally fine scenic quality, particularly the arable 
fields on the west side of the Wagon way footpath which are 
connected to the sea, both visually and through experiential 
qualities.   Fields to the east of the footpath have stronger 
urban fringe characteristics.  It is recommended that the 
fields west of the Wagon way footpath should be included; 
it is recommended that the boundary should follow the 
existing Wagon way footpath along the back of the housing 
in Kells.  This boundary would also allow the whole area of 
arable fields to be effectively managed for Heritage Coast 
objectives.  (see LUC Report page 41)

9. Solway Road Fields – Evaluation – ‘The area    cannot be 
described as a coastline of exceptionally fine scenic quality, 
as it has urban fringe characteristics and a   small area of 
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St Bees Head Heritage Coast Proposed Extension Summary of Responses 

derelict land.  It    is not recommended that area 9 is 
included in the Heritage Coast, although it is an important 
part of the Gateway   Area.  It is considered that the western 
boundary of area 9 would form a suitable boundary for the 
Heritage Coast.’  (See page 43 of LUC report)

10. Haig Cliff Top Fields and Haig Pit – Evaluation - Overall 
the area cannot be described as a coastline of exceptionally 
fine scenic quality.  It is located in proximity to the urban 
fringe and is partially developed.  The majority of the area 
should not be included in the Heritage Coast, although it is a 
Key Gateway Point.  It is considered that the hard surfaced 
footpath (a public right of way) which runs parallel to the 
coastal strip would form a suitable boundary for the 
Heritage Coast, as the fence line to its west is temporary in 
nature.  This would warrant the inclusion of part of area 10, 
on the west side of the footpath.  (See LUC report page 47)

 No change proposed.
8 As much of the land surrounding the 

coastal area
No reason given See above response 

9 Field behind St Marys School and 
opposite field 

As they are part of the old mine tracks and 
are next to the coastal path to Whitehaven

The field behind St Mary’s School falls with area 8. Kells 
Farmland –Evaluation – ‘A substantial part of the Kells 
Farmland can be described as a coastline of exceptionally 
fine scenic quality, particularly the arable fields on the west 
side of the Wagon way footpath which are connected to the 
sea, both visually and through experiential qualities.   Fields 
to the east of the footpath have stronger urban fringe 
characteristics.  It is recommended that the fields west of 
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St Bees Head Heritage Coast Proposed Extension Summary of Responses 

the Wagon way footpath should be included; it is 
recommended that the boundary should follow the existing 
Wagon way footpath along the back of the housing in Kells.  
This boundary would also allow the whole area of arable 
fields to be effectively managed for Heritage Coast 
objectives.  (see LUC Report page 41)

No change proposed.
10 Land around Haig Pit and down to 

Whitehaven Harbour
No reason given The land around Haig Pit falls within area 10 – Haig Cliff Top 

Fields and Haig Pit - Evaluation - Overall the area cannot be 
described as a coastline of exceptionally fine scenic quality.  
It is located in proximity to the urban fringe and is partially 
developed.  The majority of the area should not be included 
in the Heritage Coast, although it is a Key Gateway Point.  It 
is considered that the hard surfaced footpath (a public right 
of way) which runs parallel to the coastal strip would form a 
suitable boundary for the Heritage Coast, as the fence line 
to its west is temporary in nature.  This would warrant the 
inclusion of part of area 10, on the west side of the 
footpath.  (See LUC report page 47)

Area 5 - Whitehaven Harbour – Overall Whitehaven Harbour 
cannot be described as ‘a coastline of exceptionally fine 
scenic quality’ as it has been man-modified and natural 
elements are limited to a narrow strip along the shore.  It is 
not recommended that area 5 be included within the 
Heritage Coast, although it is a Key Gateway Point to the 
scenic coast.  It is considered
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St Bees Head Heritage Coast Proposed Extension Summary of Responses 

That the Headland at Tom Hurd Rock forms a suitable 
boundary for the Heritage Coast, although the boundary 
would ideally follow a visible feature on the ground.  (See 
LUC report page 33)

No change proposed.
11 Include full coast from St Bees to 

Whitehaven Harbour
No reason given The St Bees Heritage Coast has been reviewed, to give 

consideration for the case to extend it northwards towards 
Whitehaven.  The LUC report provides   detailed analysis 11 
study areas evaluating each area in terms of 
appropriateness to be included within the St Bees Head 
Heritage Designation.  (See LUC report)

No change proposed.
12 Consider places like Drigg Dunes, and 

other areas south of St Bees and the 
coast around Lowca

No reason given Comment noted, this is a matter outside of this consultation 
process.
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Question 4: Do you have any further comments with regards to the proposed extension of St 
Bees Head Heritage Coast?

Question 4 was an open question seeking additional comments on the proposed extension.  

Table 4: Breakdown of Responses to Question 4

No Comment Support Other Comments
23 30 15

44% of respondents provided additional comments of support for the proposal, 34% of 
respondents made no further comment and 22% of respondents provided additional 
comments.    A summary of comments split into six categories are below:

Support for the proposed extension of St Bees Head Heritage Coast

 Organisations and individuals including (ID 2, 3, 4 and 8) were supportive of the proposal 
and considered that it could bring benefits to Copeland. One member of the public 
(ID59) commented that; ‘I think it would be very positive for the area. The beauty and 
ecology of the area is often overlooked and this status would address that.’  Another 
(ID15) suggested that ‘without these types of initiatives there will be a dwindling of 
conservation and monitoring of this precious coastline.’

Comments with regards to the potential residential development on the former Marchon site.

 8 members of the public raised concern with regards to the potential for a residential 
development of up to 600 homes, matters raised included the ‘Persimmon development 
proposals are much too near the coast,’  and the potential effects to coastal erosion and 
the wilderness. 

 (ID 3 and 4) raised concern that ‘residential development may have implications for the 
future of the arable fields at Old Kells, that the fields are a key component of the 
extension area and of vital importance in maintaining the integrity, setting and unspoilt 
nature of the entire Heritage Coast area (Existing and Proposed) 

Comments relating to the West Cumbria Mining’s planning application.

 (ID1) confirmed that ‘the proposed extension would not have any adverse implications 
on the West Cumbria Mining’s planning application.’   

Access

 (ID6) welcomed the proposal as long as it takes into consideration people with 
disabilities where increased access is proposed for the public.
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Wildlife

 Two members of the public (ID 21 and 22) raised awareness of the local wildlife habitat 
that used the area as a feeding and breeding ground. 

Other Comments

 A landowner (ID 40) raised concern that Copeland BC had not previously promoted the 
designation, so wondered why the proposal is now being considered, and that wind 
turbines should be approved. 

 A second landowner (ID48)  commented that ‘For any improvements to any parts of the 
coastline firstly the environment agency must remove the permit that grants united 
utilities to discharge raw sewerage into beck bottom in Hensingham which then flows 
into Whitehaven harbour.”
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Appendix 4: Detailed Responses to the Consultation for  the St Bees Head Proposed Heritage Coast Extension
ID Respondent Type Do you support the 

proposed extension?
Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

1 Other (please specify) CUMBRIA COUNTY COUNCIL’S RESPONSE PROPOSED EXTENSION TO ST BEES HEAD 
HERITAGE COAST    1.0	INTRODUCTION     1.1	Heritage Coasts were established to 
conserve the best stretches of undeveloped 	coast in England. Heritage Coast were 
established to:   •	conserve, protect and enhance the natural beauty of the coastline; 
their terrestrial, coastal and marine fauna and flora; and their heritage features;   
•	encourage and help the public to enjoy, understand and appreciate these areas;  
•	maintain and improve the health of inshore waters affecting heritage coasts and their 
beaches through appropriate environmental management measures;  •	take account of 
the needs of agriculture forestry and fishing and the economic and social needs of small 
communities on these coasts.	    1.2	St Bees Head is the only Heritage Coast in the North 
West of England. The current St Bees Heritage Coast was defined in 1992 and is 6km in 
length. The current proposal would extend the St Bees Heritage Coast northwards towards 
Whitehaven.       1.3	Cumbria County Council is a member of the steering group that is 
overseeing the 	St Bees Head Heritage Coast extension.     2.0	THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND THE HERITAGE COAST EXTENSION     2.1	The 
draft Copeland Local Plan 2017 – 2035 is at an early stage of its preparation (there was a 
consultation on Issues and Options in October – November 2017). If following this 
consultation on the proposed area becomes part of the St Bees  Heritage Coast, the next 
iteration of the draft Copeland Local Plan would need to take account of the area’s new 
heritage coast designation.      2.2	The Cumbria Minerals and Waste Local Plan 2015 – 
2030 was adopted in September 2017. As such it precedes the proposed extension to the 
St Bees Heritage Coast. The extension, if confirmed, would be a material consideration in 
the determination of waste and mineral planning applications. Indeed, the fact that the 
proposed extension has been recognised as being of sufficient quality to become part 
Heritage Coast is, in itself, a material consideration although the weight that can be 
attached to it is less than if it was formally designated.       3.0	CUMBRIA COUNTY 
COUNCIL’S COMMENTS     3.1	Cumbria County Council’s detailed response focuses on 
matters related to its role as Strategic Waste and Mineral Authority; Highway and Lead 
Local Flood Authority and service and infrastructure provider.    	Minerals    3.2	The 
proposed extension is adjacent to a Minerals Safeguarding Area for Brick Clay. However it 
is considered that this would not cause implications for the proposed extension to the 
Heritage Coast designation as extraction along this coastline would already be considered 
environmentally sensitive in terms of visual and ecological impact.     	West Cumbria 
Mining – Planning Application     3.3	The proposed extension to the St Bees Heritage Coast 
is close to the redline application site area for the West Cumbria Mining planning 
application (PA ref: 4179007). The application seek permission for the mining and 
processing of metallurgical (coking) coal from underneath an onshore area of 302 
hectares. The application site already follows some of the coastline located within the 
existing St Bees Heritage Coast designation. The only feature of the planning application 
which is within the proposed extension is a drainage pipe which is planned to run down 
the cliffs.     3.5	It is noted that between the WCM planning application site and the 
proposed extension to the St Bees Heritage Coast there is a proposed new housing estate 
and significant landscape mounding which creates a separation between both areas.     
3.6	It is considered that there will be no adverse implications on the proposed extension 
to the St Bees Heritage Coast on the West Cumbria Mining planning application.     
	Cumbria Coastal Strategy     3.7	Cumbria County Council is working with the Cumbria 
Coast Protection Authorities and the Environment Agency to develop a strategy for the 
future management of the coast from Arnside to the Scottish Border. The Cumbria Coastal 
Strategy forms a key step in setting out future approach to managing risks relating to 
coastal flooding and erosion along the coastline over the next century. It will feed into the 
preparation of local planning authorities’ development plans.     3.8	The Cumbria Coastal 
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ID Respondent Type Do you support the 
proposed extension?

Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

Strategy builds upon the policies set out in the North West Shoreline Management Plan, 
which was adopted in 2010 and will decide on the best approaches to carry out these 
policies. More information about the development of the Cumbria Coastal Strategy can be 
found at: http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/ccs.    3.9	The draft strategy documents (Options 
proforma 11e1 St Bees to Whitehaven, and the Engagement Summary report) make 
reference to the St Bees Heritage Coast extension proposals.    3.10	The key risk to this 
section of coastline is erosion. At the northern end of the frontage, spoil material from 
historical industry in the area has historically been dumped in front of the cliffs, forming 
new artificial but unconsolidated low cliffs, pushing the shoreline seawards. This activity 
ceased in the 1930’s and the shoreline has experienced retreat since this time.    3.11	The 
coastline features a number of scheduled monuments and listed structures. The scheduled 
monument of the Barrowmouth gypsum and alabaster mine at Saltom Bay is located along 
the steeply sloping cliffs and includes the remains of buildings, levels spoil heaps, 
enclosure and an incline plane. It is the only example in north west England of this age of 
mine. Further north, along the base of the cliffs is Saltom coal pit Scheduled Monument, 
which includes the remains of the first (and oldest surviving) undersea coal mine in 
northwest England. It is considered one of the most important mining archaeology sites in 
the country.     3.12	Between St Bees Head and Saltom Pit, the current Shoreline 
Management Plan (SMP) policy along that frontage is for ‘No Active Intervention’. 
Continued erosion maintains the geological, environmental and landscape value of the 
coast. The Coastal Strategy recommends that this policy doesn’t change.    3.13	At Saltom 
Pit, the current SMP policy along this frontage is to ‘Hold the Line’ through maintaining 
defences and undertaking localised cliff stabilisation until technically difficult or not 
affordable to do so. It is accepted that should defences fail, they should not be replaced 
and the policy would change to ‘No Active Intervention’.     3.14	The draft strategy 
documents advise a number of future actions, including in reference to the current 
footpaths that cross the cliff top - these need to be monitored, with assessments 
recommended following high precipitation events and storm periods to ensure risk to 
users is minimised. The England Coast Path, although set back from the coastal edge, may 
be at risk from cliff slippage and ground movements.    3.15 	Between Saltom Pit and 
Whitehaven, the current SMP policy is to ‘No Active Intervention’. The policy maintains a 
naturally functioning coast, and there would be unlikely to be justification for long term 
defence.    3.16	For Whitehaven South Beach the current SMP policy is for ‘No Active 
Intervention’, which allows existing defences to continue to fail, but recognises the need 
to monitor the long term risk of breach of the southern harbour arm and the possible 
need for additional works to this structure.  An additional issue here is the nature of the 
waste into which the cliffs are cut and any potential contamination issues, as well as the 
rate of erosion of this material.     	Countryside Access    3.17	As highlighted above, there 
are a number of existing public rights of way within the area of the proposed extension to 
the St. Bees Heritage Coast. These public rights of way need to be recognised and 
protected on the legal definitive lines. The County Council’s Countryside Access team will 
continue to work with the Colourful Coast Project and landowners to improve public 
access in the Heritage Coast area.  	  4.0 	CONCLUSION     4.1	Whilst Cumbria County 
Council recognise that the proposed extension to the St Bees Heritage Coast will bring 
recognition of the quality of the coastal area, and in so doing, generate better 
opportunities for grant funding, its support is subject to assurances that the designation 
will not preclude appropriate and logical development to support economic growth within 
the area and that effective management of the area maintains public access.    
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ID Respondent Type Do you support the 
proposed extension?

Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

2 Land manager Yes We welcome the intention to extend the boundary to incorporate further important 
historic assets, including the Haig Colliery, Saltom Coal Pit and Barrowmouth gypsum and 
alabaster mine Scheduled Ancient Monuments. The northern boundary will also be 
adjacent to the Grade II Jonathan Swift House and Whitehaven Town Centre Conservation 
Area.   Whilst these key sites are scheduled, the remains of mining and associated activity 
are almost continuous along the coast from Barrowmouth to Whitehaven, and these 
remains are often significant as evidence of past employment and economic systems.      
We therefore particularly welcome the opportunities that the Heritage Coast designation 
will bring for conserving and enhancing the historic environment, and improving 
understanding of its heritage assets. The supporting documentation helpfully describes 
these, and the opportunities for further analysis as part of a comprehensive management 
plan.    

3 Land owner Yes No The National Trust is very supportive of the 
proposed boundary extension, which has 
been assessed against appropriate criteria.  
We would also draw attention to the 
identified 'Gateway' area.  Whilst we agree 
that this area does not warrant specific 
inclusion in the defined Heritage Coast 
itself, it nonetheless plays a key role in 
acxcess, interpretation and generally 
allowing the people of Copeland to enjoy, 
utilise and understand the Heritage Coast 
and the health and recreational benefits 
and opportunities it provides.  We would 
wish to ensure that the important 
functions provided by the Gateway area 
are recognised therefore, and that it forms 
a material consideration in the assessment 
of relevant development proposals.

The National Trust is very supportive of the proposal to extend the Heritage Coast.  The 
proposed extension is supported by robust assessment work, which has been informed by 
discussions with relevant stakeholders.  The Trust welcomes the recognition given in the 
consulation material to teh many benefits Heritage Coast definition can generate; 
environmental; economic and social.  The Trust has played a very active role in the 
management of the St Bees/Whitehaven coastal area for over a decade.  We are 
committed to the conservation and enhancement of the Heritage Coast, to the benefit of 
local people and visitors, and the rich natural and cultural heritage of the area.  The Trust 
is aware of current proposals by Persimmon Homes which may have implications for the 
future development of the arable fields at Old Kells.  These fields are a key component of 
the proposed extension area, and of vital importance in maintaining the integrity, setting, 
and unspoilt nature of the entire Heritage Coast area (existing and proposed).  We would 
therefore strongly object in principle to any development proposals which may 
subsequently emerge in this area.  We are keen to ensure that we are closely involved in 
any development discussions which may ensue.

4 Land manager Yes No The Colourful Coast Partnership is very 
supportive of the proposed boundary 
extension, which has been assessed against 
appropriate criteria.  We are keen to 
acknowledge the importance of the 
gateways areas as they have an infuluence 
on the setting of the proposed extension 
area, playing a key role in allowing people 
to continue to enjoy, access and 
understand the Heritage Coast for a range 
of benefits and activities.

The Colourful Coast Partnership have been involved with the Heritage Coast work for 
some time.  This has included facilitating discussion with relevant stakeholders, gathering 
evidence and submitting the evidence document for consideration.  Key members of the 
Colourful Coast (the Landf Trust and National trust) have played a very active role in the 
managemnet of the St Bees/Whitehaven coastal area for over a decade.  We are 
committed to the conservation and enhancement of this outstanding, and often over 
looked area. We welcome the proposed Heritage Coast extension, as a means of 
generating wider recognition and enhancement of the Heritage Coast, to the benefit of 
local people and visitirs, and the rich natural and cultura heritage of the area.  We are 
keen to continue to be involved in an y future discussions surrounds the Heritage Coast 
and opportunities the potential extension could bring to the area.  The Partnership is 
aware of the current proposals by Persimmon Homes which may have implications for the 
future of the arable fields at Old Kells.  These fields are a key component of the proposed 
extension area, and of vital importance in mainataing the integrity, setting and unspoilt 
nature of the entire Heritage Coast area (existing and proposed) The local community 
have voiced concern over the loss of these fields to housing development.  We would 
therefore strongly object in principle to any development proposals which may 
subsequently emerge in this area.  We are keen to ensure that we are closely involved in 
any development discussions which may ensue.
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ID Respondent Type Do you support the 
proposed extension?

Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

5 Member of the public Yes No No the boundary of the proposal already 
includes all the necessary natural areas 
around my home. 

This feels important to me as I would not like to see the area used for property 
development and I feel that the National Trust would work to preserve the natural beauty. 

6 Other (please specify) Yes Include all areas A B C and D No C.D.F. welcome this proposal as long as it takes into consideration people with disabilities 
when increased access is proposed for the public.  Any proposals should include equality 
of access and C.D.F would wish to be consulted as and when final proposals and any plans 
are brought forward. 

7 Other (please specify) Yes None No Concerns about Saltom Pit historic site. 

8 Land owner Yes No Not familiar enough with the surrounding 
area to be able to comment on this 

I think this is an excellent proposal and could bring major benefits to Kells and 
Whitehaven. 

9 Member of the public Yes Yes About 10 years ago part of the land on Wellington Beach collapsed after a storm, a lady 
was buried in this landslip and died.  No action was taken other than closing the beech to 
the public and the car parks to cars.  I would like to see the land protected by putting large 
boulders on the beach and grading the land down to the beach boulders.  This has been 
done on north shore.  This would allow the area back into public use and restore about 20 
car parking spaces.  Six million pounds waas initially spent 20 years ago this should now be 
capitalised on. 

10 Member of the public Yes No

11 Other (please specify) Yes No I suggest that the Ravenhill Track should be 
included.  It qualifies on criteria:-  A It is an 
important Heritage feature being the 
access route to Ravenhill Pit and Saltom 
Pit.  B Recognising Ravenhill track as a 
heritage feature helps the public 
understand and appreciate the local 
industrial heritage. 

Extending the St Bees Head Heritage Coast is an excellent idea especially if it prevents 
housing development any closer to the sea. 

12 Member of the public Yes No The Colourful Coast path is eroding in that area and there is a need to widen it, into the 
fields.  We are very worried about the proposed Persimmon development which is 
proposing to build within greenfields within the proposed extension areas as well as the 
former Marchon site.  The Persimmon development proposals are much to near the coast. 

13 Member of the public Yes No Due to coastal erosion areas along the 
coast should be widened to allow for the 
path to be widened and protected. 

Concered about Persimmon proposed housing development will endager the coastal path 
and the coastal erosion it would cause. 
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ID Respondent Type Do you support the 
proposed extension?

Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

14 Member of the public Yes No I would support the extension of the 
heritage coast up to Whitehaven harbour 
as identified on the map as the 'gateway 
site' (in blue) 

No 

15 Member of the public Yes No I would not like to see some of the 
areas removed from the proposal. 

I would like to see additional land added 
but understand it does not meet the 
criteria as there is industry (contemporary 
and historic) on this land.  But I feel these 
areas (eg -the Heritage Gateway Site on 
the map) still need consideration and some 
form of protection. 

I think it is a excellent proposl as without these types of initiatives there will be a dwindling 
of conservation and monitoring of this precious coastline. 

16 Member of the public Yes No I would like to see the old Marchon site be 
developed into a park/public space and 
generally pretified. 

Completely support the proposal to protect the coast and the views.  That is not to say 
that the old Marchon site should not be developed - (i.e. support the mine and the 
employment it will bring.) 

17 Member of the public Yes

18 Member of the public Yes No Maybe to Parton? I think it is an excellent idea-it is a very beautiful part of Cumbria Coastline Heritage and 
also would be good to attract more visitors helping the economy. 

19 Member of the public Yes

20 Member of the public Yes

21 Member of the public Yes No No From my garden at West Row overlooking part of the proposed site I regulary see ravens, 
peregrine falcons a pair of sparrow hawks a pair of barn owls numerous kestrels and the 
occasional buzzard, foxes and once seen a deer.  This is their home and any proposal that 
protects and preserves this land has my full support.

22 Member of the public Yes No No I would like to point out that the fields that run from the Marchon site to Haig Pit are a  
breeding ground to Grey Partridge, Sky Larks, Lapwing, also a feeding ground for Barn 
Owls that nest at Haig Pit on the cliffs.  The above birds mentioned are all on the 
endangered list.  Due to the stubble left in these fields over winter a rich source of feed for 
these birds and other over wintering birds.

23 Member of the public Yes N/A - No areas removed, if possible expand 
area to include more greenfield sites. 

Expand to include all greenfield areas with 
the exception of the old Marchon site. 

Persimmon Homes are planning to build in areas earmarked for this extension.  As a local 
resident, I strongly object to their plan and support the Heritage Coast extension instead.
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ID Respondent Type Do you support the 
proposed extension?

Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

24 Other (please specify) Yes We firmly support the recommendations of the bodies that have worked together to put 
forward this extension and look forward to having the greater recognition of the value of 
the North West's coast that such an extension will bring.

25 Member of the public Yes No No This is an excellent idea.

26 Member of the public Yes NO No I think the LUC report is a beautifully written document that clearly and accurately 
assessed each area for inclusion.  The area would benefit from the extension.  We live in 
Whitehaven and love walking that area and others should too.  The existing area has 
benefitted from adoption and this should too.  We are concerned about the recent 600 
homes to be built in this area that could spoil the wilderness and it need the protection 
this offers.

27 Member of the public Yes Happy with the proposals Happy with the proposals Nothing

28 Member of the public Yes No

29 Member of the public Yes The more protected land the better It would be great if as much of the land 
surrounding the coastal area could be 
protected by the national trust/ st.bees 
coastal heritage 

The land on the coast is very important to me, the locals living in Whitehaven and the 
wildlife. It needs to be protected and preserved, now more than ever due to plans to 
develop 600 houses on and near the coastal area. 

30 Member of the public Yes No none No none No none

31 Member of the public Yes Nope I support the proposed extension I would like to see the field behind st marys 
school and opposite field also preserved in 
these plans and they are part of the old 
mine tracks and are next to the costal path 
to Whitehaven 

I recently went to a public consultation for persimmons homes where they are looking to 
build on the proposed extension land, I want to see the area preserved as everyone in the 
local area uses this area for walking and viewing he local history. I would like the see the 
area renovated for walking like the northern end of the path as it is currently in a rundown 
state and could use bins for dog mess

32 Member of the public Yes N/a N/a The beautiful coast line and wildlife need to be protected and preserved. Now more than 
ever due to plans to build 600 houses very near to this area. 

33 Member of the public Yes I'd like to see full markings for footpaths

34 Other (please specify) Yes No No No
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ID Respondent Type Do you support the 
proposed extension?

Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

35 Member of the public Yes

36 Member of the public Yes

37 Member of the public Yes A priority for the proposed extension should include a safe access to the beach area of 
South shore.  Official access via Wellinton Pit beach and Saltom beach is no longer 
available and access via Barrow Mouth is overgrown and difficult. This leaves a long 
stretch our Cumbrian coastline inaccessible to the general public.               

38 Member of the public Yes I believe that the walk from St bees to Whitehaven is one of the best in Cumbria but could 
benefit from some improvements to the paths and fencing, particularly where the coast is 
eroding. Hopefully the extension will lead to more grant funding to enable more people to 
enjoy this beautiful coastline. 

39 Member of the public Yes

40 Land owner I along with an officer from the planning dept. CBC had St Bees recognised as a Heritage 
Coast although proposed in 1972 was not officially designated. To my knowledge as a 
landowner it has only been a negative step. CBC supposedly are the custodians as the local 
authority of the Heritage coast but they have done absolutely nothing to help promote the 
designation.  When asked the reply has always been Whitehaven Harbour is our priority. 
So why do they now want to extend the area?  We have the highest average wind speed 
per meter in the UK this is supposed to be the Energy Coast but are not allowed wind 
turbines. With the outcome of a no for a new reactor at Sella Field we will need more 
green energy ie wind.

41 Other (please specify) Yes No No My concern is to protect the natural beauty of the coast so that it continues to be 
attractive to walkers. e.g. England Coast Path; Coast to Coast, Cumbria Coastal Way.  A 
dramatic, large-scale landscape, feels remote.  An important resource for biodiversity and 
geodiversity.  Would encourage development of limited tourism facilities sympathetic to 
the environment which widen opportunities for visitors to enjoy the HC.

42 Other (please specify) Yes No comment No comment It is heartening to see this proposal come forward as it brings the Heritage Coast into the 
heart of Whitehaven. The concept of the gateway site extending inland from the defined 
area is innovative and one that we as one of the "orphan" Heritage Coast's may well 
emulate.

43 Member of the public Yes

44 Member of the public Yes It is a wonderful area that I and many other people both local and visitors enjoy every day. 
It is a haven for wildlife. To extend it can only be a good thing.
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ID Respondent Type Do you support the 
proposed extension?

Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

45 Member of the public Yes N/A N/A I fully support the proposed extension. The coastal area around Whitehaven has great 
potential to be a haven for flora, fauna and wildlife - in some places it already is but is not 
very well known about. The work of the National Trust to protect and share this special 
place is fantastic and will hopefully go from strength to strength. Re-opening the Haig 
Museum and having a heritage centre to celebrate the industrial past and people who 
worked in the mines on the coast should be a priority for the future. 

46 Member of the public Yes While I am very supportive of the Heritage Coast extension, I would not wish it to be used 
as a reason to further delay the granting of planning permission to West Cumbria Mining. I 
believe their proposed plans would minimise any negative impact on the character of the 
Heritage Coast so far as reasonably practicable, and the benefits of the mine would 
outweigh any detriment to the character of this small area.

47 Member of the public Yes No I support the gateway concept as 
otherwise I would have expected the land 
around Haig Pit and down to Whitehaven 
harbour to be included despite the man-
made impacts.

Mindful that there exists a pipeline from the Rhodia site crossing the proposed extension 
and that this should be recognised in case of future use associated with redevelopment of 
the site.

48 Land owner Yes For any improvements to any parts of the coastline firstly the environment agency must 
remove the permit that grants united utilities to discharge raw sewerage into beck bottom 
in hensingham which then flows into Whitehaven harbour we cannot subject members of 
the public and tourists to this . 

49 Member of the public Yes

50 Member of the public Yes No No When walking from Whitehaven to St Bees (or give versa) the coastal experience is just as 
vivid in the proposed extension as it is in the current heritage coast area.

51 Member of the public Yes NO YES  INCLUDE THE FULL COAST FROM ST 
BEES TO WHITEHAVEN HARBOUR

NO

52 Member of the public Yes

53 Member of the public Yes Should you not have considered places like 
Drigg Dunes and other coastal areas south 
of St Bees. Likewise what about coast 
around Lowca 

54 Member of the public Yes no no Meets the A,B,C,D criteria  Would be of benefit to the proposed development of a coastal 
activities resources centre in the vicinity of Whitehaven Harbour
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ID Respondent Type Do you support the 
proposed extension?

Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

55 Member of the public Yes No No No

56 Member of the public Yes No I think this is a fantastic idea! No Excellent idea and sincerely hope this can be executed! 100% support from me!

57 Member of the public Yes N/A N/A

58 Member of the public Yes To keep the upkeeps of the coast Keep up the good work 

59 Member of the public Yes No, I think all the proposed areas should be 
included.

I have no additional suggestions. As a local resident, I think it would be very positive for the area. The beauty and ecology of 
the area is often overlooked and this status would address that.

60 Member of the public Yes Anything that helps protect the fabulous coastline has to have the support of all parties.

61 Member of the public Yes

62 Member of the public Yes A We are very lucky to have a beautiful and peaceful place on our door step. 

63 Member of the public Yes Very good idea.

64 Member of the public Yes No Yes - all the criteria of A, B, C and D are, in 
my opinion, met. 

No

65 Member of the public Yes Can only be better for the area 

66 Member of the public Yes

67 Member of the public Yes
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ID Respondent Type Do you support the 
proposed extension?

Would you like to see some or all areas 
removed?

Would you like to see additional areas 
included?

Further Comments

68 Other No We do not feel any parts of the boundary 
require amendment to remove part or all 
of the extension

We do not feel that additional areas are 
required to be inlcuded within the 
boundary - but as per our letter of 06 June 
2018 we are concerned about how the 
areas referred to as area 8, The Kells 
Farmland and the Old Rhodia Site not 
being accounted for within the 'gateway 
site' area.

We attach the letter from 06 June 2018 - 
which provides detailed comments 
regarding our concerns about the two site 
mentioned above.

We appreciate that planning permissions 
may already have been granted for part of 
the Rhodia site - but would be keen to see 
that the areas considered would be open 
space/greenspace and to act as a buffer 
and maintain scenic quality.

Due to how the question is worded and our concerns raised we do not feel we can answer 
yes, though NE supports the extension of the site.

We also would again like to highlight that we felt that how question 1 was worded and our 
concerns that we have raised in June 2018 and again now we were unable to an swer yes.  
Natural England does continue to support the extension of the site to further the 
opportunities for the Colourful Coast Partnership and supporting that delivery of a wider 
range of benefits.  Further connecting Whitehaven to the rich cultural heritage that coast 
affords in the extension area and beyond.  It particularly aligns with ambitions within the 
governments 25 year environmental plan including connecting people with the 
environment and enhancing the beauty of landscapes.

Natural England would again reiterate that we are keen to work with you to take this 
forward and would be keen to meet to discuss these issues further.  We have attached our 
letter from June 2018 as the comments and concerns raised according to our records were 
not responded to and as such keen to discuss these with yourselves.
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Council 090419

SAFEGUARDING CHILDREN POLICY REVISIONS

  LEAD OFFICER: Mike Starkie, Elected Mayor 

REPORT AUTHOR:                  Julie Betteridge, Executive Director

Recommendation:
To consider and comment on the revised Safeguarding Children Policy.

 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Council has agreed the Safeguarding Children Policy 

2. PROPOSAL

2.1 The Copeland Borough Council Safeguarding Forum has undertaken a review 
of the Safeguarding Children Policy and has made some amendments to the 
Policy.  The Policy has been put into the current corporate style and 
references to associated documents and legislation updated.  Guidelines for 
staff working at the Beacon Museum have been added as Appendix E to the 
policy and the Safeguarding Clause for contracts and procurement 
documentation has been added as Appendix F. These amendments are 
included within the attached Social Inclusion Policy draft update at Appendix 
A.

 
3. CONCLUSION

3.1 The policy revisions proposed are the result of a routine review by the CBC 
Safeguarding Forum and requests from the Beacon Staff for guidance whilst 
working with children. Councillors are requested to approve and authorise 
the revised policy.

  
4. STATUTORY OFFICER COMMENTS

4.1 Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) Comments:  The Council Equality Scheme 
guides the Council’s compliance with its responsibilities under the Equality 
Act 2010 and in particular the public sector equality duty under that Act.  

4.2 Policy Framework Comments:  This Policy is part of the core framework for 
shaping and delivering against the Council’s Corporate Strategy.
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4.3 Section 151 Officer’s comments:  There are no financial implications arising 
from this recommendation

4.4 Monitoring Officer Comments: The amendments to the Safeguarding  
             Children Policy and associated document attached to the report sets out how 
             the Council will work to discharge its responsibilities under section 11 of the 
             Children Act 2004

Appendices:         Appendix A – Revised Safeguarding Children Policy 

List of Background Documents: 
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Safeguarding Children Policy
V0.2.2 Nov 2018

Page 2 of 29

Document Control 

Organisation Copeland Borough Council
Title Safeguarding Children policy
Version 2018 version 02.2
Author Gillian Butterworth

gillian.butterworth@copeland.gov.uk 
Filename CBC Safeguarding Children Policy and Procedure 

June 2016
Owner Julie Betteridge
Subject Safeguarding
Protective Marking
Review Date Nov 2020

Revision History
Version 
Reviewed

Date Reviewed Reviewed by Description of Revision

1st revision Feb 2016 Julie 
Betteridge

Safeguarding Children and Adults combined 
policy separated into two separate policies 
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Document Distribution
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Purpose
The Children Act 2004 (section 11) places a statutory duty on all Borough Councils to 
ensure that their functions are discharged with regards to the need to safeguard and 
promote the welfare of children.  This duty extends to any functions or services that the 
Council contract out to others.

Copeland Borough Council is committed to fulfilling this legal and moral duty and will 
ensure that all children are protected and kept safe from harm whilst engaged in 
services organised by the Council.

In order to meet the statutory duties, set out in the Children Act (2004), Copeland 
Borough Council will use the guidance and protocols produced by Cumbria Local 
Children Safeguarding Board (LSCB).

This policy will:

 Highlight Copeland Borough Council’s commitment to the protection of all 
children.

 Outline the working arrangements that Copeland Borough Council has in place 
in order to fulfil the statutory duties set out in the Children Act 2004 
(particularly section 11).

 Provide procedures on how to respond to and report a safeguarding concern; 
and guidance on sharing information with other services or organisations in 
relation to a safeguarding concern.

 Provide guidance for staff working directly with children through the Beacon 
Museum activities and other council organised events

It is not the responsibility of any one individual to decide whether abuse has taken 
place, however it is the responsibility of every individual to take appropriate action 
where there is a risk of or actual harm, abuse or neglect to a child.

All employees and elected members should follow this policy and procedure when 
reporting a safeguarding concern.

A copy of this policy will be issued to all contractors and partners working for or 
representing Copeland Borough Council.
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Introduction
Legislation
The Children Act 1989 initially placed the duty on Local Authorities to safeguard and 
promote the welfare of all children in their area.  The 1989 Act allowed Local 
Authorities to intervene in the lives of children and families if there was a risk of 
significant harm to the child.

The Children Act 2004 builds upon frameworks established by the 1989 Act and forms 
part of a wider Government Strategy to improve outcomes for every child.
Section 11 of the Children Act 2004 Places duties on a range of organisations, agencies 
and individuals to ensure their functions and any services that they contract out to 
others are discharged having regard to the need to safeguard and promote the welfare 
of children. 

The Government Guidance, Working Together to Safeguard Children statutory guidance 
on inter-agency working to safeguard and promote the welfare of children, July 2018, 
explains how safeguarding should be achieved through the integrated efforts of all 
statutory organisations that work with children.  All statutory organisations, including 
Borough Councils, are required to consider safeguarding when planning, delivering or 
commissioning their services.  

Copeland Borough Council discharges a number of functions that impact upon the lives 
of children and families, these include, but are not limited to, Licensing; Planning; 
Environmental Health; Waste Services; Strategic Housing; Parks; Enforcement; Leisure 
Management, Tourism and Customer Services.  

The nature of work carried out by the Council means that some employees, elected 
members, contractors, partners and volunteers will work in close proximity to children 
as part of their daily duties.  As such, the Council has a significant role to play in 
safeguarding children and the promotion of their welfare.

Copeland Borough Council uses Corporate, HR, Health and Safety and service specific 
policies to enable it to meet its duty to safeguard children.
The council observes a number of legal duties that function to protect children. 
(See Legislative Framework Summary pg. 19) 

Local Safeguarding Children Board
The Children’s Act 2004 (section 13) requires each authority area to establish a Local 
Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB).  The LCSB is responsible for agreeing how relevant 
organisations in each local area co-operate to safeguard and promote the welfare of 
children; and for ensuring the effectiveness of efforts. 

As a two-tier area, Cumbria County Council is responsible for the Cumbria LSCB.  At 
present Copeland Borough Council, along with other districts, is represented on the 
Cumbria LSCB by South Lakeland District Council.  
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Sharing Information
Children Act 2004 (section10) places a duty on all statutory organisations to work 
together to safeguard children.  Where appropriate, Copeland Borough Council will 
cooperate and share information with other organisations.
When sharing information, CBC will follow the HM Govt. information sharing protocol 
Safeguarding/Information sharing advice  
 

 
Early Help – The Wedge Model
Early help is the most effective way to safeguard and improve the lives of children.  
Statutory organisations are in a good position to improve the outcomes for children by 
providing local level help or support as soon as a problem arises.

Cumbria LSCB Whole System Model features the Wedge Model  which categorises four 
different levels of need that a child may encounter in relation to safeguarding and 
welfare; as need increases so too does the level of intervention required of statutory 
organisations in order to meet the needs of the child.  

Services provided by borough councils are referred to as universal services; this means 
services which are able to meet a minimum level of need. 
Copeland Borough Council will use the wedge model when putting in place local level 
early help and support.
(See Appendix A –LSCB - The Wedge Model) 

Scope
This policy details how Copeland Borough Council will meet its statutory duties to 
safeguard and promote the welfare of children, as set out in the Children Act 2004.

The policy sets out the roles and responsibilities of employees and elected members in 
relation to safeguarding, and offers guidance on how to record and report safeguarding 
concerns.

The policy applies to all Copeland Borough Council employees, elected members, 
volunteers, and anyone - including contractors and partners - delivering services on 
behalf of the Council.

The policy applies to all services discharged by Copeland Borough Council, including 
services discharged on behalf of the Council. 

The policy applies to the safeguarding of all children (anyone under 18) irrespective of 
race, colour, religion, ethnicity, sex, age, disability, nationality, sexual orientation.
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Definitions
The Council will use these definitions in the implementation of this policy.

Child - Anyone aged under 18.
Those aged 16-18 are included in the legal definition of a child.

Safeguarding and protecting the welfare of children: 

 Protecting children from maltreatment. 

 Preventing impairment of children’s health or development.
 

 Ensuring that children grow up in circumstances consistent with the provision of 
safe and effective care.

 Enabling children to have optimum life chances and enter adulthood 
successfully.

 
 Taking action to enable all children to have the best outcomes.

Abuse:
Types of abuse can include physical, psychological, restraint, organisational, sexual, 

financial/material, domestic, institutional, discrimination, modern slavery or 
neglect.
For further information of the signs and symptoms of abuse, please see:
nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/signs-symptoms-effects/

Roles and Responsibilities
Council employees and elected members.
All Copeland Borough Council employees and elected members have a responsibility to 
carry out their duties with regard the need to safeguard and promote the welfare of 
children.   
Details of safeguarding roles and responsibilities are relayed through the induction 
process, corporate policies and procedures, safeguarding training, job profiles and work 
programmes.

If a complaint is received about a member of staff or elected member following a 
referral for a safeguarding concern this will be investigated in line with CBC Complaints 
Policy.  Providing that the referral was made following the guidelines within this policy, 
no action would be taken against the member of staff or elected member
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Contractors and partners. 
Through procurement clauses and contract, service level agreement and partnership 
terms of reference, anyone delivering services or representing Copeland Borough 
Council (employed or in a voluntary capacity) will be made aware of the Council’s 
statutory duties.  All contractors and partners will be expected to operate in 
compliance with this or their own safeguarding policy.  

Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL)
All statutory organisations must have a clear line of accountability and reporting in 
relation to safeguarding issues. The Executive Director, Julie Betteridge, is the 
Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) for Copeland Borough Council. 

 
The DSL will review all safeguarding concerns that are recorded using the Council’s 
Record of Safeguarding Concern form. Then, in conjunction with the appropriate line 
manager, the DSL will decide whether a local level early  intervention is sufficient to 
meet the needs of the child, or whether the needs of the child can only be met by a 
higher level, multi-agency intervention.  If the latter is the case, the DSL is responsible 
and accountable for referring all safeguarding concerns to Cumbria County Council via 
the Local Safeguarding Hub.

Designated Safeguarding Officers (DSO)

The council will appoint a number of DSOs who will be known as Safeguarding 
Champions.  They will support the DSL in their role and be the first point of contact for 
reporting and advice to staff and members.  

Representation will be from teams that are public facing and most likely to encounter 
safeguarding issues and those staff involved in policy matters and recording of 
safeguarding incidents. 

It is recommended that representation from The Beacon Museum team is established 
understanding their role in working directly with children, sometime unsupervised.

DSOs can be appointed at any time and will be trained to Safeguarding level 2 standard 
when that is available

Safeguarding Forum
The Council has a Safeguarding Forum, which supports the DSL in the following 
functions:

 Ensuring that the safeguarding policies are up to date.
 Overseeing implementation of the policy and procedure identifying and 

resolving any barriers to its effective delivery
 Receiving and reviewing  anonymised management information relating to 

reporting
 Assisting in the completion of the Section 11 audit.
 Ensuring that the Council complies with safer recruitment procedures.
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 Providing a point of contact to all employees and elected members with regard 
to safeguarding queries.

 Supporting staff to inform the Safeguarding Hub when necessary and help to 
complete the single contact form.

 Providing support for staff and elected members carrying out their 
responsibilities in line with this policy

The Safeguarding Forum meets on a quarterly basis and meetings are chaired by the 
elected member Safeguarding Champion.  The DSL and DSOs will sit on the forum

Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO) 
The Children Act 2004 requires that each Local Authority has a Local Authority 
Designated Office (LADO).  The role of the LADO is to manage allegations against people 
who work with children; this covers work which is paid, unpaid, voluntary, casual, 
agency or anyone self-employed.  Cumbria County Council provide the LADO for 
Copeland.  http://www.cumbrialscb.com/     
If a safeguarding concern arises relating to the conduct of an employee or elected 
member, the Council will seek advice from the LADO and follow protocols set out by 
the LSCB.

Cumbria Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB)
The role of the Cumbria LSCB is to coordinate efforts and provide the strategic and 
operational direction for safeguarding in Cumbria.
The Cumbria LSCB will coordinate higher level safeguarding referrals, assessments and 
interventions in Copeland.  

Copeland Borough Council will follow the guidance and protocols provided by the LSCB,
particularly the Wedge Model, which sets out thresholds of need in intervention. 
 (Appendix A –LSCB Multi-Agency Threshold Guidance - The Wedge Model)

Cumbria Safeguarding Children Hub (The Hub)
Cumbria County Council operate the Cumbria Safeguarding Hub as a gateway to 
Cumbria Children’s Social Services. 

In the case of a serious safeguarding concern where immediate protection is required, 
the DSL will contact the Cumbria Safeguarding Hub. 

Policy Details
The Council has working arrangements in place which help it to meet the statutory 
duties set out in the Children Act 2004.

 All employees and elected members should clearly understand their roles and 
responsibilities.
Policy, procedures, safeguarding training, job profiles and work programmes inform 
staff and elected member of their role and responsibilities.
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An awareness of safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children is included in 
the corporate induction process and personal development process.

The Council has also published guidance leaflet which is consistent with the 
Government’s Guidance “What to Do If You’re Worried a Child Is Being Abused”   
The guidance leaflet reiterates that everyone has a legal and moral duty to report 
safeguarding concerns. 

 Continuous training and professional development.
All employees and elected members will attend a basic safeguarding awareness 
session (level1).
Safeguarding training levels 2 and 3 is undertaken by those employees and elected 
members for whom their daily work duties deem it appropriate.

Through mandatory safeguarding training and work arrangements all employees 
and elected members will be made aware of:
- Their role and responsibilities for safeguarding and promoting welfare.
- How to record and report concerns.
- How to share information with other services or agencies that is relevant, 

proportionate and compliant with Freedom of Information legislation.
- Updates to statutory requirements and advice issued by the LSCB.
- How to use the Council’s Confidential Reporting Code (Whistleblowing).

 Responsibilities for safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children is 
incorporated into the corporate and service planning process.
The annual service planning process should pay attention to the previous year’s 
safeguarding activity and translate this and any updates to legislation, into the next 
year’s service arrangements.

 Children, Young People and Families are involved in planning and developing 
services. 
The Council seeks to ensure that service changes are informed by the views of 
services users, residents and customers and, where appropriate, children and 
parents.
The consultation process ensures the involvement of specific representative and 
interest groups including Howgill Family Centre, the Copeland Youth Council, Young 
Cumbria, and Cumbria Youth Alliance, Inspira and other youth projects and forums 
within Copeland.

 Partnership and multi-agency working.
Where necessary, and using the LSCB Wedge model for guidance, the Council will 
seek to resolve or alleviate safeguarding needs at the earliest point and at a local 
level, this may involve working collaboratively with other statutory organisations.
(Appendix A –LSCB Multi-Agency Threshold Guidance - The Wedge Model)
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The Council will work in partnership with The West Cumbria Community Safety 
Partnership, Local Multi Agency Problem Solving Partnerships (LMAPS), Multi 
Agency Risk Assessment Conferences (MARAC), as well as our Health and Housing 
partnerships. 

Where there are conflicting issues with partner organisations, the Council will seek 
to resolve these matters in line with LSCB local procedure.

 Safe and accessible services.
The Council will ensure that children are kept safe whilst using its services, through 
adherence to health and safety regulations and other standard policies, procedure 
and good practice. 

  Safer Recruitment and Vetting Procedures 
All employees recruited to posts which have been identified as exempt from the 
Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 or have been identified as having direct 
contact with children or sensitive information relating to children, are appointed 
using the recruitment policies and procedures issued by Human Resources (HR) and 
in accordance with Disclosures and Barring Service (DBS) checks.

The Council uses safer recruitment processes which apply vetting procedures. 
All posts are assessed to determine whether they require a DBS check.  
The Council’s HR Department co-ordinate the recruitment processes and hold 
corporate and applicant information including that in relation to DBS checks. 

 Whistleblowing.  
The Council has an internal whistleblowing procedure in place.  If an employee or 
elected member considers that the Council has not followed its safeguarding 
procedures, they should refer to the Confidential Reporting Code

 Safeguarding Clauses 
The Council has a responsibility to ensure that the services they contract out to 
others have regard to the need to safeguard and promote the welfare of children.

A standard safeguarding clause will be included in all procurement documentation, 
contracts, service level agreements and partnership terms of reference. [See 
Appendix F]

The Council’s Procurement Strategy will ensure that future contractors and/or 
service delivery partners are able to comply with safeguarding requirements whilst 
working with, or on behalf of the Council. 
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Procedures and guidance
These guidance notes are not exhaustive.  Employees and elected members should be 
mindful of other safeguarding issues within our community, such as trafficking, and 
grooming, further details can be found on the Cumbrian LSCB website
www.cumbrialscb.com

Guidance on how to listen to and record a safeguarding concern.

When recording a safeguarding concern, employees and elected members should:
 Stay calm 
 Take the person seriously and reassure them that they have done the right thing 

telling you.
 Be open and honest and tell them you are obliged to share the information with 

the Designated Safeguarding Lead and/or Council Safeguarding Champions as 
shown

 Clarify details 
 As soon as possible, record all details in writing using a Record of Safeguarding 

Concern (see Appendix C) including all the details you are aware of and what 
was said using the words of the person reporting. 

 Attach any written notes to the completed Record of Safeguarding Concern 
form and deliver them to the DSL, your line manager or a member of the 
Safeguarding Forum who will forward it to the DSL.

Actions to avoid
When approached about a safeguarding concern, employees and elected members 
should not:
 Dismiss the concern
 Probe for more information than is offered or ask leading questions.
 Speculate or assume
 Make any comments about the alleged abuser
 Make promises about confidentiality or secrecy
 Suggest any actions or consequences that may occur as a result of the 

disclosure.

Guidance on how to report a safeguarding concern. 
[see also flow chart at Appendix ]

 If you witness or are made aware of a safeguarding issue that you believe 
warrants an emergency response, please call the emergency services on 999.
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 In the event that suicide it threatened by a young person, please also treat this 

as an emergency and contact the police on 101 to report a welfare concern.

 If you witness or are made aware of a safeguarding issue where you believe a 
child needs urgent protection, please call Cumbria County Council Safeguarding 
Children Hub on 0333 240 1727.  

 Using this number you can discuss your concerns with a professional from the 
child safeguarding team at Cumbria County Council, they can then decide if the 
child is at immediate risk.  

 If you witness or are made aware of a safeguarding issue where there is 
suspected or actual risk of harm to a child through abuse or neglect, please 
make notes and record as much information as is possible about your concern 
and then call Cumbria County Council Safeguarding Children Hub on 0333 240 
1727 to report your concerns to a professional from the child safeguarding team 
at Cumbria County Council.

 In most cases, you will be asked to report the details formally on-line by 
completing the Single Contact Form on the Cumbria Children’s Safeguarding 
Hub website.  The link for this is: 
http://cumbrialscb.com/professionals/hub/whattodoifyouhaveconcernsaboutachild.as
p

 If you witness excessive chastisement of a child on CBC premises or at an event 
organised by CBC even if it is at another location or outside of council premises, 
and you consider there is risk of harm to the child, you should record it as 
above.  

 Excessive chastisement may constitute prolonged and frequent hitting i.e. one 
occasion of repeated hard hitting, prolonged hitting or several individual 
incidents in succession over a relatively short period by an adult or older child 
accompanying them.

 If you know the name and address of those involved, call 101 and put a referral 
through to the County Council Safeguarding Hub.

 If you do not know the name of those involved, then call 101 with a description 
and invite police to view CCTV if cameras are in operation at the location
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 Where you are unsure what action to take speak with a safeguarding champion 
in line with CBC safeguarding procedures OR if out of hours call the county 
Council Safeguarding Hub to discuss and take agreed course of action.
Complete a CBC Record of Safeguarding Concern form.

 Excessive shouting and swearing at a child would generally fall below the 
safeguarding threshold but if you consider there is risk of harm, you should 
record it.  If there does not appear to be risk of harm but you feel that it may 
causing offence to others, you should point this out to the person involved.
If you feel an informal approach may help diffuse the situation, this should be 
done in a friendly, non-threatening way with the intention to distract.  A 
suggested approach might be ‘Is there anything I can do to help?’, or ‘Shall we 
go and look at…?’

 Additional guidance for staff working directly with children who may be 
supervised or unsupervised by parents is contained in Appendix E

All Safeguarding concerns and actions must be documented and recorded

 Whilst on council business employees and elected members must make a record 
of all safeguarding concerns using the Council’s Record of Safeguarding Concern 
form (RoSC) [See Appendix C]

 The RoSC form must be filled in as soon as is possible to ensure that all the facts 
are captured and recorded.  
The completed RoSC form should be given to the DSL or deputy DSL, who will 
decide upon what action to take.  

 Due to the sensitive nature of a safeguarding concern, it is advisable to deliver 
paper copies of the RoSC form by hand, if you are unable to do so, please send 
the RoSC form to the DSL or Deputy DSL in an e-mail marked ‘Private and 
Confidential, Safeguarding’.

 RoSC forms are available on the Council’s website and intranet; hard copies are 
available from all Copeland administrative centres.

 Details of all safeguarding concerns are recorded on the Council’s information 
managements system (Pentana) by the Policy Officer

Where necessary the Council will fulfil its legal duty to inform the Disclosure and 
Barring Service (DBS) of safeguarding concerns and/or subsequent disciplinary action or 
referrals.
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How should a contractor or partner report a safeguarding concern?
Whilst on Council business and in the absence of their own Safeguarding Children’s 
Policy, contractors and partners must report any safeguarding concerns using the 
Council’s procedures.

Reports of incidents by members of the public or community not on council business 
or premises
If a member of the public makes you aware of any suspicions or concerns about a 
child/children which falls outside of the Council’s remit, for example, something they 
have seen take place in a shop or elsewhere, the member of the public should be 
advised to contact the Police on 999 or 101 or the Cumbria Safeguarding Hub on 0333 
240 1727. 

Safeguarding concerns relating to the conduct of an Employee or elected member.

A Record of Safeguarding Concern form (RoSC) should be completed and handed to the 
DSL or Deputy DSL.
 
Due to the sensitive nature of a safeguarding concern, deliver paper copies of the RoSC 
form by hand, if you are unable to do so, please scan the RoSC form and send it via e-
mail marked ‘Private and Confidential Safeguarding’.

The DSL will decide whether to either invoke HR Disciplinary Procedures and or refer 
the concern to the relevant authorities.

If an employee or elected member has:

 Behaved in a way that harms or may have harmed a child.
 Possibly committed a criminal offence against a child.
 Behaved towards a child or children in a manner that indicates that he/she 

is unsuitable to work with children

The DSL will notify the Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO) within one working 
day.

Complaints about staff may be received through the Complaints procedure; in this 
instance the Council’s Complaints Officer will refer safeguarding concerns to the DSL.

Guidance on sharing information with partners
The LSCB ‘Information Sharing Protocol’ explains that any information shared in 
relation to safeguarding should be necessary and proportionate.  Included in the 
protocol are the seven golden rules of information sharing.  The Council will abide by 
this protocol in delivering this policy. 
http://www.cumbrialscb.com/professionals/informationsharing.asp 
(Appendix B - Information Sharing flowchart)
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The Seven Golden Rules of Information Sharing:

1. Remember that the Data Protection Act is not a barrier to sharing information 
but provides a framework to ensure that personal information about living 
persons is shared appropriately.

2. Be open and honest with the person (and/or their family where appropriate) 
from the outset about why, what, how and with whom information will, or 
could be shared, and seek their agreement, unless it is unsafe or inappropriate 
to do so. 

3. Seek advice if you are in any doubt, without disclosing the identity of the person 
where possible. 

4. Share with consent where appropriate and, where possible, respect the wishes 
of those who do not consent to share confidential information. You may still 
share information without consent if, in your judgement, that lack of consent 
can be overridden in the public interest. You will need to base your judgement 
on the facts of the case. 

5. Consider safety and well-being: Base your information sharing decisions on 
considerations of the safety and well-being of the person and others who may 
be affected by their actions.

6. Necessary, proportionate, relevant, accurate, timely and secure: Ensure that the 
information you share is necessary for the purpose for which you are sharing it, 
is shared only with those people who need to have it, is accurate and up-to-
date, is shared in a timely fashion, and is shared securely. 

7.  Keep a record of your decision and the reasons for it – whether it is to share 
information or not. If you decide to share, then record what you have shared, 
with whom and for what purpose.

Monitoring of Policy Adherence
 

The policy will be reviewed at a minimum of every two years, to incorporate any 
changes to legislation or guidance from the Local Safeguarding Children Board (LSCB). 

The Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) will carry out an annual Section 11 Audit in line 
with the Council’s duty under the Children Act 2004.
The annual audit will permit the Council to evaluate and review the arrangements it has 
in place.  Subsequently the policy may be updated to allow for changes that have 
occurred.
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The working arrangements listed in this policy translate into a safeguarding action plan.  
Progression of the action plan will be carried out and monitored by the Council’s 
Safeguarding Forum. 
Action Plan updates will be reported to Corporate Leadership Team (CLT) on a quarterly 
basis. Any issues that arise will be escalated to the risk register or the Executive as 
required.

Safeguarding activity will be monitored and reported to the Council’s Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee and the Executive on an annual basis as part of the Council’s 
Performance Management Framework.

References
Key safeguarding contacts

Copeland Borough Council Safeguarding Forum

Designated Safeguarding Lead 
(DSL) 

Julie Betteridge 01946 598415

Deputy DSL Pat Graham                    01946 598440

Elected Member Safeguarding 
Champion

Cllr Anne Bradshaw      01946 590688

Designated Safeguarding 
Officers

Amanda Starr
Jackie O’Reilly    
Gillian Butterworth  
Claire Dunn   
Louise Coid 
Cliff Walker
Pamela Telford
Peta Leigh                                                     

01946 598427
01946 598335
01946 598399
01946 598453
01946 598339
01946 593030
01946 592302
01946 598402

Cumbria Safeguarding Hub 
Cumbria Children Services, 
Skirsgill Depot, Penrith, Cumbria, CA10 2BQ 
Telephone 0333 240 1727
Safeguarding Hub referrals to be emailed to the Safeguarding 
Hub: safeguardinghub.fax@cumbria.gov.uk 

Children’s Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO)  
LADO, Cumbria Safeguarding Hub,
 Skirsgill Depot,  Penrith, Cumbria, CA10 2BQ
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Fax: 01768 812090
E mail:  LSCB@cumbria.gov.uk
EFAX:LADO@cumbria.gov.uk

Background Documents, Reports and useful websites

Copeland Borough Council policies and procedures
Copeland Borough Council Confidential Reporting Code
Copeland Borough Council Equality Scheme 
Copeland Borough Council HR Policies and Procedures
Copeland Borough Council Section 11 Self-Assessment 2013/14
Copeland Borough Council Unacceptable Behaviour Policy
Copeland Borough Council Health and Safety Policy
Copeland Borough Council Personal Safety at Work

Cumbria LSCB Policies, Procedures and Guidance
Working Together to Safeguard Children – A guide to inter-agency working to safeguard 
and promote the welfare of children. HM Government July 2018
cumbrialscb.proceduresonline.com 
Cumbria LSCB Multi-Agency Threshold Guidance 2015

Websites
Spot the Signs – Cut them Free (Advice on Child Exploitation) 
Barnadoswww.barnados.org.uk/spotthesigns
NSPCC – www.nspcc.org.uk

Legislative Framework – Summary  
Children Act 1989 and 2004
Childcare Act 2006
Licensing Act 2003 (protection of children from harm)
Gambling Act 2005 (protection of children from gambling and access to gambling)
Housing Act 2004 (health and safety hazards in housing)
Criminal Justice Act 2003 (Multi Agency Public Protection Arrangements –MAPPA – 
2012. Updated Nov 2017))
Data Protection Act 
Human Rights Act 1998
The Apprenticeships, Skills, Children and Learning Act 2009
Care Standards Act 2000
Protections of Freedom Act 2012 (Disclosure and Barring and Vetting and Barring)
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Appendix A 

 Wedge Model Cumbria LSCB– Information Sharing Protocol (2015) 

Level of need Description of response

Universal 
services

Universal services are available to all children and young people. The most easily 
identifiable universal services that children and families will access are primary health and 
education.

Single agency
This is the first level of intervention after universal services. It is a single setting/single 
agency response based on a dialogue with the child/family.

Early help

A professional seeking advice and input from other agencies in order to meet a child’s 
unmet needs. Discussion would first take place with the child/family to identify needs and 
agree outcomes and actions. An Early Help Assessment (EHA) would be initiated at this 
stage.

Targeted              Provision of a multi-agency response around the needs of the child and the seriousness of 
the presenting need. Intervention is aimed at preventing escalation to support statutory 
intervention. Evidence of an Early Help Assessment and intervention will help support a 
referral for statutory intervention if required at a later date.

Intensive 
support

The highest level of multi- agency intervention. Statutory intervention takes place in 
response to complex needs, involving multi-agency specialists where the 
consequences of non-intervention could lead to serious harm. These children may 
become looked after. This level also includes children with severe disabilities or 
complex learning difficulties. Contact with the County SG HUB is appropriate.

 The Wedge 

The Wedge 

Early help 
Single agency 
response 

Universal services 
106,000   Children and young people in Cumbria 

Needs decreasing 

Needs increasing
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 Flowchart of when and how to share information Appendix B
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Appendix C

                   Record of Safeguarding Concerns

Your Name 
(person submitting the safeguarding concern)

Your Job title/Role or connection to CBC
(person submitting the safeguarding concern)

What does your safeguarding concern relate to? Please tick

 The welfare of a child/children/family group?

 The welfare of a vulnerable adult/adult at risk?

 The conduct of a CBC employee or elected member? 

1.  Details about the person whom your safeguarding concern relates to.

If known, please give:
 Name 
 Family name
 Any other known names/nicknames, or 

associated adults

Approximate age or date of birth (if known)

Address/Location: (if Known)

If your safeguarding concern relates to the 
conduct of a CBC employee or Elected member, 
please give details of that person’s 
job/role/position

We all have a responsibility to protect children and vulnerable adults from harm, abuse 
and neglect. 
It is not the responsibility of any one individual to decide whether abuse has taken place, 
however it is the responsibility of every individual to take appropriate action where there 
is a risk of harm, abuse or neglect.

Do not be deterred if you are unable to fill in all of the sections below.   Please complete 
this form to the best of your knowledge giving as much information as possible. 
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Signed ____________________________________                Date_____________________                         

This record must be given to the Designated Safeguarding Lead, the Deputy DSL or the 
Democratic Services Manager (if the concern relates to an elected member).
Please hand deliver paper copies of the RoSC form, if you are unable to do so, please send 

the form in an e-mail marked Private and Confidential.

2. Prompts for Concern.

Please write as much factual detail as possible.
If a child or vulnerable adult has disclosed information to you, please write down the words or 
phrases used by the child/adult.

Date and time (when safeguarding concern occurred or was witnessed or disclosed)

Location (when safeguarding concern occurred or was witnessed or disclosed)

Witnesses (Name of other officers, people or witnesses present)
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3. To be completed by the Designated Safeguarding Lead 

RoSC received by DSL Date Initials

Details of outcomes/actions

Safeguarding concern forwarded to:

Cumbria Children’s Safeguarding Hub

Local Adult Social Care Office 
  

   Date                            Initials

Follow-up call to the Safeguarding Hub/Adult Social Care 
(recommended 1 week from submission)

Date Initials

Feedback from the Safeguarding Hub/ Adult Social Care with regard to the referral.

RoSC entered onto CBC information management system 
(Covalent)

Date Initials
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Appendix D
Procedure 1 –Reporting a Safeguarding Concern about a child

Make notes as soon as possible after the event.
(Note down facts, not opinion or speculations).

You are alerted to a concern or suspicion by:
 Your own observations
 Someone informs you of their concern or 

suspicion
 Someone discloses or confides in you

Fill in a Record of Safeguarding Concern form as soon as possible and hand deliver or 
E-mail to the Designated Safeguarding Lead, Deputy DSL or Designated Safeguarding Officer for 
your team.  
The DSL will decide upon the action to take.

Is the child at imminent risk or in 
need of emergency help/services?

In need of Emergency 
Services- Call 999 and explain 
the situation.

In all cases where suicide is 
threatened, please ring the 
police on 101 immediately to 
report a ‘concern for 
welfare’.

THEN inform Cumbria 
Safeguarding Hub on 
0333 240 1727 You will be 
asked to make an on line 
referral using LSCB Single 
Contact form

Yes

No

The DSL may 
initiate a multi-
agency response by 
referring the 
concern to the 
Early Help & Family 
Support Panel

The DSL will forward a scanned copy of the RoSC to the Policy Officer to record the 
safeguarding concern and any actions or outcomes on the Council’s Information 
Managements System (Pentana).

The DSL may 
escalate the 
concern to 
Cumbria Children’s 
Services via the 
Safeguarding Hub

The DSL may 
initiate a local 
level single 
agency response 
in order to meet 
the needs of the 
child

DSL will contact the 
Hub to ensure the 
referral is followed 
up if appropriatePage 154
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Procedure 2 – Reporting a Safeguarding Concern about a child relating to 
the conduct of an Employee or Elected Member

Make notes as soon as possible after the event.
(Note down facts, not opinion or speculations).

You are alerted to a concern or suspicion about the 
conduct of an employee or elected member by:

 Your own observations.
 Someone informs you of their concern or 

suspicion.
 Someone discloses or confides in you.

Fill in a Record of Safeguarding Concern form as soon as possible detailing the conduct 
of the employee or elected member and hand deliver or E-mail to the Designated 
Safeguarding Lead (DSL), Deputy DSL, or the Designated Safeguarding Officer for your 
team .  The DSL will decide upon the action to take.

All safeguarding concerns, any actions or outcomes will be held on the Council’s 
Information Managements System (Pentana)

The DSL will notify the Monitoring Officer or HR Manager as appropriate and one of 
the following actions will be taken:

 Record the safeguarding concern on Pentana
 Invoke Members’ Code of Conduct
 Invoke HR Disciplinary Procedures
 Consult the Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO)
 Notify or refer to relevant authorities

Is the child at imminent risk or in 
need of emergency help/services?

In need of Emergency 
Services- Call 999 and explain 
the situation.

THEN inform Cumbria 
Safeguarding Hub on 
0333 240 1727. You will be 
asked to make an on line 
referral using LSCB Single 
Contact form

Yes

No
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Appendix E

Guidance for Copeland Borough Council staff and volunteers leading activities with children in the 
Beacon or other premises in the absence of parents, teachers or carers.

Guidance on appropriate levels of supervision for children and young people
When working with groups of children or young people it is important that there are enough adults 
to provide the appropriate level of supervision.
Staffing and supervision ratios can sometimes be difficult to judge and are dependent on a number 
of factors set out below. It is important that you have enough staff and volunteers to ensure children 
are safe – and that these adults are suitable to undertake various tasks as needed.
It may not always be possible to stick to recommended ratios and it is not a legally specified 
requirement, rather it is best practice.  However, every effort should be made to achieve the best 
level of supervision of children at all times.

Supervision
Supervision levels will vary depending on the children's age, gender, behaviour and the abilities 
within your group

They will also vary depending on:
 nature and duration of activities
 competence and experience of staff involved
 requirements of location, accommodation or organisation
 any special medical needs
 specialist equipment needed.

Considering these, you can then make decisions about the competence and experience of staff and 
how many adults you need.

Organisers should make a judgement as to whether other attending adults (such as parents or 
volunteers) need to have a vetting and barring check, and be clear about any additional safeguards 
which need to be put in place, for example:

 ensuring adults who do not meet the criteria for a vetting and barring check are being 
supervised at all times

 making sure all adults who have contact with children understand and agree to follow your 
safeguarding policy and procedures which should be available and viewable in the location

.
If detailed information is not available to make this judgement upon the above criteria then an 
assumption should be made of maximum staff presence.

Staff and volunteers
Staff and volunteers will need to have

 Been DBS checked (not pending)
 an understanding of their responsibility to keep children and young people safe
 insurance for certain activities
 been trained to at least Safeguarding Level 1 with one person on site trained to Safeguarding 

Level 2
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Adult to child ratios
NSPCC guidelines recommend having at least two adults present when working with or supervising 
children and young people. They recommend the following adult to child ratios as the minimum 
numbers to help keep children safe:

 0 - 2 years - 1 adult to 3 children
 2 - 3 years - 1 adult to 4 children
 4 - 8 years - 1 adult to 6 children
 9 - 12 years - 1 adult to 8 children
 13 - 18 years - 1 adult to 10 children

They recommend having at least two adults present, even with smaller groups.
When young people are helping to supervise younger children, then generally, only people aged 18 
or over should be included as adults when calculating adult to child ratios.

Toilet ratios
If the group has both boys and girls, there should be at least one male and one female responsible 
adult supervising visits to the toilet.
Adults who have not previously volunteered and have not had the necessary vetting checks should 
not be left alone with children or take them to the toilet unaccompanied.
In larger groups of children, encourage bigger groups to take a comfort break together. For example, 
with a ratio of two adults to 10 children where one adult supervises hygiene duties and the other 
supervises safety and a head count.

First aid ratios
NSPCC guidelines recommend that at least one adult is trained in first aid.
If you are running one-off events, you will need to carry out a first aid and medical risk assessment. 

Physical contact
For adults working with children and young people a ‘no touch’ approach is impractical. There are 
occasions when adults will, appropriately, have physical contact with the child or young person with 
whom they work. It is crucial however, that such contact, only take place in ways which are 
appropriate to their agreed role and responsibilities.    
Not all children and young people feel comfortable about physical contact, and adults should not 
make the assumption that it is acceptable practice to use touch as a means of communication. 
Permission should be sought from a child or young person before physical contact is made. Where 
the child is very young, there should be a discussion with the parent or carer about what physical 
contact is acceptable and/or necessary.  

When physical contact is made with a child this should be in response to their needs at the time, of 
limited duration and appropriate to their age, stage of development, gender, ethnicity and 
background.  It is not possible to be specific about the appropriateness of each physical contact, 
since an action that is appropriate with one child in one set of circumstances may be inappropriate 
in another, or with a different child. Adults, nevertheless, should use their professional judgement at 
all times, observe and take note of the child's reaction or feelings and – so far as is possible - use a 
level of contact and/or form of communication which is acceptable to the child for the minimum 
time necessary.  

Where a child seeks or initiates inappropriate physical contact with an adult, the situation should be 
handled sensitively and care taken to ensure that contact is not exploited in any way. Careful 
consideration must be given to the needs of the child and advice and support given to the adult 
concerned.   
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Guidance and protocols around safe and appropriate physical contact are provided by national 
organisations.

These guidelines are extracts from the NSPCC website resources 

https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/briefings/recommended-adult-child-ratios-
working-with-children/
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Appendix F

Safeguarding Clause for insertion in contracts/procurement documentation

17. SAFEGUARDING

17.1 The Service Provider must demonstrate a proactive approach to Safeguarding Adults 
and Safeguarding Children.  This will be evidenced through a range of robust policies 
and procedures that minimise the potential for abuse, and embed understanding and 
responsibility throughout.

17.2 Insofar as they contain obligations on the Service Provider to deliver the Services, the 
Service Provider and recipients must comply with such Cumbria multi-agency policy 
guidance/Copeland Borough Council Safeguarding Policies and Procedures for the 
safeguarding of adults and/or children.  These are available on request.  The provider 
must also comply at all times with the most up to date legislation and supporting 
guidance.

17.3 The Service Provider shall ensure that they provide all appropriate staff and volunteers 
with training regarding the Council’s Safeguarding Adults Multi Agency Policy and 
Procedures.  This training must be delivered in accordance with the individuals’ job 
role and responsibilities as part of the staff induction programme at a level 
appropriate to their role.  It is good practice for the training to be refreshed as a 
minimum every 3 years. 

17.4 The Service Provider is required to co-operate with any Safeguarding Adult or 
Children’s investigations as directed by the Investigating Manager within the Council.

17.5 The Service Provider shall ensure that the organisation operates a recruitment and 
selection procedure which meets the Council’s standards and meets the requirements 
of legislation to ensure the protection of vulnerable children and adults.  All posts 
should be assessed by the Service Provider to determine whether they require a 
Disclosures and Barring Service (DBS) check.

17.6 The Service Provider’s Safeguarding Policy will be reviewed on an on-going basis, at a 
minimum annually, to incorporate any changes to legislation or guidance.

17.7 The Service Provider shall ensure that all allegations, suspicions and incidents of 
abuse, harm or risk of harm to children and/or vulnerable adults are reported 
immediately to the Council. 
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Council 090419

SAFEGUARDING ADULTS POLICY REVISIONS

  LEAD OFFICER: Mike Starkie, Elected Mayor 

REPORT AUTHOR:                  Julie Betteridge, Executive Director

Recommendation:
To consider and comment on the revised Safeguarding Adults Policy.

 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Council has agreed the Safeguarding Adults Policy 

2. PROPOSAL

2.1 The Copeland Borough Council Safeguarding Forum has undertaken a review 
of the Safeguarding Adults Policy and has made some amendments to the 
Policy.  The Policy has been put into the current corporate style and 
references to associated documents and legislation updated.  The 
Safeguarding Clause for contracts and procurement documentation has been 
added as Appendix H. These amendments are included within the attached 
Social Inclusion Policy draft update at Appendix A.

 

3. CONCLUSION

3.1 The policy revisions proposed are the result of a routine review by the CBC 
Safeguarding Forum.  Councillors are requests to approve and authorise the 
revised policy.

  
4. STATUTORY OFFICER COMMENTS

4.1 Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) Comments:  The Council Equality Scheme 
guides the Council’s compliance with its responsibilities under the Equality 
Act 2010 and in particular the public sector equality duty under that Act.  

4.2 Policy Framework Comments:  This Policy is part of the core framework for 
shaping and delivering against the Council’s Corporate Strategy.

4.3 Section 151 Officer’s comments:  There are no financial implications arising 
from this recommendation
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4.4 Monitoring Officer Comments: The Council has a statutory responsibility 
and a duty to promote wellbeing within local communities.  Copeland 
Council works in line with the national six principles of adult safeguarding.

Appendices:         Appendix A – Revised Safeguarding Adults Policy 

List of Background Documents: 
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Document Control 

Organisation Copeland Borough Council
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Version Final V 0.2 Nov 2018
Author Julie Betteridge
Filename Safeguarding Adults Policy 
Owner Julie Betteridge
Subject Safeguarding
Protective Marking
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Revision History
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4
Purpose
Copeland Safeguarding Adults at Risk Policy Statement
Copeland Borough Council policy position on safeguarding adults at risk is to adopt and work 
within the Cumbria policy and procedures setting out within this statement how that will 
operate and be overseen.

Safeguarding adults is about protecting those at risk of harm from suffering abuse, neglect or 
other forms or exploitation, whilst supporting individuals to maintaining control over their lives 
and in making informed choices without coercion.1

The purpose of this policy is to 

 Demonstrate Copeland Borough Council’s commitment to the protection of 
adults at risk.

 State Copeland Borough Council’s intention to operate within the policy and 
procedures set out in “Safeguarding Adults: Pan Lancashire and Cumbria Multi 
Agency Policy and Procedures”.

 Detail the procedure for Council employees and elected members to follow 
when reporting a safeguarding concern.

 Provide guidance on the signs of abuse and sharing information with other 
services or organisations.

Copeland Borough Council believes that safeguarding is everybody’s business with 
communities playing a part in preventing, detecting and reporting neglect and abuse.

It is important to remember that it is not the responsibility of any one individual to decide 
whether abuse has taken place. However, it is the responsibility of every individual to take 
appropriate action where there is a risk of abuse or neglect or exploitation to adults 
considered to be at risk.

All employees and elected members are expected to follow this policy and procedure when 
reporting a safeguarding concern.

Introduction
Context
Copeland Borough Council as a district council in Cumbria operates under the umbrella of the 
Pan Lancashire and Cumbria Multi-Agency Policy and Procedures for safeguarding adults.  
The details of the staged procedures laid out by Cumbria County Council Adult Safeguarding 
Board on its website. http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/adultsafeguarding 

1 Department of Health Statement of Government Policy on Adult Safeguarding 2013
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5
Scope
National Good Practice
Our policy position operates to the principles underpinning good safeguarding set out in the 
Statement of Government Policy on Adult Safeguarding.  These are underpinned by five 
statutory principles of the Mental Capacity Act 2005, which are directly applicable to 
safeguarding.  
In Copeland Council, we will work in line with the national six principles of adult safeguarding 
set out in the Pan Lancashire and Cumbria Multi-Agency Policy and Procedures which apply to 
all sectors and settings to inform the way our staff work with vulnerable adults.  

Six Principles of Adult Safeguarding

Empowerment Adults are encouraged to 
make their own decisions 
and are provided with 
support and information

I am consulted about the 
outcomes I want from the 
safeguarding process and these 
directly inform what happens

Prevention Strategies are developed to 
prevent abuse and neglect 
that promotes resilience and 
self- determination.

I am provided with easily 
understood information about 
what abuse is, how to 
recognise the signs and what I 
can do to seek help 

Proportionate A proportionate and least 
intrusive response is made 
balanced with the level of 
risk

I am confident that the 
professionals will work in my 
interest and only get involved 
as much as needed

Protection Adults are offered ways to 
protect themselves, and 
there is a co-ordinated 
response to adult 
safeguarding.

I am provided with help and 
support to report abuse. I am 
supported to take part in the 
safeguarding process to the 
extent to which I want and to 
which I am able 

Partnerships Local solutions through 
services working together 
within their communities

I am confident information will 
be appropriately shared in a 
way that takes into account its 
personal and sensitive nature.  I 
am confident that agencies will 
work together to find the most 
effective responses for my own 
situation
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Accountability Accountability and 

transparency in delivering a 
safeguarding response.

I am clear about the roles and 
responsibilities of all involved in 
the solution to the problem

Definitions
Working to Cumbria Policy and Procedures
Copeland Council in working within the Cumbrian approach endorses the following definitions:

Safeguarding is the term used to describe the function of protecting adults (aged 18 or over 
who appear to have health and social care needs) from abuse or neglect.  It is a shared priority 
across a range of public services, but a key responsibility of the local authority.

An adult at risk may be a person who: 
- is elderly and frail due to ill health, physical disability or cognitive impairment
- has a learning disability
- has a physical disability and/or sensory impairment
- has mental health needs, including dementia or a personality disorder
- has a long term illness/ condition
- misuses substances or alcohol
- is a carer such as a family member/ friend who provides personal assistance and care to 

adults and is subject to abuse
- is unable to demonstrate the capacity to make a decision and is in need of care and 

support

The Cumbria Safeguarding Adult Procedures are intended to support good practice and sound 
professional judgement, provide a framework for co-ordinated and coherent decisions and 
actions and set out arrangements and reporting mechanisms which Copeland Borough Council 
will use.   The Cumbria policy sets out the common and key values of all those working with 
adults which, in endorsing the Cumbrian approach, Copeland Borough Council will work to.  

The definitions of types of abuse as set out within the Pan Lancashire and Cumbria Multi-
Agency Policy and Procedures are attached at Appendix A.

Roles and Responsibilities
We will work within the stated Cumbrian aims of adult safeguarding with particular attention 
in Copeland Borough Council to achieving the aims through:

 Ensuring that our staff, members, contractors and partners are clear about their 
role and responsibilities;

 Creating and participating in multi-agency partnerships that provide timely and 
effective prevention of and responses to abuse and neglect in line with our role and 
responsibilities;
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7
 Support the development of a positive learning environment across these 

partnerships;
 Enable access to mainstream community resources such as accessible leisure 

facilities, safe town centres and community groups that can reduce the social and 
physical isolation which in itself may increase the risk of abuse or neglect; and

 Clarify how responses should be made to safeguarding concerns deriving from poor 
quality and inadequacy of service provision

Policy Details including Procedures
Copeland Priorities 
Most importantly Copeland Borough Council, in formally endorsing the Cumbrian approach, 
must ensure:

a)  that information on allegations and incidents of abuse is collected and processed 
effectively;

b) the Council’s Safeguarding Forum monitor and review incidents, actions and 
outcomes from using the procedures to inform decision making and future practice;

c) Complementarity with other related policies, procedures and guidance;
d) Compliance with relevant information sharing protocols;
e) Clarity of the Copeland process, including with regard to the adoption of the early 

help model used in children’s safeguarding to assist early action by the Council and 
in partnership with other agencies;

f) Consistent use of the Copeland Safeguarding Concern Record form for raising 
concerns and ensuring this is passed to one of the Council’s Designated 
Safeguarding Leads;

g) Clear guidance how and when CBC should be raising an alert within the Council and 
when and how this will escalate into a referral to the Cumbria level - see ‘hints and 
tips’ reproduced in Appendix D

h) Clarity on responsibility as employer and Local Authority to make safeguarding 
referrals to the Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS);

i) Multi agency approaches, working with agencies and partners to notify and resolve 
safeguarding concerns using and developing existing partnership protocols to assist 
joint working;

j) Adult safeguarding actions are incorporated with children’s safeguarding actions in 
the Council’s Safeguarding Action Plan – an ongoing tool for activity and priority 
focus in any one year.  The Action Plan is monitored, reviewed and reported via the 
Council’s Safeguarding Forum. 
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Key Safeguarding Contacts

Copeland Borough Council Designated Safeguarding Team

Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL) Julie Betteridge 01946 598415

Deputy DSL Pat Graham                    01946 598440

Member Safeguarding Champion Cllr Anne Bradshaw      01946 590688   

Designated Safeguarding Officers Amanda Starr
Jackie O’Reilly    
Gillian Butterworth  
Claire Dunn       
Louise Coid 
Cliff Walker
Pamela Telford
Peta Leigh                        

01946 598427
01946 598335
01946 598399
01946 598483
01946 598339
01946 593030
01946 592302
01946 598402

Cumbria Safeguarding                                                                                

Local Adult Social Care Office (Copeland) 
Blencathra House
Tangier Street
Whitehaven 
CA28 7UW
Tel: 01946 505505
Whitehavenssd@cumbria.gov.uk

Out of Hours Duty Team
Out of hours/weekends/bank holidays
Tel: 01228 526690
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Monitoring of Policy Adherence
Delivering Adult Safeguarding in Copeland
The Cumbria partnership for safeguarding adults at risk provides guidance and protocols in 
delivering and reporting safeguarding concerns.  In line with this statement, Copeland Council 
officers and Members are expected to work within this guidance and use a range of internal 
safeguarding reporting tools and the Designated Safeguarding Lead infrastructure to highlight 
issues and report concerns.  The appendices to this statement include the safeguarding 
reporting procedure within Copeland and the internal form for recording a safeguarding 
concern.

The adult safeguarding toolkit shares elements with the children’s safeguarding toolkit 
including the approach to information sharing and contains two particular templates focused 
on adults at risk.  These are, firstly, the existing Copeland Council record sheet to manage risk 
and undertake early help as a single agency or in partnership and secondly an adaptation of a 
Cumbria form to note evidence against indicators of concern in Copeland Services.  These are 
attached in the appendices along with reproduced guidelines from the Cumbrian approach on 
information sharing and reporting.

The Council has both Member and Senior Officer Champions for Safeguarding supported by a 
Safeguarding Forum that meets quarterly.  The local detail set out in this statement operating 
within the Cumbria County Council Staying Safe Framework and Copeland safeguarding 
internal infrastructure will be monitored and reviewed by this group.  

CBC audit team carry out Section 11 audits to ensure current practice is in line with policies 
and procedures.

References
Copeland Borough Council Confidential Reporting Code
Copeland Borough Council Equality Scheme 
Copeland Borough Council HR Policies and Procedures

Cumbria Safeguarding Adults Board
Making Safeguarding Personal (July 2015)

Department of Health - Statement of Government Policy on Adult Safeguarding 
(Updated 2013)

Mental Capacity Act 2005 Care Act 2014 
Licensing Act 2003 Gambling Act 2005 
Housing Act 2004 Criminal Justice Act 2003 
Data Protection Act 2018 Human Rights Act 1998
Care Standards Act 2000
Protections of Freedom Act 2012 (Disclosure and Barring and Vetting and Barring)
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Appendices
Appendix A

Types of Abuse

Abuse
Patterns of abuse and abusing vary and reflect very different dynamics. These include: 

- Serial abuse in which the perpetrator seeks out and ‘grooms’ individuals. Sexual abuse 
sometimes falls into this pattern as do some forms of financial abuse; 

- Long-term abuse in the context of an on-going family relationship such as domestic violence 
between spouses or generations or persistent psychological abuse; or 

- Opportunistic abuse such as theft occurring because money or jewellery has been left lying 
around.

Types of abuse can include:

- Discrimination
- Domestic (including Forced Marriage, Honour Based and Female Genital Mutilation)
- Physical
- Sexual
- Neglect
- Financial/material
- Psychological
- Restraint
- Organisational (Previously known as Institutional abuse)
- ICT
- Modern Slavery

The Pan Lancashire and Cumbria Multi Agency Policy and Procedures document gives detailed 
definitions of types of abuse.   http://www.cumbria.gov.uk/adultsafeguarding

The Care Act 2014 identifies a number of different types and patterns of Abuse and Neglect and the 
circumstances in which they may take place.   https://www.gov.uk/guidance/care-and-support-
statutory-guidance/safeguarding 

Definition of Harm
‘Harm’ (regardless of whether the impact of this is significant or not) is defined as:

 Ill treatment (including sexual abuse and forms of ill-treatment that are not physical);
 The impairment of development and/or an avoidable deterioration in, physical or mental 

health; and
 The impairment of physical, emotional, social or behavioural development or the impairment of 

health;
 Conduct which appropriates or adversely affects property, rights or interests (theft or fraud, for 

example).
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It is important to note that professionals should not limit their view on what constitutes abuse or 
neglect, as they can take many forms and the circumstances of the individual must always be 
considered.
Incidents of abuse may be one-off or multiple, and affect one person or more.
Professionals and others should look beyond single incidents or individuals to identify patterns of harm, 
just as the Care Quality Commission, as the regulator of service quality, does when it looks at the 
quality of care in health and care services.  Repeated instances of poor care may be an indication of 
more serious problems and of what the Care Act now describes as organisational abuse.  In order to see 
these patterns, it is important that information is recorded and appropriately shared.

Signs of self-harm or neglect are also cause for concern.  Threat of suicide should be recorded as a 
safeguarding issue and reported to the police as per the reporting procedures.

Who Abuses and Neglects Adults?
Those who abuse or neglect adults can include:

 Spouses/partners;
 Other family members;
 Neighbours;
 Friends;
 Acquaintances;
 Local residents;
 People who deliberately exploit adults they perceive as vulnerable to abuse;
 Paid staff or professionals;
 Volunteers;
 Strangers;

Abuse can happen anywhere, for example, in someone’s own home, in a public place, in hospital, in a 
care home or in college.  It can take place when an adult lives alone or lives with others.
While a lot of attention is paid, for example to targeted fraud or internet scams perpetrated by 
complete strangers, it is far more likely that the person responsible for abuse is known to the adult and 
is in a position or trust and power.
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Indicators of an adult safeguarding concern                                                           Appendix B

Name of Service:

Name and job title of person completing this form:

1. Concerns about management and 
leadership

2. Concerns about staff skills, knowledge 
and practice

3. Concerns about residents’ behaviours and 
well being

4. Concerns about the service resisting the 
involvement of external people and 
isolating individuals

5. Concerns about the way in which services 
are planned and delivered

6. Concerns about the quality of basic care 
and the environment

Signature:  Date form completed:
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 When and how to share information Appendix C
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Appendix E
Procedure 1 –Reporting an Adult Safeguarding Concern

Make notes as soon as possible after the event.
(Note down facts, not opinion or speculations).

You are alerted to a concern or suspicion by:
 Your own observations
 Someone informs you of their concern or 

suspicion
 Someone discloses or confides in you

Fill in a Record of Safeguarding Concern (RoSC) form as soon as possible and hand deliver or 
E-mail to the Designated Safeguarding Lead (DSL), Deputy DSL or the Designated Safeguarding 
Officer for your team.
The DSL will decide upon what action to take.

Is there a vulnerable adult in need 
of immediate protection or 
emergency help/services?

In need of Emergency 
Services- Call 999 and explain 
the situation.

In all cases where suicide is 
threatened please ring the 
police on 101 immediately to 
report a ‘concern for 
welfare’.

In need of immediate 
protection - Call Copeland 
Adult Social Services on 
01946 505505

Yes

No

The DSL may set 
up multi-agency 
arrangements to 
meet the needs 
of that adult at 
risk.

The DSL will forward the RoSC to the Policy Officer to record it on the Council’s 
Information Managements System (Pentana)

The DSL may 
escalate the concern 
to Social Services in 
line with Cumbria 
Safeguarding Adults 
at Risk Multi-Agency 
procedures.

The DSL may 
initiate a local 
level single 
agency response 
in order to meet 
the needs of the 
adult at risk.

DSL will contact Social 
Services to ensure the 
referral is followed up 
if appropriate
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Procedure 2 - Reporting an adult safeguarding concern relating to the conduct                                       
of an Employee or Elected Member

Make notes as soon as possible after the event.
(Note down facts, not opinion or speculations).

You are alerted to a concern or suspicion about the 
conduct of an employee or elected member by;

 Your own observations.
 Someone informs you of their concern or 

suspicion.
 Someone discloses or confides in you.

Fill in a Record of Safeguarding Concern form as soon as possible detailing the conduct 
of the employee or elected member and hand deliver or 
E-mail to the Designated Safeguarding Lead  (DSL), Deputy DLS, or the Designated 
Safeguarding Officer for your team.  The DSL will decide upon what action to take.

All Safeguarding concern, any actions or outcomes will be held on the Council’s 
Information Managements System (Pentana)

The DSL will notify the Monitoring Officer or HR Manager as appropriate and one of 
the following actions will be taken;

 Record the safeguarding concern on Pentana
 Invoke Members Code of Conduct
 Invoke HR Disciplinary Procedures
 Consult the Local Authority Designated Officer (LADO)
 Notify or refer to relevant authorities

Is there a vulnerable adult in need 
of immediate protection or 
emergency help/services?

In need of Emergency 
Services- Call 999 and explain 
the situation.

In need of immediate 
protection - Call Copeland 
Adult Social Services on 
01946 505505

Yes

No
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Appendix F

          Record of Safeguarding Concern Form

Your Name 
(person submitting the safeguarding concern)

Your Job title/Service Area/Role in connection to 
CBC
(person submitting the safeguarding concern)
What does your safeguarding concern relate to?                                                 Please tick

 The welfare of a child/children/family group?

 The welfare of a vulnerable adult/adult at risk?

 The conduct of a CBC employee or elected member? 

1.  Details about the person to whom your safeguarding concern relates.

If known, please give:
 Name 
 Family name
 Any other known names/nicknames, or 

associated adults

Approximate age or date of birth (if known)

Address/Location: (if Known)

If your safeguarding concern relates to the 
conduct of a CBC employee or Elected member, 
please give details of that person’s 
job/role/position

We all have a responsibility to protect children and vulnerable adults from harm, abuse 
and neglect. 
It is not the responsibility of any one individual to decide whether abuse has taken 
place.  However, it is the responsibility of every individual to take appropriate action 
where there is a risk of harm, abuse or neglect.

Do not be deterred if you are unable to fill in all of the sections below.   Please 
complete this form to the best of your knowledge giving as much information as 
possible.
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Signed ____________________________________                Date_____________________                         

This record must be given to the Designated Safeguarding Lead or the Deputy DSL.
Please hand deliver paper copies of the RoSC form, if you are unable to do so, please send the 
form in an e-mail marked ‘Private and Confidential Safeguarding’.

2. Prompts for Concern.

Please write as much factual detail as possible.
If a child or vulnerable adult has disclosed information to you, please write down the words or 
phrases used by the child/adult.

Date and time (when safeguarding concern occurred or was witnessed or disclosed)

Location (when safeguarding concern occurred or was witnessed or disclosed)

Witnesses (Name of other officers, people or witnesses present)

Have you reported this concern to any other agencies?

Police on 101                                                

Cumbria Children’s Safeguarding Hub     

Local Adult Social Care Office                    

Other, please give details……………………………….
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3. To be completed by the Designated Safeguarding Lead 

RoSC received by DSL Date Initials

Supporting input or information from reporting officer or service area. 

DSL actions/outcomes

Safeguarding concern forwarded to:

Cumbria Children’s Safeguarding Hub

Local Adult Social Care Office 

Police                           Hub  
  

   Date                            Initials

Follow-up call to the Safeguarding Hub/Adult Social Care 
(recommended 1 week from submission)

Date Initials

Feedback from the Safeguarding Hub/ Adult Social Care with regard to the referral.

RoSC entered onto CBC information management system 
(Covalent)

Date Initials
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Copeland - Vulnerable Adult Risk Management Meeting Record (VARM)                                                                                              Appendix G

Lead/ Co-ordinating Agency contact details – Copeland Borough Council 

Lead/ Co-ordinating Agency contact details –

Name of Adult PIN/ ID/ NHS Number

DOB Age Ethnic Origin

Address

GP

Date of Risk Management Meeting Is this a review? Y/N

Details of people invited to VARM

Name Organisation/Role Email Attended Apologies Not Attended
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Brief details of the concerns/situation which has led to a VARM meeting

This review meeting was called following concern for the VA circumstances:

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Meeting is to determine whether VARM is appropriate, what support can be provided by each agency and how support can be coordinated in 
the best interests of the VA.

What are the views of the Adult? (please also record here what attempts have been taken to involve the Adult in this process)

Factors leading to VARM (tick applicable)

Has Capacity Non Engagement Community Concerns Agency Concerns

Public Safety Issues Risk of serious harm or death Self-neglect Fire Safety concerns

Deteriorating health condition Targeted by local community Hate Crime ASBO’s
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Risk of Homelessness Self-Harm Drugs and/or Alcohol Sexual Violence

Risk Identified Level of Risk
(High, Medium, Low)

Likelihood to occur
(High, Medium, Low)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Risk No: and Summary Possible Benefits and/or Harms of not managing the risk

1

2

3

4

5
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Risk No: and Summary Possible Benefits and/or Harms of not managing the risk

6

7

8

VA - Desired Outcomes 

Legal Powers and Duties considered

1 Public Safety and Public Health (Unwholesome and verminous properties - Public Health Act 1936 Sections 83 to 86 (as amended by 
Section 35 Public Health Act 1961)

2 Fire and Rescue Services Act- duty to provide fire safety advice, attend fires and other emergencies to save life.  Fire Safety Order- duty 
on responsible persons (generally owner/landlord) to provide suitable and sufficient fire risk assessments to consider all relevant 
persons (tenants).  Noted the property is owner occupied 

3 Housing Act 2004- Duties on housing authorities
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Legal Powers and Duties considered

4 Human Rights Act 1998 (right to private and family life)
5 Mental Capacity Act 2005 (allows for intervention if assessment deems person lacks capacity) 
6 Mental Health Act 1983 (allows for intervention if assessment deems person has mental disorder)
7 NHS and community care Act 1990 –Section 47- Duty to assess and meet identified/eligible needs

Protection Action Plan (for each risk identified) Action by whom Action by Date Review Date

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Conflicts/concerns Name of person/agency with conflicting view

Meeting Closure Summary
  

Closure Outcomes (tick applicable)

Referral to agency Advice and Guidance provided Risks Removed Family Support

No Further action Individual does not wish to proceed Risks Remain Civil Action

Support not accepted Criminal investigation/ prosecution Risks Reduced Person Deceased

Date of closure: Service User Signature 
if agreed/required

The actions that have been identified are considered to be legal, necessary and proportional to the circumstances based on the information shared in this 
meeting.  This is a true and accurate record of the VARM meeting.  (The VARM Chair’s name in this box replaces the normal hand written signature to denote 
compliance with the above statement)

Name:

Date: 
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Appendix H
Safeguarding Clause for insertion in contracts/procurement documentation

17. SAFEGUARDING

17.1 The Service Provider must demonstrate a proactive approach to Safeguarding Adults and Safeguarding Children.  This will be evidenced 
through a range of robust policies and procedures that minimise the potential for abuse, and embed understanding and responsibility 
throughout.

17.2 Insofar as they contain obligations on the Service Provider to deliver the Services, the Service Provider and recipients must comply with 
such Cumbria multi-agency policy guidance/Copeland Borough Council Safeguarding Policies and Procedures for the safeguarding of adults 
and/or children.  These are available on request.  The provider must also comply at all times with the most up to date legislation and 
supporting guidance.

17.3 The Service Provider shall ensure that they provide all appropriate staff and volunteers with training regarding the Council’s Safeguarding 
Adults Multi Agency Policy and Procedures.  This training must be delivered in accordance with the individuals’ job role and responsibilities 
as part of the staff induction programme at a level appropriate to their role.  It is good practice for the training to be refreshed as a 
minimum every 3 years. 

17.4 The Service Provider is required to co-operate with any Safeguarding Adult or Children’s investigations as directed by the Investigating 
Manager within the Council.

17.5 The Service Provider shall ensure that the organisation operates a recruitment and selection procedure which meets the Council’s 
standards and meets the requirements of legislation to ensure the protection of vulnerable children and adults.  All posts should be 
assessed by the Service Provider to determine whether they require a Disclosures and Barring Service (DBS) check.

17.6 The Service Provider’s Safeguarding Policy will be reviewed on an on-going basis, at a minimum annually, to incorporate any changes to 
legislation or guidance.

17.7 The Service Provider shall ensure that all allegations, suspicions and incidents of abuse, harm or risk of harm to children and/or vulnerable 
adults are reported immediately to the Council. 
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Council 9th April 2019

GAMBLING ACT 2005 – COUNCIL’S STATEMENT OF LICENSING POLICY

Portfolio holder: Not applicable; non-Executive function. Chairman of Licensing 
Committee is Councillor Peter Tyson.

Lead Officer: Sarah Pemberton, Head of Governance and Commercial.

Report authors: Clinton Boyce, Solicitor; and
Jackie O’Reilly, Public Protection Manager.

Report summary: To advise Council of the current position on the adoption of a 
new statutory Statement of Licensing Policy to be made under 
section 349 of the Gambling Act 2005.

Recommendations:                 (a)     That the current position and proposed timetable for 
                                                              adoption of a statement of licensing policy to be made  
                                                              under section 349 of the Gambling Act 2005 be noted; 
                                                              and
                                                    (b)     that the comments of the Monitoring Officer be 
                                                              considered by members and noted.

1.0       INTRODUCTION

1.1 Section 349 of the Gambling Act 2005 (‘the Act’) requires a licensing authority (this 
Council) to prepare, every three years, a statement of the principles that they 
propose to apply in exercising their functions under the Act during that three year 
period and, once prepared, to publish such statement. The last statement was 
approved by Council on the 3rd December 2015 and was for the period of three years 
from the 1st January 2016 and expiring on the 31st December 2018. The policy has 
therefore expired.

1.2 The Council needs to prepare and adopt a new statement under the Act as quickly as 
possible. A draft statement has been prepared by the Public Protection Manager and 
will be considered by the Licensing Committee immediately before Council. Once 
that draft has been approved it will then be subject to a period of consultation. In 
respect of consultation section 349 requires the police, one or more persons who 
appear to the authority to represent the interests of persons carrying on gambling 
businesses in the authority’s area, and, one or more persons who appear to the 
authority to represent the interests of persons who are likely to be affected by the 
exercise of the authority’s functions under the Act. This has previously extended to 
licence-holders, local safeguarding boards, Gamcare, public authorities and advice 
bureaus and will be extensive again this time.
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1.3 The proposed timetable for moving this matter forward is as follows:

Approve draft statement Licensing Committee- 9th April 2019
Start consultation 11th April 2019
Consultation closes 24th May 2019 (6 weeks)
Review consultation replies by 31st May 2019
Approve final statement Licensing Committee – 13th June 2019
Approve final statement Full Council – 25th June 2019 (provisional 

date) 
Publicise statement 3rd July 2019
Revised statement in force 5th August 2019 (must be at least 4 

weeks from publication date).

1.4 For the purposes of this report, Council is asked to note the current position, 
progress being made and the proposed timescales.

2.0 STATUTORY OFFICER COMMENTS

2.1 Monitoring officer comments:  This report is presented to Council in accordance with 
section 5 of the Local Government and Housing Act 1989 which requires the 
Monitoring Officer to inform Council of any omission in complying with the law. In 
this case the Council has omitted to have in place a statement of gambling policy as 
required by the Gambling Act 2005. Members are asked to consider this report and 
note the new timescales for correcting the omission.  In making this report the 
Monitoring Officer is required to consult with the head of paid service and section 
151 officer whose comments are shown below. Legal comments are contained 
within the report. 

2.2 Head of Paid Service comments: The situation is noted and the timetable for the 
adoption of the policy will be adhered to.

2.3 Section 151 comments: There are no financial implications arising from the 
recommendations in this report or the Monitoring Officer’s comments.

2.4 Equality Act issues: None arise directly from this report.

2.5 Policy framework: Not applicable as this relates to a statutory function.

3.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Draft Statement of Licensing Policy; and
Gambling Commission Guidance to Licensing Authorities.
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PROTOCOL FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF HONORARY ALDERMEN

EXECUTIVE MEMBER: Councillor David Moore, Portfolio Holder for Nuclear and 
Corporate Services

LEAD OFFICER: Sarah Pemberton, Head of Governance
REPORT AUTHOR: Stephanie Shaw, Electoral and Democratic Services 

Manager

SUMMARY:  

This report and the attached appendix sets out the protocol for the appointment of 
Honorary Aldermen.

RECOMMENDATION:

The attached protocol be agreed and implemented with immediate effect. 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 It was agreed by Full Council on 10th April 2018, that a cross party working group 
be set up to look at the following:

                  •         The criteria for making nomination for Honorary Aldermen
•         The process for nomination 
•         What Role does the Alderman Play; and
•         Should there be a limit to the number of Aldermen.

1.2 There is currently no approved process for the nomination of Honorary 
Aldermen.

1.3 Section 249 of the Local Government Act 1972 states that the Council “may, by a
resolution passed by not less than two-thirds of the members voting thereon at a 
meeting of the council specially convened for the purpose with notice of the 
object, confer the title of honorary aldermen or honorary alderwomen on 
persons who have, in the opinion of the council, rendered eminent services to 
the council as past members of that council, but who are not then [members] of 
the council”. 

1.4 There are currently eleven Honorary Aldermen/Alderwomen for Copeland.
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2. PROPOSALS

2.1 The working party met on 13th February 2019 to discuss the process and set out 
a protocol for future appointments.

2.2 Appendix 1 of this report sets out the proposed protocol for all future 
nominations and appointments of Honorary Aldermen.  

3. ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED

3.1 None

4. CONCLUSIONS

4.1 The attached protocol sets out the process for nomination and the appointment 
of Honorary Aldermen for the Borough of Copeland.  

5.     STATUTORY OFFICER COMMENTS 

5.1 Legal Comments are: 
Any legal issues are addressed within the report and the protocol.

5.2 The Monitoring Officer’s comments are: 
Council will be compliant under its duty s249 LGA 1972 to recognise and honour 
past serving Members of Council who have rendered eminent services.  There 
are no legal implications contained within this report.

5.3 The Section 151 Officer’s comments are:
There are no resource or value for money implications arising from this 
recommendation.  The cost of the badges will be met from the existing budget 
provision.  

List of Appendices 

Appendix 1 – Protocol for the Appointment of Honorary Aldermen
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Protocol for the Appointment 
of Honorary Aldermen

Publication Date: April 2019
Version: 0.1
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Protocol for the Appointment of Honorary Aldermen of Copeland Borough Council

1. Background

1.1 Section 249 of the Local Government Act 1972 states that the Council “may, by a 
resolution passed by not less than two-thirds of the members voting thereon at a 
meeting of the council specially convened for the purpose with notice of the object, 
confer the title of honorary aldermen or honorary alderwomen on persons who 
have, in the opinion of the council, rendered eminent services to the council as past 
members of that council, but who are not then [members] of the council”. 

1.2 Therefore:

(a) Such appointments must be made at a specially convened meeting of 
the council solely for that purpose; 

(b)  be passed by not less than two thirds of the voting members present at the 
meeting of council; and

(c) Only be granted to persons who have ‘rendered eminent services to the 
Council’ as a past member. 

2. Role of an Honorary Alderman

2.1 Those elected to the role of Honorary Alderman or Honorary Alderwoman are 
entitled to use the title ‘Honorary Alderman of the Borough of Copeland’ or 
‘Honorary Alderwoman of the Borough of Copeland’.

2.2 Honorary Aldermen and Honorary Alderwomen have the right to attend meetings of 
the Council as a member of the public.

2.3 Honorary Aldermen and Honorary Alderwomen may attend and take part in such 
civic ceremonies as the Council may from time to time decide. However, they have 
no formal role on the Council. 

2.4 The role of Honorary Alderman or Honorary Alderwoman does not carry any right to 
claim any allowances payable under the Members Allowances Scheme.

3.         Criteria for the appointment of an Honorary Alderman or Alderwoman

3.1 The statutory requirement is that Council must be satisfied, in conferring the title, 
that the person nominated has “in the opinion of the council, rendered eminent 
services to the council as past members of that council, but who are not then 
[members] of the council”. There is no statutory definition of ‘eminent service’. The 
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Council will however take into account the following matters in determining whether 
a person has provided eminent service to the Council as a past member:

(a) The length of service as a councillor whether continuous or broken. It is 
recommended that a councillor should have served a minimum of 12 years as 
a councillor, however each individual nomination will be assessed on its merits.  

(b) Whether the person has been a chairman of the council or a committee and 
the frequency of such chairmanships. Being a chairman requires time and 
commitment and contributes to providing service;

(c) The extent that the person served on outside bodies on behalf of the Council 
and the extent that commitment was required and travelling required. 

(d) The extent that the person has actively participated in ward issues on behalf 
of the Council beyond that normally expected of a councillor. This could be in 
delivering projects with officers or simply acting as an effective liaison between 
residents and officers on a number of issues;

(e) Whether a person has been dual or triple hatted as a councillor and whether 
that has helped facilitate effective liaison between the Council and the other 
council(s);

(f) The extent that a person has actively participated in events promoted by the 
Council outside the core business of attending committees or representing 
constituents. Examples might be attending community events as a councillor 
or participating in litter pick days with officers;

(g) The extent that a person has acted as an ambassador for the Council and has 
promoted and supported the Council in the community; and

(h) Anything else, perhaps unique, that the former member has done which can 
be considered as ‘eminent service’.

A person nominated may have provided substantial commitment in some of the above criteria 
and none in others. That is acceptable. Members will take an overall consideration as to what 
they consider are ‘eminent services’ and the contribution that the person has made to the 
Council.  Each application will be considered on it’s own individual merit as the Council 
recognises that each proposal will contain a unique set of circumstances.

3.2 Nominations can be made by serving councillors, the elected mayor or members of 
the public, or a combination thereof. The more people supporting a nomination 
might be an indicator that the statutory requirement of ‘eminent service’ is being 
satisfied. 

3.3 There is no minimum period after which a retiring member can be considered. The 
sole statutory requirement is that the member has provided ‘eminent service’ to the 
Council.

 
3.4 A Nomination Form (Appendix A) must be completed and submitted to the Monitoring

     Officer.
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4. Procedure for awarding Title of Honorary Alderman 

4.1 The award of Honorary Alderman or Honorary Alderwoman shall take place during an 
extraordinary meeting of the Council, called for this specific purpose.  

4.2 The proposers of a nomination will have the opportunity to speak in relation to the 
nominees for Honorary Alderman or Alderwoman.

4.3 The resolution needs to be passed by not less than two thirds of the Members present 
at the meeting.

4.4 If the appointment is approved by Council, the person being awarded the title of 
Honorary Alderman or Alderwoman will be presented with a badge bearing the title.

4.5 The cost of badges will be met by the Council.

5. Limit

5.1 There are, at the time of issue, 11 Honorary Alderman for Copeland, the equivalent of 
33% of the number of members (from May 2019).  

5.2 The number of new appointments of Honorary Alderman will need to be monitored, 
and taken into account when assessing new nominations in order for the title 
conferred to retain its status and prestige and not to dilute the inherent meaning of 
the honour bestowed.

6. Removal of Title of Honorary Alderman

6.1 There may be occasions where, due to the past or current behaviour of individuals 
who have been appointed as Honorary Aldermen or Alderwomen, the Council may 
wish to remove the title from an individual. 

6.2 Removal of the title of Honorary Alderman or Alderwoman will require a motion to 
Council signed by three current serving Councillors or the Mayor and two current 
serving Councillors, stating the reason for the removal of the title.  A resolution of two 
thirds of those present must be passed. However, it may take place at any meeting of 
Full Council rather than a specially convened meeting.
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NOMINATION FORM FOR THE ROLE OF HONORARY ALDERMAN OR ALDERWOMAN

OF COPELAND BOROUGH COUNCIL

Please complete the following using either black ink or type (and continue on a separate 
sheet, if necessary). 

Name of person being nominated:

Address:

Telephone number:

Please explain how the nominee meets the following criteria for appointment:

1 How long has the nominee served on Copeland Borough Council?

2 What eminent services has the nominee rendered during his/her time on 
Copeland Borough Council?
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3 What significant contribution has the nominee made to the Council and its residents?

4 Why do you believe that this person should be conferred the appointment of 
Honorary Alderman?

5 Signature of Proposers

.
5.1 Signed Print Name

Position

Date

5.2 Signed Print Name

Position

Date

5.3 Signed Print Name

Position

Date

Please return the completed form to: The Monitoring Officer
The Copeland Centre
Catherine Street
Whitehaven
CA28 7SJ
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FULL 09/04/19

OUTSIDE BODIES ANNUAL REPORT

EXECUTIVE MEMBER: Councillor David Moore
LEAD OFFICER: Julie Betteridge, Executive Director Operations
REPORT AUTHOR: Julie Betteridge

SUMMARY:

This report provides copies and an analysis and overview of the annual reports 
received by Council Members representing the Council in 2018/19 on Outside Bodies.

RECOMMENDATIONS:                                                                              

Council are recommended to:
a)  note that the annual review reports have been received; and
b)  consider any Overview and Scrutiny Committee recommendations brought to the 
Council following their meeting on 3rd April 2019. 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The outside bodies representation list is reviewed and agreed annually by Full 
Council.   The list includes for both outside body representation and Member 
thematic champions and for 2018/19 is re-produced at Appendix A.   This report 
relates to representation for the 2018/19 year.

1.2 Members formally allocated to outside body representation are expected to 
provide an annual feedback report.   Each year these reports are considered by 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee to acknowledge where and how members 
have been active in their outside bodies.   Members use existing mechanisms, 
mainly linked officers, to feed any actions or issues into the council.  The 
Member Champions currently have the choice of using the annual feedback form 
to let all members know what they have actively engaged with during the year.  

1.3 Members representing the Council on outside bodies have a responsibility to 
report actions, issues and risk to ensure required activity is undertaken by the 
Council and any necessary concerns and mitigation is considered and 
appropriate action taken.   A standard summary feedback form template is in 
place for member representatives to use following a meeting.  This can then be 
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circulated to the relevant officers and members for follow up information, 
communication and action.  

2. FEEDBACK RECEIVED

2.1 The responses from outside body member representatives have been considered 
by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.  This included feedback from 17 
member representatives, 40% of outside bodies on the list, and 3 Member 
Champions.  As was evidenced in last year’s responses, Members have been 
active in their outside bodies during the past year.  They continue to work with 
officers and use existing mechanisms, including circulating notes and minutes of 
meetings attended to feed issues into the Council.  As highlighted last year, a 
good proportion of the outside bodies publish their papers publicly making them 
available to Members and Staff to access eg Copeland Community Fund.

2.2 A number of key partnerships are reported on through the Portfolio reports to 
Full Council using the quarterly performance management and reporting 
framework.   

2.3 A number of members are using the summary feedback form after meetings, 
some are using officers to feed information and issues in to the Council and 
other member representatives are sending information for inclusion in the 
members weekly update.    The main feedback focus is on action, issues and 
potential risks for the Council to be aware of or to respond to.   No annual report 
form has identified direct risks for the Council from the outside body 
representation and actions.  All representatives reporting believe the outside 
body representation they are reporting on is beneficial to the Council and should 
continue.

2.4 The review invites further comments and these include a need to review one 
partnership activity in line with the Council’s annual grant, the importance of 
support for locality partnerships and confirmation that new reps will be needed 
moving forward.  There was particularly reference to the Pensions Forum where 
whoever takes this on should “have a long term commitment to grasp the 
complexities of pensions. Ideally they should be portfolio holder for Finance.”  

 
2.5 Three theme Champions have reported on their annual activities:  Older Persons, 

Heritage and Homelessness.  This annual reporting is not obligatory and those 
received have been considered by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.  
Champions do use opportunities throughout the year to report through our 
standard communications mechanisms on issues and activities.  Some 
Champions take the opportunity to meet with staff and key partners regularly, 
others are active members of projects.   All three reports highlight the value of 
the champion role to the Council and delivery of our priorities in this area.  
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3. CONCLUSIONS

3.1 The purpose of the annual review report is to ensure members are able at least 
once a year to reflect and report on their outside body representative activity 
highlighting any issues.  No review report received has asked for a review of the 
representation to the outside body so it is anticipated that existing outside body 
representation will be continued and will be allocated as usual at the Annual 
Meeting in May 2019 for 2019/20.  We have already set in action a review of the 
cycle path partnership to understand the updated position and status of the 
partnership to inform the 2019/20 representation allocations.

3.2 In summary, the annual reporting for 2018/19 has been at 40%, less than the 
nearly 60% in 2017/18 and significantly less than the 80% response from the 
previous year.  It must be noted that the timing of the annual reporting request 
is earlier than usual due to wishing to get the feedback to the last Full Council of 
this four year term before elections for the Council in May.

3.3 The majority of representatives are attending regularly.  The use of feedback 
mechanisms vary and representatives have access to weekly member briefings 
to get relevant information circulated to other members.   As reflected last year, 
officer attendance does assist with ensuring that actions, issues and risks are fed 
in directly.  

3.4 This report is provided for consideration and noting.  Any comments or 
recommendations from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee whose meeting 
will take place on 3rd April 2019 will be circulated to all members in advance of 
this Full Council.

List of Appendices 

Appendix A – Outside Bodies List 2018/19

List of Background Documents:
Previous Reports, Forms received.
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OUTSIDE BODIES 2018/19 (Updated December 2018)

 Outside Body / 
Partnership

Attending Officer Member 
representative

Corporate
Strategy 
Alignment

Comments / Links

1 Copeland Community 
Fund

Director of Customer 
and Community Services

Ray Gill and Portfolio 
Holder for Nuclear and 
Corporate Services, 
Councillor David 
Moore.

Reserves: Councillor 
Neil Ferguson for 
Councillor Ray Gill 
Councillor Andy Pratt 
for Councillor David 
Moore

All 
Ambitions

2 Greenwich Leisure 
Limited Board - 
Copeland

Director of Customer 
and Community Services

Councillor David Riley 
and Ian Hill

Ambition 3

3 Copeland Partnership Director of Customer 
and Community Services

Mayor, Mike Starkie, 
and open to all 
Members

All 
Ambitions

4 Howgate and 
Distington Partnership

Community 
Regeneration Officer

All in Partnership area

5 NE Copeland  - NE 
Locality Partnership

Community 
Regeneration Officer

All in Partnership area

6 West Locality 
Partnership

Community 
Regeneration Officer

All in Partnership area
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7 Mid Copeland 
Partnership

Community 
Regeneration Officer

All in Partnership area

8 Whitehaven 
Partnership

Community 
Regeneration Officer

All in Partnership area

9 South Copeland 
Partnership

Community 
Regeneration Officer

All in Partnership area

10 3 Tier Quarterly 
Meetings

Director of Customer 
and Community Services

Open to all members to 
attend

All 
Ambitions

3 Tier meeting 
serviced by CALC -  
meetings move 
around the borough 

11 West Cumbria 
Community Safety 
Partnership 

Director of Customer 
and Community Services

Portfolio Holder Ambition 1, 
3 and 4

12 West Cumbria Site 
Stakeholder Group 
(WCSSG)

Managing Director Mayor, Councillors Ray 
Gill and Fee Wilson

Ambition 1 
and 3

14 WCSSG 
LLWR

None Councillors Jackie 
Bowman; Alan Jacob 
Dave Riley and 
Graham Sunderland

Ambition 1 
and 3

15 WCSSG
Spent Fuel 
Management  and 
Nuclear Materials 

None Councillors John Kane; 
Neil Ferguson Alistair 
Norwood and 
Charles Maudling

Ambition 1 
and 3

16 WCSSG
Risk and Hazard 
Reduction and Waste 
Management  Working 
Group

None Councillors 
David Banks; John 
Kane; Felicity Wilson 
and Andy Pratt

Ambition 1 
and 3
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17. WCSSG
Environmental Health

None Councillors Gillian 
Troughton and Alistair 
Norwood

Ambition 1 
and 3

18. WCSSG
Emergency Planning

None Councillor Felicity 
Wilson

Ambition 1 
and 3

20 Cumbria Community 
Foundation – West 
Cumbria Grants Panel

None Councillor John Kane
Councillor Ged 
McGrath

Ambition 1 
and 3

21 West Cumbria 
Cycleway Partnership

Strategic Planning 
Manager

Councillor Graham 
Sunderland

Ambition 1 
and 3

Cumbria

22 Cumbria LEP None Mayor, Mark Starkie, 
West Cumbria 
representative – shared 
on 2 year cycle with 
Allerdale Borough 
Council

All 
Ambitions

23 Cumbria Leadership 
Board

None Mayor, Mike Starkie All 
Ambitions

24 Joint District Leaders 
Board

Managing Director Mayor, Mike Starkie All 
Ambitions

25 Cumbria Housing 
Group

Director of Customer 
and Community Services 
/ Strategic Housing 
Manager

Portfolio Holder for 
Economic Growth

All 
Ambitions

26 West Cumberland 
Hospital Stakeholder 
Group

None Mayor, Mike Starkie Ambition 1 
and 3

27 Cumbria Public Health 
Alliance 

 Director of Customer 
and Community Services

Portfolio Holder All 
Ambitions
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28 Cumbria Health & 
Wellbeing Scrutiny 
Committee

 None Chair of CBC OSC  or 
Nominee

All 
Ambitions

29 Cumbria Waste 
Partnership

Waste and Enforcement 
Manager

Portfolio Holder All 
Ambitions

30 Lake District National 
Parks Authority

None Councillor Hugh 
Branney

Ambition 3 
and 4

31 LDNP Partnership Economic Development 
Manager

Councillor Keith 
Hitchen

Ambition 1, 
3 and 4

32 PCC Panel None Councillor Graham 
Sunderland

Ambition 1, 
3 and 4

33 Connecting Cumbria None Councillor Gillian 
Troughton

All 
ambitions

34 Pensions  Forum Chief Finance Officer Councillor Gillian 
Troughton

Ambition 4 

35 Cumbria Nature 
Partnership

None Councillor Hugh 
Branney

Ambition 1 
and 3

Feeds into the 
Cumbria LEP

36 Cumbria Community 
Foundation Board

None Mayor, Mike Starkie Ambition 1 
and 3

Regional
37 North West Employers 

Organisations
None Councillor Ray Gill Ambition 3 

and 4

National 
38 Nuleaf As requested Portfolio Holder for All 
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Nuclear ambitions
39 The Alliance As requested Councillor Ray Gill Ambition 1, 

2 and 3
Champions 
40 Armed Forces 

Champion
Councillor Allan Forster Ambition 3

41 Conservation 
Champion

Councillor Mike 
McVeigh

All 
ambitions

42 Equalities Champion Councillor Anne 
Bradshaw

All 
Ambitions

43 Safeguarding 
Champion

Councillor Anne 
Bradshaw

All 
ambitions

44 Homeless Champion Councillor Sam Pollen Ambition 1, 
3 and 4

45 Voluntary and 
Community Sector 
liaison Champion

Portfolio Holder All 
ambitions

46 ASB Champion Councillor Jeanette 
Forster

Ambition 1, 
3 and 4

47 Young Peoples 
Champion

Councillor Hugh 
Branney

All 
ambitions

48 Older Persons 
Champion

Councillor Jean 
Lewthwaite

All 
Ambitions

49 SME Champion Councillors Doug 
Wilson and Gillian 
Troughton to share 
North and South

Ambition 1, 
2 and 4

50 Democracy and 
Engagement 
Champion

Councillor Andy Pratt Ambition 3 
and 4
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51 Health and Wellbeing 
Champion

Portfolio Holder All 
ambitions

Local Trusts managed by the Council
52 Whitehaven Maternity 

Trust
Julie Betteridge Councillors Jeanette 

Forster, Mark Holliday 
& Carla Arrighi

Ambition 3 Endorses Previous 
Appointment

53 Pipers Educational 
Trust

Julie Betteridge Councillor Brian O’Kane Ambition 3 Endorses Previous 
Appointment
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